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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

May 17-18, 2016 

Embassy Suites Omaha – Omaha, Nebraska 

 
• Summary of Action Items • 

 
1. Approved previous sets of meeting minutes 

2. Approved modified agenda 

3. Approved options to evaluate additional contingencies in the 2017 ITPNT Assessment 

4. Approved invalidation of certain reliability violations related to DC Constraints 

5. Approved RR 159 

6. Approved RR 160 

7. Approved Flowgate Change Candidates 

8. Approved TRM values for permanent flowgates 
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

May 17-18, 2016 

Embassy Suites Omaha – Omaha, Nebraska 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Call to Order 
TWG Chair Travis Hyde called the meeting to order at 8:04 am. The following members were in attendance 
or represented by proxy (Attachment 1a, 1b – Attendance, WebEx Attendance): 

 
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas & Electric (Chair) 
Daniel Benedict, Independence Power & Light 
Scott Benson, Lincoln Electric System 
John Boshears, City Utilities of Springfield (Phone Only) 
Bruce Cude, Southwestern Public Service Company, proxy for John Fulton, Southwestern Public 
Service Company 
Richard Dahl, Missouri River Energy Services 
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority (Phone Only) 
Kalen Kelley, Western Farmers’ Electric Cooperative 
John Knofczynski, East River Electric Power Cooperative 
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District  
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District 
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Matt McGee, American Electric Power 
Nathan McNeil (Vice Chair), Westar Energy, Inc. 
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric  
Michael Mueller, AECC (Phone Only) 
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains (Phone Only) 
Gayle Nansel, Western Area Power Administration 
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
Chris Pink, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Noman Williams, South Central MCN 
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light 
 

Kirk informed Travis that there was a quorum.   
 
Proxies 
Kirk informed the group that 1 proxy was submitted in advance in the meeting.  That proxy (Attachment 1c 
– Proxies) was: 
 

 Bruce Cude (SPS) for John Fulton (SPS) 
 
Antitrust Guidelines 
Kirk reviewed the Antitrust Guidelines (Attachment 1c – Antitrust Guidelines) with the TWG as a reminder 
of the allowed discussions during the meeting.   
 
Previous Meeting Minutes 
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Before asking the TWG to approve the minutes, Kirk informed the TWG he had received one requested 
change to the April 20th meeting minutes after the materials were posted.  He informed the members of the 
change and requested approval of all meeting minutes (Attachment 1d, 1e, 1f, 1g – February 23-24, 2016 
Meeting Minutes, March 16, 2016 Meeting Minutes, March 29, 2016 Meeting Minutes, and April 20, 2016 
Meeting Minutes). 
 

Motion:  Noman Williams made a motion to approve all meeting minutes including the 
proposed change to the April 20th meeting minutes.  Bruce Cude seconded the motion, 
which passed unanimously.   

 
Agenda Review 
Travis asked if any changes were needed for the agenda.  One change to Agenda Item 8d was made noting 
that the item was for a status update only and no action would be needed. 
 

Motion:  Daniel Benedict made a motion to accept the agenda as modified.  Nathan McNeil 
seconded his motion, which passed unopposed.  
 

Materials Review 
No comments were received on the meeting materials.   

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

Kirk reviewed the Current Action Item list (Attachment 2 – Current Action Items).  No comments were made 
on the Action Item list. 

Agenda Item 3 – MOPC/BOD Update  

Travis Hyde updated the group on the April round of MOPC and Board of Director meetings. Items 
specifically mentioned were the TPL contingencies being removed from the 2017 ITP10 Scope by the 
MOPC and Board, approval of the 2016 ITPNT assessment including continued evaluation of the projects 
needed for Scenario 5 only, approval of an expedited re-evaluation of the Basin project in the 2016 ITPNT 
portfolio, awarding the Walkemeyer RFP project to Mid Kansas, and the approved expedited re-
evaluation of the Walkemeyer RFP project. 

Agenda Item 4 – TPL-001-4 Dynamic Assessment 

2015 Lessons Learned 
Doug Bowman, SPP staff, reviewed SPP’s Lessons Learned document from the 2015 TPL-001-4 Stability 
Assessment (Attachment 3a – Lesson Learned).  Doug reviewed the identified areas where improvement 
was needed as well as staff’s plans to improve the areas where necessary.  He also requested feedback 
from stakeholders on how to improve the study from their perspective.  Doug received suggestions from 
stakeholders to limit the amount of work done while still maintaining compliance as well as methods to 
improve communication throughout the assessment. 
 
2016 TPL-001-4 Scope 
Doug then reviewed the scope for the 2016 Assessment with the stakeholders and requested their 
approval (Attachment 3b – 2016 TPL-001-4 Dynamic Scope).  Doug reviewed some specific points with 
the stakeholders such as limiting the number of member-submitted contingencies and revisiting the 
Disturbance Performance Requirements document which is used to determine instability.  Members 
identified a few key points in the language that they wanted to be corrected prior to approval.  Doug 
agreed to revise the document and present during the June 15th TWG Net Conference for approval.   
 

Action Item:  Staff to bring back the 2016 TPL Dynamic Assessment Scope after dampening 
requirements have been added.  
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Agenda Item 5 – 2017 ITPNT 

Scenario 5 Discussion 
Kirk began a presentation from staff on newly-created MOPC Action Item 266 (Attachment 4a – Scenario 
5 Methodology for 2017 ITPNT), which required the TWG and ESWG to investigate the Scenario 5 
methodology as it relates to the 2017 ITPNT Scope.  Staff suggested two options.  Option 1 would apply 
coupling criteria to Scenario 5 violations showing in the summer peak models.  Option 2 would consider 
new model build to replace Scenario 5 that would incorporate considerations of the TPITF as documented 
in the TPITF Whitepaper.  Members were not ready to vote on the item and requested one week to 
discuss both options with their MOPC reps prior to voting.  Travis asked Kirk to send out a request for 
email vote on May 26th, which would allow members a week to discuss internally.   
 

Action Item:  Kirk to send out an email vote request for Scenario 5 methodology in the 
2017 ITPNT on May 26th.   

 
Additional TPL Contingencies in the 2017 ITPNT 
Michael Odom, SPP staff, presented the TWG with options (Attachment 4b – 2017 ITPNT TPL Events) on 
how to evaluate the additional TPL-001-4 contingencies that have been included in the scope for the 
2017 ITPNT Assessment.  After seeing Michael’s presentation, members suggested a hybrid approach 
based upon the two options that have been presented.  Many members preferred to see OPM mitigations 
prior to being used in the assessment.  Members asked for staff recommendation on which option to use.  
Kirk responded that staff’s recommendation did not consider which option to pursue because this item is 
a member driven suggestion and staff would work to incorporate the way the process using the members’ 
preferred method.   
 

Action Item:  Staff to develop a hybrid option and bring back to the TWG for consideration.  
 

Additionally, Michael asked for the TWG to approve staff’s recommendation on what model 
years/seasons to assess the additional contingencies for TPL-001-4.   
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion to accept staff’s recommendation.  Noman Williams 
seconded the motion, which passed with one abstention from Nate Morris.   

 
DC Tie Modeling Approach 
Kirk then asked members to review the language to the DC Tie Modeling in the 2017 ITPNT Scope.  He 
asked if any additional changes were requested.  Members had no issues with the current scope 
language related to DC Ties.    

Agenda Item 6 – 2017 ITP10 

Schedule Update 
This item was skipped.  
 
Consideration of Reliability and Economic Needs 
Chris Jamieson, SPP staff, then presented to the TWG (Attachment 5a –Coordination of Reliability and 
Economic Issues).  Members suggested that SPP identify the invalidated potential reliability.  Members 
also voiced worry about loadings in PSS/e higher than a few percent.  Chris reminded the members that 
the economic model used to identify the constraints is also considering outages, while the dispatch in the 
power flow models does not consider outages. Therefore, the economic model has more difficult 
conditions to dispatch around due to the outages.  Other methods were suggested as a potential solution, 
but staff believed that there was not time available in the schedule to implement these.     
 

Motion:  Nathan McNeil made a motion to accept staff’s recommendation to post the list of 
invalidated potential reliability needs.  Chris Pink seconded the motion, which passed with 
one abstention from Alan Myers.     
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Guidelines for Addressing Congested Interfaces 
Chris moved on to discuss a process (Attachment 5b – Guidelines for Addressing Congested Interfaces) 
that could be used to evaluate congested interfaces.  Chris discussed the issues around addressing a 
congested interface specifically as it relates to congestion caused by stability limits.  Staff believes this 
process would be a maturation of previous solution development processes and would allow stakeholders 
and staff more flexibility in determining solutions and providing a proper evaluation method to address 
stability limits that cause congestion.  Members then discussed the need for justification in the form of an 
additional study that allows ratings to change for analysis.  SPP staff confirmed that the tariff allows this in 
Attachment Y.  Staff agreed to table this item and revisit later in the meeting.   
 
The following day staff revisited this issue with the members to ease their concerns with the new process.  
Members conceded they were uncomfortable with the end of the process.  Specific questions were 
related to the impact to the interface owner and how involved SPP staff would be involved in the process. 
 
Travis asked the group to vote in a strawman poll.  11 members agreed they were in favor of the new 
process, while 2 members preferred no changes to the evaluation.   
 
Reliability Metrics Feedback 
Kirk reviewed the Reliability Metrics Feedback (Attachment 5c – Steady State Reliability Metrics in the ITP).  
No comments were made from members or staff.  This feedback will be used in the 2017 ITP10. 

Agenda Item 7 – Revision Requests 

RR 159  
Neil Robertson, SPP staff, presented Revision Request 159 to the TWG and requested their approval 
(Attachment 6a – RR159 Recommendation Report).  Members had no issues with the RR. 
 

Motion:  Daniel Benedict made a motion to accept.  John Knofczynski seconded the 
motion, which passed unanimously.  

 
RR 160  
Liz Gephardt, SPP staff, presented Revision Request 160 to the TWG (Attachment 6b, 6c – RR 160, ITP 
Manual.  Members proposed that any resource that was added to models because of this process should 
be approved by the TWG also, especially if upgrades are needed for the resource.  Liz also mentioned 
the ITP Manual was updated to correspond with this Revision Request.   
 

Motion:  Noman Williams made a motion to accept both documents as modified.  Bruce 
Cude seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.   

Agenda Item 8 – TWG Reports 

MDWG Report 
Nate Morris affirmed that the MDWG models were approved on March 14th and Short Circuit models 
posted on April 18th (Attachment 7a – MDWG Report).  It was also mentioned that dynamic models are 
slightly behind and staff are working to make up the time in the schedule.   
 
AQITF Update 
Jim McAvoy then presented an update on the AQITF (Attachment 7b – AQITF Presentation).   
Gayle informed the TWG how Western dealt with the issue identified by the TPITF.  Jason Davis asked 
how SPP would be able to participate in the studies done by a member and was told that SPP would 
simply be included as a participant and could perform similar analysis to meet the requirements. 
 
TPLTF Update 
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Michael Odom, SPP staff, reviewed the TPLTF report. Members had no comments for the TPLTF 
(Attachment 7c – TPLTF Written Report).   
 
Dynamic Load Task Force Update 
Derek Brown, Westar Energy, reviewed the update on work being done by the DLTF with the members.  
(Attachment 7d – 20160509 DLTF Report TWG).   
 
TWG Work Schedule 
Kirk reviewed the TWG Work Schedule (Attachment 7e – 2016 TWG Work Schedule) with the members.  

Agenda Item 9 – 2016 Flowgate Assessment and TRM Approval 

Flowgate Change Candidate Approval 
Moses Rotich, SPP staff, presented the results of the Annual Flowgate Assessment and requested 
members approve the Flowgate change candidates and their associated recommendation.  During the 
flowgate assessment discussion members asked staff’s opinion on whether a permanent flowgate should 
be approved for transmission facilities that will have an upgrade completed within the next calendar year.  
Will Tootle informed the group that staff’s preference would be to approve it as a permanent flowgate until 
the next annual assessment, where it could be deleted as a flowgate once the upgrade was placed in 
service.  Additionally, Randy Lindstrom and Dan Lenihan informed staff of a situation just like this that 
would occur later this year.  Dan mentioned SPP Criteria 6.4.2.9 that allows members to request 
additional analysis based upon new information.  Staff agreed to take the lead on the study and agreed to 
work with Interregional Relations since the flowgate in question was located near the SPP/MISO seam.   
 

Motion:  Harold Wyble made a motion to approve as modified.  Joe Fultz seconded the 
motion, which passed unanimously.    
 
Action Item:  Staff to post final flowgate list to TrueShare.   
 
Action Item:  Staff to begin facilitation to address the concerns around new flowgate 
candidates that may appear based upon upgrades made to the transmission system near 
the Kansas-Nebraska border  

 
TRM Approval 
Will Ragsdale, SPP staff, then presented the process and results for the TRM calculations for the 
flowgates and new flowgate changes candidates. Members asked about the inclusion of DC ties in the 
permanent flowgate list. Two were included in last year’s TRMID exceptions list. Will Tootle said he would 
need additional time to investigate 
 

Motion:  Daniel Benedict made a motion to approve.  Nathan McNeil seconded the motion, 
which passed unanimously.    
 
Action Item:   Staff to post final flowgate list to TrueShare.   

 
Jason Davis asked for feedback from the TWG on the process improvements that were implemented in 
this study for the first time.  No comments were provided related to the process improvements, however, 
Matt McGee, AEP, requested that staff filter the list of flowgates and highlight the candidates for addition 
and removal prior to sending to stakeholders. 

Agenda Item 11 – RCAR II Metrics Discussion 

Juliano Freitas, SPP staff, then presented the RCAR II Metrics (Attachment 8 – RCAR II Metrics 
Discussion).  Members requested information on entities that had a BC ratio between .8 and 1.0 were 
made whole in the RCAR process.  Juliano informed the members that staff looks for potential remedies 
during the planning assessment processes.   
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Agenda Item 12 – Criteria 5.3.3 Benchmarking 

Scott Jordan, SPP staff, presented the results of SPP’s Planning Criteria 5.3.3 benchmarking (Attachment 
9 – Criteria 5.3.3 TWG) of planning model load values against real time load values for the same 
year/season.  A request was made to split the load values for Westar and Midwest from each other for 
more clarification to the individual entities.   

Agenda Item 13 – TransCanada NTC Discussion 

Kirk asked Nathan McNeil to discuss his issue related to NTCs needed for the TransCanada Pipeline.  
His question was whether or not he should request the NTC be re-evaluated.  Kirk stated that staff’s 
opinion was the NTC’s needed specifically for TransCanada load only should be re-evaluated.  Kirk 
stated that staff did not have a good working knowledge of the NTC’s needed for the pipeline and 
requested any members with those NTC’s submit them for re-evaluation in the 2017 ITPNT Assessment.   

Agenda Item 14 – Organizational Group Effectiveness Survey 

Kirk reviewed the Organizational Group Effectiveness Survey with the TWG (Attachment 10 – 2015 
Organizational Effectiveness Survey Analysis). 

Agenda Item 15 – NERC Activities Update 

Members then discussed congested interfaces round 2 (Attachment 12 – NERC Reliability Standard 
Activities Update 0517-1816).  This discussion included the clarification of the term “interfaces” and where 
the process would be memorialized.  Concerns were also raised about the level of comfort members feel 
with this, citing issues with the length of time allotted for gathering data/analysis and with the end 
process.   A poll was taken and 11 members are in favor of the new process, while 2 like the status quo. 

Agenda Item 16 – Interconnection Updates 

Plains & Eastern 
Jonathan Abebe, Clean Line Energy, reported to the TWG the progress of the Plains & Eastern HVDC 
line (Attachment 12 – PnE Update to TWG)..  He reminded the stakeholders that Plains & Eastern had 
proposed an additional DC/AC converter station in Arkansas that also included an additional 500 MW of 
power that would be transported on the line.  He informed the group that Clean Line would be working on 
updating their previous SPP Planning Criteria 5.5 and Appendix PL-6 studies to account for these impacts 
using a more detailed, design-level model.    

Agenda Item 17 – Summary of Action Items 

Kirk reviewed the Action Items for the members. 
 

 Staff to bring back the 2016 TPL Dynamic Assessment Scope after dampening requirements 
have been added.  

 Staff to post final flowgate list to TrueShare.   
 Staff to begin facilitation to address the concerns around new flowgate candidates that 

may appear based upon upgrades made to the transmission system near the Kansas-
Nebraska border  

 Staff to post final flowgate list to TrueShare 
 

Agenda Item 18 – Discussion of Future Meetings 

Travis reminded the members of the upcoming meeting schedule. 
 
Seeing there was no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:32 am. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Kirk Hall 
Secretary  
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SPP Antitrust 
Guidelines



Prohibited Discussions

• Pricing information, especially margin (profit) and 
internal cost.

• Information and participants’ expectations as to their 
future prices or internal costs.

• Participant’s marketing strategies.

• How customers and geographical areas are to be 
divided among competitors.

• Exclusion of competitors from markets.
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Prohibited Discussions cont

• Boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors, 
vendors or suppliers.

• No decisions should be made nor any actions taken 
during SPP activities for the purpose of giving an 
industry participant or group of participants a 
competitive advantage over other participants. 

• In particular, decisions with respect to setting, 
revising, or assessing compliance with SPP reliability 
standards should not be influenced by anti‐
competitive motivations.
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Permitted Discussions
• Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, 

including operation and planning matters such as 
establishing or revising reliability standards, special 
operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, 
and plans for new facilities.

• Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards 
for the bulk power system on electricity markets, and 
the impact of electricity market operations on the 
reliability of the bulk power system.
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Permitted Discussions cont
• Proposed filings or other communications with state 

or federal regulatory authorities or other 
governmental entities.

• Matters relating to the internal governance, 
management and operation of SPP, such as 
nominations for vacant committee positions, 
budgeting and assessments.

• Procedural matters such as planning and scheduling 
meetings.

• Any other matters that do not clearly fall within these 
guidelines should be reviewed with SPP’s General 
Counsel before being discussed.
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http://www.spp.org
General Inquiries: 501‐614‐3200
questions@spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

February 23-24, 2016 

Crowne Plaza Downtown – Kansas City, MO 

 
• Summary of Action Items • 

 
1. Approved previous sets of meeting minutes 

2. Approved the modified agenda 

3. Approved inclusion of a DC Tie Sensitivity in the 2017 ITPNT 

4. Approved the 2016 TPL-001-4 Short Circuit Scope 

5. Approved the RCWG’s RRTF recommendation to modify the Revision Request Routing Criteria 

6. Approved the modification to the Revision Request Process 

7. Approved a motion to direct staff to work with the ORWG to revisit the Short-Term Emergency 
Rating definition and remove the deletion of the Facility Ratings Methodology from RR140 

8. Approve the timeline for submission of the 2nd round of cost estimates for the 2016 ITPNT 

9. Approved the Dynamic Load Task Force Charter 

10. Approved the 2016 Flowgate Assessment Scope 

11. Approved permanent flowgates and their associated TRM values 

12. Approved SPP’s 2015 TPL-001-4 Comprehensive Report 

13. Endorsed staff’s recommended informational analysis of TPL-001-4 events in the 2016 ITPNT 

14. Approved a modification of the RCAR II powerflow models 
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

February 23-24, 2016 

Crowne Plaza Downtown – Kansas City, MO 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Call to Order 
TWG Vice-Chair Nathan McNeil called the meeting to order at 8:02 am. The following members were in 
attendance or represented by proxy (Attachment 1a, 1b – In Person Attendance, WebEx Attendance): 

 
Nathan McNeil (Vice Chair), Westar Energy, Inc. 
Daniel Benedict, Independence Power & Light 
Scott Benson, Lincoln Electric System 
John Boshears, City Utilities of Springfield 
Richard Dahl, Missouri River Energy Services 
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company (Phone Only) 
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority (Phone Only) 
Steve Hardebeck, OG&E proxy for Travis Hyde, OG&E 
Kalen Kelley, Western Farmers’ Electric Cooperative 
John Knofczynski, East River Electric Power Cooperative 
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District (Phone Only) 
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District 
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Matt McGee, American Electric Power 
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric  
Michael Mueller, AECC (Phone Only) 
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains 
Gayle Nansel, Western Area Power Administration 
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
Chris Pink, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Noman Williams, South Central MCN 
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light 
 

Kirk informed Nathan that there was a quorum.   
 
Proxies 
Kirk informed the group that 3 proxies were submitted in advance in the meeting.  Those (Attachment 1c – 
Proxies) were: 
 

 Steve Hardebeck (OG&E) for Travis Hyde (OG&E) 
 Matthew Stoltz (Basin Electric Power Cooperative) for John Knofczynski (East River Electric Power 

Cooperative) 
 
Three other members supplied a temporary proxy during the meeting.  These proxies were: 
 

 Josh Verzal (OPPD)  for Dan Lenihan (OPPD) 
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 Gimod Olapurayil (ITC Great Plains) and Michael Wegner (ITC Great Plains) for Alan Myers (ITC 
Great Plains) 

 Jody Holland (SC MCN) for Noman Williams (SC MCN) 
 
Antitrust Guidelines 
Kirk reviewed the Antitrust Guidelines (Attachment 1d – Antitrust Guidelines) the TWG as a reminder of the 
allowed discussions during the meeting.   
 
Previous Meeting Minutes 
Nathan asked if any corrections were needed in the TWG minutes (Attachment 1e, 1f, 1g, 1h, 1i – November 
17-18 TWG Minutes, December 9, 2015 TWG Minutes, December 16, 2015 TWG Minutes, December 30, 
2015 TWG Minutes, January 20, 2016 TWG Minutes) supplied as background material. A question was 
raised on the December 9th TWG Net Conference Minutes related to the modification of the Disturbance 
Performance Requirements.  A disagreement on how the Disturbance Performance Requirements were 
presented and approved at the Transient Stability Task Force (TSTF) was discussed.  Because of the 
disagreement, Nathan tabled the approval of the minutes until additional research could be done on the 
document approved by the TSTF and presented to the TWG.   
 

Action Item:  Staff will review the document submitted by the TSTF and the TWG meeting 
minutes in order to properly represent the discussion on the December 9th, 2016 TWG 
minutes.   
 

The December 30th TWG Net Conference minutes were updated during the discussion also.  A question 
was raised on the February 12, 2016 Net Conference minutes and when they would be available.  Kirk 
informed the members they would posted soon and asked if the group would like to vote for them by email 
with sufficient review time.  The members agreed with that approach.  Nathan requested a motion for 
approval of the posted meeting minutes except for the December 9th, 2015 Net Conference Minutes.   
 

 
Motion:  Alan Myers made a motion to approve the previous meeting minutes except the 
December 9th meeting minutes.  Jason Shook seconded the motion.  The motion passed 
with unanimous approval.   
 

Agenda Review 
Kirk informed the group that some changes were needed to the agenda (Attachment 1j – February 23-24 
TWG Agenda) due to availability for a few of the presenters.  The group was agreeable to the changes.   
 

Motion:  Daniel Benedict made a motion to accept the agenda as modified.  Jason Shook 
seconded his motion, which passed unopposed.  
 

Materials Review 
No comments were received on the meeting materials.   

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

Kirk reviewed the Current Action Item list (Attachment 2 – Current Action Items).  Nate Morris, MDWG 
Chair, updated the group on the progress of Action Item 152.  He stated that after working with owners 
there was no consistent answer on how to model the transactions on the DC Ties.  Members discussed 
whether to include it in Scenario 0 or 5.  Some preferred Scenario 5.  Members agreed that it should be 
considered in the 2017 ITPNT.   
 

Motion:  Randy Lindstrom made a motion to include the DC Tie Sensitivity in the 2017 ITPNT.  
Matthew Stoltz seconded the motion.   
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Members continued discussion on the motion.  Matthew expressed that the desire was to 
consider the DC Tie flows on a seasonal basis.  Some members wanted to discuss this 
during the 2017 ITPNT Scope Agenda item.   
 
The motion passed with 11 votes in favor, 3 votes in opposition, and 6 abstentions.  Alan 
Myers, Matt McGee, and Noman Williams all voted in opposition.  Jason Shook, Scott 
Benson, John Boshears, Dan Lenihan, John Fulton, and Michael Mueller abstained.   
 

After the meeting John Fulton provided the following reasoning for his abstention: 
 

SPS’s no vote was based on not knowing enough about what the purpose of the sensitivity study 
was and also that this might be a deviation from how other HVDCs were being treated in the 
past.  There is a tendency with this analysis to be providing a transmission service study or at least 
an indication of firm transfer capability.  While I understand participants may want to know this, it 
may not be the purpose of the ITP planning process to do it.  Schedule impacts are a concern and 
deciding how best to handle all HVDC interconnections is worth pursuing, but this solution didn’t 
seem to provide value to all ITP study participants, especially other participants that are connected 
to HVDCs. 

 
After the meeting John Boshears provided the following reasoning for his abstention: 
 

City Utilities does not have a DC facility. I felt the issue needed to be solved by those who are 
more closely affected by the ties. 

 
After the meeting Matt McGee provided the following reason for his no vote: 
 

I voted “no” because: It would be better to let the TPITF review the issue and deal with it as 
appropriate in next year’s ITPNT study. 
 

After the meeting Alan Myers provided the following reasoning for his no vote: 
 

The reason for ITC’s “no” vote is that the action taken is in conflict with TPITF recommendations 
regarding future use of scenario 5. 
 

Based upon the action taken and the information provided, Action Item 152 was closed.   

Agenda Item 3 – MOPC/BOD Update  

Nathan McNeil updated the group on the January MOPC and Board of Director meetings. Nathan 
updated the group on the items presented at the MOPC. He discussed the progress of the Capacity 
Margin Task Force and the Transmission Planning Improvement Task Force.   

Agenda Item 4 – Constraint Assessment 

Clayton Mayfield, SPP staff, presented the group with updates to the Constraint Assessment (Attachment 
3 – 2017 ITP10 Constraint Assessment) progress and updates to the process.  Clayton also discussed 
the approval process.  He informed the members that staff is working to get the data ready by March 2nd 
or 3rd and asking for approval by the 10th.  Members informed Clayton that was not sufficient review time 
and suggested an additional week before approval.  Discussion moved to an approval during the March 
16th Net Conference or by email vote Completing March 17th.  Staff agreed to post as quickly as possible 
and work with the Chair and staff secretary to come up with the proper approval method.   

Agenda Item 5 – NERC Assessment Update 

2016 TPL -001-4 Steady State Lessons Learned 
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Michael Odom, SPP staff, reviewed the Lessons Learned presentation (Attachment 4a – Steady State 
TPL Lessons Learned) from the 2015 TPL-001-4 Steady State Assessment.  The biggest lesson learned 
is that staff will be required idevs to be submitted for all CAPs or other mitigations such as system 
adjustments.   

 
2016 TPL-001-4 Steady State Scope 
Michael then opened up discussion for the TPL Steady State assessment scope (Attachment 4b – 2016 
TPL-001-4 Steady State Scope). Gayle spoke up and stated that the Model Area table in the scope 
document needs some review to make sure the proper entities are included.  She agreed to help staff 
ensure the table was correct.  Members discussed the requirement to supply idevs for CAPS.  Members 
did not initially like the idea of submitting idevs along as part of their CAPs or other mitigations.  They 
were concerned with the amount of additional time that would take to develop.  Staff informed the 
members that they have developed some tools internally that would allow them to test the CAPs and 
other mitigations automatically with idevs.  This process is much more efficient than manual testing.  This 
would cut down on the time needed for CAP verification, and the members would likely have more time to 
develop the CAPs and create the necessary idevs.  Staff agreed to go back to the schedule and assess 
the additional time that would be available for members to develop idevs.  
 

Action Item:  Staff to review the schedule to allow more time for members to be able 
develop idevs for the CAPs, mitigations, or model corrections. 

 
Members were concerned about the cascading module of the POM software and if it considered breaker 
locations during the analysis or if the software and asked how switchable reactors are considered in the 
TPL Analysis 
 

Action Item:  Staff to verify if breaker locations are incorporated into the PCM module 
 
Action Item:  Verify how switchable reactors are considered in the TPL analysis 
 

John Fulton also suggested staff consider how to validate/invalidate contingencies between seasons or 
model years.   
 

Action Item:  Send out TPL scope in redline format 
 
2016 TPL-001-4 Short Circuit Scope 
William Holden, SPP staff, reviewed the 2016 TPL-001-4 Short Circuit Scope (Attachment 4c – 2016 TPL-
001-4 Short Circuit Scope) with the members.  Members had no comments related to the scope and were 
in agreement with the language. 
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion to accept the 2016 TPL-001-4 Scope as presented.  
Scott Benson seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 
 

PRC-023-3 Schedule 
Blake Poole, SPP staff, presented the schedule for PRC-023-3 Attachment B.4 Assessment (Attachment 
4d – PRC-023-3 Schedule).  Members asked about the contingencies used for the analysis and which 
rating is considered for inclusion on the list.  Kirk informed the members that staff will be considering the 
automatic N-2 contingencies as well as member-submitted P6 planning events.  If the same monitored 
element is identified multiple times, the highest loading as a result of a valid contingency is what will be 
used for inclusion on the list.  Kirk also noted that staff would have to specifically coordinate with the 
Integrated System for the analysis.   
 
FAC-002-2 Process Update 
Kirk then presented the staff developed process to complete the requirements for NERC Standard FAC-
002-2 (Attachment 4e – SPP’s FAC-002-2 Process).  He informed the members that due to the 
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development of the standard SPP staff would begin performing transmission-to-transmission 
interconnection studies.  He also told the TWG that staff planned to submit a revision request to modify 
Section 5.5 of the SPP Planning Criteria to reflect the new process.  Members asked how non-BES 
facilities would be affected and what would be done if the results from the staff-led study and the 
individual member studies were different.   
 
Kirk also asked the TWG to provide feedback on the short circuit analysis in the process.  He asked the 
TWG for feedback on how many buses should be analyzed.  Members agreed that the level of short 
circuit analysis should be determined on a case by case basis with an agreement on those involved with 
the study. 

Agenda Item 6 – RCWG RRTF 

John Allen, RCWG RRTF Chair, presented the TWG with a request (Attachment 5a, 5b – RRTF 
Presentation, RCWG RRTF Recommendation Report) to have the SPP Revision Request Routing 
Criteria be modified to allow the RCWG to be a secondary approver on multiple SPP Governing 
Documents.  
 

Motion:  Scott Benson made a motion, which was seconded by Harold Wyble, to accept 
the RCWG RRTF Recommendation.  The motion passed with one abstention from Noman 
Williams. 

 
After the meeting Noman provided the following reason for his abstention: 
 

I am concerned with the overall process that allows for a secondary approval group.  I believe the 
current RR process allowing working group the ability to review and comment and ultimately 
approve/endorse or not is adequate so the need for the elevated status is not necessary.   

 

Agenda Item 7 – Revision Requests 

Revision Request Training 
Erin Cathey, SPP staff, provided training to the TWG on the Revision Request process (Attachment 6a – 
Revision Request Training) to help them in their role as the Primary Working Group for the newly created 
SPP Planning Criteria document.   
 
Revision Request Process Approval 
Erin then requested approval from the TWG on the updated required to the Revision Request Process 
(Attachment 6b – SPP MOPC Revision Request Process V3).  She informed the members that the 
revision is only meant to confirm that the Transmission Working Group is the Primary Working Group for 
the SPP Planning Criteria.   
 

Motion:  Randy Lindstrom made a motion to approve the modification to the Revision 
Request Process.  Noman seconded the motion.  The motion was approved with no 
opposition. 
 

RR 140 – 30 Minute Standardization of Ratings 
Derek Hawkins, SPP staff, brought Revision Request 140 to the TWG (Attachment 6c – RR140) which 
proposed a Short-term Emergency rating and the removal of part of Criteria 7 which discusses Facility 
Rating methodology.  The TWG expressed multiple concerns with the Revision Request.  The first major 
concern to the TWG was the addition of a 3rd rating.  Derek explained that Short-term  
Emergency Rating was meant to be an operational tool not for use in Transmission Planning 
assessments.  Members suggested a slight change to make the definition of the Short-term Emergency 
Rating clearer.  The second concern expressed by the TWG was the deletion of Planning Criteria 
language.  The ORWG felt the language was repetitive due to NERC Standard FAC-008-3, however, 
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TWG members explained that many of them reference that language in their compliance processes for 
FAC-008-3 and want the language to remain. Some suggestions were to remove the language from the 
SPP Planning Criteria, but to keep in a guidance document similar to the Minimum Design Standards 
document.   
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion approve only the Short-term Emergency Rating 
definition and not approve the removal of the facility rating methodology.  Matt McGee 
seconded the motion.   
 
During continued discussion, many members expressed they were not completely happy 
with the Short-term Emergency Rating definition and questioned whether it should be 
included in the SPP Planning Criteria.   
 
After discussion, a vote was cast and the motion failed with the entire TWG voting against 
the motion, with the exception of an abstention from Randy Lindstrom.   
 

The TWG continued discussion and developed a different motion. 
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion that directed staff and the ORWG to revisit the Short-
Term Emergency Rating definition and remove the deletion of language from the SPP 
Planning Criteria.  Randy Lindstrom seconded the motion which passed with one 
abstention from Richard Dahl.   
 
Action Item:  Staff to work with ORWG to revisit Short-Term Emergency Rating Definition 
and remove deletion of language from the SPP Planning Criteria. 
 

After the meeting Richard Dahl provided the following reasoning for his abstention: 
 

My abstention was due to the long discussion going into areas of SPP procedures and apparent 
history I did not feel comfortable with/ knowledgeable enough with even after preparing for the 
meeting, while also having concerns with what I understood the motion to be.  

Agenda Item 8 – TPITF Update 

Antoine Lucas, SPP staff, provided an update to the TWG on the TPITF (Attachment 7a, 7b – TPITF 
Update, TPITF ITP Model Development Strawman) and requested feedback on the process.  The main 
discussion topic was the Model Development Strawman proposal and the changes to the model building 
process needed to support the TPITF’s new 18 month planning process that combines the ITPNT and 
ITP10 analysis.  Antoine asked for specific feedback on the TPITF’s ideas and specifically requested the 
TWG’s opinion on using a PROMOD dispatched model to satisfy TPL-001-4 requirements for a sensitivity 
case.  A few members expressed concern with using that model.  Antoine informed them that we are 
working with SPP’s RTO Compliance group to make sure compliance would be not be impacted with the 
change in models.   

Agenda Item 9 – 2016 ITPNT Update 

2016 ITPNT Cost Estimates 
Jason Davis, SPP staff, presented a schedule issue (Attachment 8a – 2016 ITPNT Cost Estimates 
Update) with the 2016 ITPNT for the change in the cost estimation practices approved for use in the 2016 
ITPNT on non-competitive cost estimates.  Jason informed the members that a new round of cost 
estimates would be required based on feedback from the most recent draft portfolio.  He asked for 
approval of the timeline to submit the next round of cost estimates from the TWG.  Scott Rainbolt (AEP) 
and Matt McGee (AEP) expressed they did not feel like the amount of time given for these new estimates 
was enough and did not want to be held to the ± 30% on the submitted cost for NTC re-evaluation 
consideration.  They felt that the process needed to be revisited and it was not the right solution to the 
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issue.  Other members expressed a similar opinion, but would rather have an opportunity to give an 
estimate than use the SPP 3rd party cost estimator.   
 

Motion:  Harold Wyble made a motion to accept the staff recommendation.  Daniel 
Benedict seconded the motion.  The motion passed with one vote in opposition from Matt 
McGee 
 

After the meeting, Matt McGee provided the following reasoning for his ‘No’ vote: 
 

AEP opposed, saying that two weeks is not adequate time to produce cost estimates to +/- 30% 
accuracy. 

 
2016 ITPNT Portfolio Feedback and Responses 
Jason moved on to inform the TWG that a new round of RMS responses to the most recent 2016 ITPNT 
Draft Portfolio.  Jason asked if anyone had any questions related to the RMS question and responses.  
The TWG did not have any question on the RMS questions or feedback. 
 
Bright Line Assessment Scope 
Jason then reviewed the Integration Study Scope (Attachment 8b, 8c – Integration Study Scope 
Presentation, Integration Study Scope) for the new members to the SPP footprint as part of the Integrated 
System joining the Southwest Power Pool.  The scopes lined out the method to analyze the transmission 
systems of the new members prior to their integration into SPP and ensure that all violations on their 
respective systems would be taken care of prior to integration. The members had no feedback on the 
document. 
 
2017 ITPNT Scope 
Moses Rotich, SPP staff, presented the first draft version of the 2017 ITPNT Scope (Attachment 8d – 
Draft 2017 ITPNT Scope).  Moses asked for feedback on the scope document and mentioned staff hopes 
to approve this document in March prior to the April MOPC.  The TWG did not provide any direct 
feedback during the meeting, but staff requested feedback to be sent to Moses or Kirk for incorporation 
into the document.   

Agenda Item 10 – TWG Reports 

MDWG Report 
Nate Morris, MDWG Chair, provided an update to the MDWG Model build (Attachment 9a, 9b, 9c – 
MDWG Report, MDWG Data Matrix, and MDWG Docucode). Nate pointed out the information included in 
the MDWG Data report card for those members who did not meet deadlines pertaining to the MDWG 
Model.   
 
AQITF Report 
Jim McAvoy, AQITF Chair, reported on the progress of the AQITF and its progress in improving the 
Attachment AQ process. Jim discussed that the AQITF had a whitepaper (Attachment 9d, 9e – AQITF GI 
Whitepaper, AQITF Recommendation), however Jim stated the AQITF was not entirely ready for the 
whitepaper to be approved.   
 
TPLTF Report  
Michael Odom gave a verbal update to the TWG about the progress of the TPLTF, which has now begun 
work on TPL-007-1.  Members had no questions related to the TPLTF update. 
 
Dynamic Load Task Force Charter Approval 
Derek Brown, DLTF Chair, presented the TWG with the Dynamic Load Task Force Charter (Attachment 
9e – Dynamic Load Task Force Charter), which details the scope of the group’s work, and asked for TWG 
approval of the charter. 
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Motion:  Harold Wyble made a motion to approve the Dynamic Load Task Force Charter as 
presented.  Randy Lindstrom seconded the motion.  The motion carried with no 
opposition. 
 

TWG Work Schedule 
Kirk presented the TWG with the 2015 TWG Work Schedule (Attachment 9f – TWG Work Schedule), 
which outlines the milestones for the TWG and its different functions.   
 
Prior to the discussion on Agenda Items 11, 12, and 13, the TWG closed the meeting to discuss 
Compliance and Market Sensitive items.   

Agenda Item 11 – Flowgate Process Update 

MOD-030-2 Requirements 
Jonathan Hayes, SPP staff, discussed a presentation that outlined the requirements from NERC 
Standard MOD-030-2 (Attachment 10a – MOD-030-2 Requirements) which outlined each of the 
requirements that must be met using the Annual SPP Flowgate Assessment.  Jonathan pointed out that 
staff reviewed this standard thoroughly when determining any improvements suggested to SPP’s Annual 
Flowgate Assessment.  The TWG had no questions based on Jonathan’s presentation. 
 
Flowgate Improvements 
Moses Rotich, SPP staff, gave a presentation to the TWG outlining the improvements SPP staff and 
asked the TWG to approve the improvements.  Members were agreeable to the process improvements 
and moved the discussion to the specifics of the 2016 Flowgate Assessment.   
 
2016 Flowgate Assessment Scope 
As part of the improvement process Moses reviewed the 2016 Flowgate Assessment Scope document 
with the TWG.  Members requested a lengthier review because coordination was needed within the 
members company’s Planning and Operations groups to verify the flowgate change candidates and TRM.  
Additionally, staff responded to a question about how facilities lower than 100 kV are treated.  Staff 
responded that they are not considered part of the Flowgate Assessment because the standard applies to 
BES facilities, however, SPP does create temporary flowgates for non-BES facilities.  Gayle Nansel 
pointed out that the scope did need to be corrected to include a corrected 1st Tier entities table.   
 

Motion:  Harold Wyble made a motion to accept the 2016 Flowgate Assessment Scope, 
which included the improvements to the Flowgate Assessment process, contingent upon 
staff working with Gayle to update the 1st Tier entities table listed in the document.  Jason 
Shook seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.   

Agenda Item 12 – Temporary to Permanent Flowgate and TRM Approvals 

Will Tootle, SPP staff, presented a group of temporary flowgates that SPP Operations believes should 
permanent flowgates and requested TWG approval of the flowgates and their associated TRM values.  
The TWG had no concerns with these flowgates. 
 

Motion:  Harold Wyble made a motion seconded by Matt McGee to approve the presented 
temporary flowgates become permanent as well as the associated TRM values for each 
flowgate.  The motion passed with no opposition.   

 Agenda Item 13 – SPP’s 2015 TPL-001-04 Comprehensive Report 

Doug Bowman, SPP staff, presented the TWG with SPP’s 2015 TPL-001-4 Comprehensive Report and 
requested TWG approval.  The TWG requested a few changes to the report made during the discussion. 
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Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion, which was seconded by Daniel Benedict, to approve 
SPP’s 2015 TPL-001-4 Comprehensive Report as modified during the meeting.  The motion 
carried unanimously. 

 
At this time the TWG closed session ended, and the meeting was opened back up to the public for 
remainder of the meeting. 

Agenda Item 14 – TPL in the ITP 

Kirk discussed a presentation describing a staff recommendation (Attachment 10 – TPL in the ITP) on the 
two processes to evaluate the TPL-001-4 Planning Events that do not allow for Non-Consequential Load 
Loss or the Curtailment of Firm Transmission Service in the 2016 ITPNT and 2017 ITP10.  The first 
discussion topic was the information analysis included in the 2016 ITPNT Scope.  The TWG agreed with 
staff’s concept of how to perform this analysis.  Members expressed two concerns with staff’s approach.  
The first was not solving the non-converged cases identified in the analysis and the exclusion of 69 kV 
contingencies.  Staff responded that the schedule will not allow for the solving of non-converges due the 
manual effort that work would require for only informational purposes.  Staff also noted that the TPL-001-
4 standard also only considers 100 kV and above contingencies, therefore, staff did not feel it was 
appropriate to address 69 kV contingencies in this analysis.  Kirk requested the TWG endorsement of 
staff’s recommendation. 
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion to endorse staff’s recommended analysis for the 
informational TPL-001-4 work included in the 2016 ITPNT Scope.  Nate Morris seconded 
Jason’s motion.  The motion carried with one abstention from Randy Lindstrom 
 

During the meeting Randy provided the following reasoning for his abstention:   
 

Randy expressed his concern over not solving the non-converged cases during the meeting 
which resulted in his abstention.   

 
Kirk continued discussion on the specific process staff had developed to consider the TPL-001-4 
contingencies in the 2017 ITP10 Scope that do not allow for Non-Consequential Load Loss or the 
Curtailment of Firm Transmission Service.  The process includes multiple steps including a member 
feedback loop to consider system adjustments for TPL P3 events.  Staff identified multiple impacts from 
the inclusion of this analysis such as the increased number of contingencies that would have to be 
analyzed, the increase in the number of Needs, and the additional processing time needed to analyze the 
increased contingencies.  Staff estimated that the Needs Assessment of the 2017 ITP10 may be 
extended by an additional 2 months unless a faster process was developed.  Kirk requested feedback 
from the membership. Kirk asked the members to submit all feedback on the process to him. 

Agenda Item 15 – Wind Integration Study and NTC Acceleration 

Jason Tanner, SPP staff, presented the TWG with the presentation (Attachment 11 – Wind Integration 
Study for TWG) highlighting the results of SPP’s Wind Integration Study which was a combined effort 
between SPP’s Operation and Planning departments.  Additionally, Jason pointed out one of the 
recommendations of the study was to accelerate certain NTCs that would relieve congestion on the 
system for high wind penetration conditions.  Members questioned how that could occur. Staff responded 
that they are investigating how and if any NTCs can be accelerated because this was not a tariff study 
such as the ITPNT assessment.  Jason also mentioned a joint task force that was being developed under 
the Operational Reliability Working Group.  He noted that some Planning experience was desired on the 
group to continue building a relationship between Operations and Planning for both the members and 
SPP.  The TWG was not ready to vote on accelerating the NTCs because too many questions were left 
unanswered about the benefit and ability of the NTCs being accelerated. 
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Agenda Item 16 – RCAR II Models 

Josh Ross, SPP staff, requested an additional TWG approval (Attachment 12 – RCAR II Update) on the 
RCAR II powerflow models due to a few small modifications to the base case.  The TWG had no issue 
with the changes. 
 

Motion:  Alan Myers made a motion to accept the changes to the RCAR II powerflow 
models.  Noman Williams seconded the motion.  The motion passed without opposition.   

 

Agenda Item 17 – Summary of Action Items 

Kirk reviewed the action items from the meeting with the members.  The following is the list of action items 
created during the meeting:   
 

 Staff will review the document submitted by the TSTF and the TWG meeting minutes in order 
to properly represent the discussion on the December 9th, 2016 TWG minutes.   

 Staff to review the schedule to allow more time for members to be able develop idevs for 
the CAPs, mitigations, or model corrections. 

 Staff to verify if breaker locations are incorporated into the PCM module 
 Send out TPL scope in redline format 
 Staff to work with ORWG to revisit Short-Term Emergency Rating Definition and remove 

deletion of language from the SPP Planning Criteria. 
 
 
Seeing there was no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:10 pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Kirk Hall 
Secretary 
 
 
Supplemental Activity 
As discussed during the meeting, the TWG held and email vote on the February 12th TWG minutes.  
Richard Dahl made a motion, seconded by Harold Wyble through email solicitation.  The TWG held a 3 
business day vote according to its approved ‘TWG Email Voting Protocol’.  The motion passed 
unanimously.   
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 16, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
• Summary of Action Items • 

 
1. Approved RR 156 

2. Approved RR 141 

3. Approved a motion to not approve RR 140 

4. Approved the WIS NTCs to be accelerated 
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 16, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Call to Order 
TWG Chair Travis Hyde called the meeting to order at 8:30 am. The following members were in 
attendance (Attachment 1a – Attendance) or represented by proxy: 
 

Travis Hyde (Chair), Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Scott Benson, Lincoln Electric System 
John Boshears, City Utilities of Springfield 
Richard Dahl, Missouri River Energy Services 
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company  
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority  
Jeremy Harris, Westar Energy, Inc., proxy for Nathan McNeil, Westar Energy, Inc. 
Jody Holland, South Central MCN, proxy for Noman Williams, South Central MCN 
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District  
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District 
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Matt McGee, American Electric Power 
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric  
Michael Mueller, AECC  
Gayle Nansel, Western Area Power Administration 
Chris Pink, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Rey Rodriguez, Western Farmers’ Electric Cooperative, proxy for Kalun Kelley, Western Farmers’ 
Electric Cooperative 
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Michael Wegner, ITC Great Plains, proxy for Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains 
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light 
 

Kirk informed Travis quorum had been achieved. 
 
Proxies 
Travis informed the group 4 proxies (Attachment 1b – Proxies) had been provided.  Jeremy Harris 
received Nathan McNeil’s proxy, Jody Holland received Noman Williams’ proxy, Rey Rodriguez received 
Kalun Kelley’s proxy, and Michael Wegner received Alan Myer’s proxy  

Agenda Item 2 – Revision Requests 

RR 156 
Tony Green, SPP staff, reviewed Revision Request 156 (Attachment 2a – RR 156) which outlines 
changes to Business Practice 7650 and requested TWG approve of the revision request.  The TWG 
asked for clarification on the definition of a station.  Staff informed members that a hard tap is not 
considered a station in the business practice although it is represented as a bus in the powerflow models.  
Marguerite Wagner informed the TWG of discussion on this Revision Request at other working groups.  
She noted that that ITC Great Plains is in favor of the language changes, but is opposing the 
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implementation of this revision immediately and requests the changes be implemented in the next ITP 
cycle.   
 

Motion:  Jody Holland made a motion to approve the RR 156.  Jason Shook seconded the 
motion.  The motion passed with one vote in opposition from Michael Wegner, ITC Great 
Plains. 
 

After the meeting Michael Wegner provided the following reason for his vote: 
 

As stated during the meeting, ITC's "no" vote comes from the position that ITC does not believe it 
is fair to change the process in the middle of an ITP cycle.  We agree with the changes, we 
disagree with the timing of the implementation.  Because this appears to be headed in the 
direction of implementation during the current ITP cycle and possibly even for the upcoming 
2017 ITP10 DPP window, we are opposed. 

 
RR 141  
Neil Robertson, SPP staff, reviewed Revision Request 141 (Attachment 2b – RR141) with the TWG.  Neil 
informed the group that the ORWG accepted the TWG changes approved previously by the TWG and 
made additional changes.  Neil focused on the additional changes made by the ORWG and asked the 
TWG to approve the revision in its current state.   
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion to approve RR 141, which was seconded by Nate Morris.  
The motion passed unanimously. 
 

RR 140 
Derek Hawkins, brought RR 140 (Attachment 2c – RR140) back to the TWG for approval.  The TWG did 
not feel like the 30 minute rating should be a part of the SPP Planning Criteria especially since the rating 
was not going to be used in a planning model or study.  Members preferred the rating language be 
placed in the SPP Operating Criteria.  Members also mentioned SPP Planning Criteria 7 needed to be 
reviewed and asked Kirk to schedule specific time for the TWG to review SPP Planning Criteria Section 7. 
 

Action Item:  Staff to set up specific time for TWG to review Section 7 of the SPP Planning 
Criteria. 
 
Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion that the TWG does not approve RR 140 because they 
believe language for a short‐term emergency rating belongs in the SPP Operating Criteria 
instead of the Planning Criteria.  Jody Holland seconded the motion.  The motion passed with 
two abstentions, one from Randy Lindstrom and one from Gayle Nansel. 

Agenda Item 3 – TPL in the ITP 

Jason Davis and Jason Terhune, SPP staff, discussed additional proposals (Attachment 3 – TPL in the 
2017 ITP10) for evaluating the additional TPL-001-4 contingencies in the 2017 ITP10.  The proposals 
included the respective schedule impacts, and added the possibility of re-doing the Constraint 
Assessment incorporate constraints from the TPL contingencies. The group’s main discussion point was 
on the ability of staff to issue NTCs for projects needed to meet TPL compliance.  Jason Davis informed 
the group that staff was still researching whether NTCs could be issued for projects needed for TPL 
compliance out of an ITP study.  Staff asked for additional feedback and reminded the members that the 
TWG needed to provide a recommendation to the MOPC for the April meeting.  The only opportunity left 
would be the next Net Conference on March 29th.  
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Agenda Item 4 – Wind Integration Study NTC Acceleration 

Jason Tanner, SPP staff, presented to the TWG on the acceleration of NTCs (Attachment 4 – Wind 
Integration Study NTC Acceleration) from the Wind Integration Study.  The TWG did not have any 
concerns with the methodology of the benefit calculations, but some members did express concern that 
they did not receive any time to review the scope document.   
 

Motion:  Jody Holland made a motion to accept the staff recommendation.  Scott Benson 
seconded the motion.  The motion passed with 1 vote against from Dan Lenihan and two 
abstentions from Jason Shook and Nate Morris.   

 
After the meeting Dan Lenihan provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote: 
 

 The TWG was never offered any chance to review a study scope for the WIS so I find it very 
difficult to comment on a study recommendation where TWG stakeholder involvement was not 
sought at the beginning but at the end 

 There was no indication if firm transmission service has been requested or approved for the wind 
generators that were causing the need to accelerate the NTC projects 

 The TWG presentation didn’t provide sufficient detail to fully understand the how the benefits 
were calculated and which zones were receiving the benefits 

 
After the meeting Jason Shook provided the following reason for his abstention: 
 

The base case models used in the study included historical transmission outages and this is not 
done in other SPP planning studies.  The study recommendation means that there is a group of 
power plants that will receive a benefit from accelerated transmission projects.  The study 
recommendation raises a question of fairness because the acceleration costs will be paid in part 
by SPP members whose generators were not given an opportunity to be studied in a comparable 
manner. 

 
After the meeting Nate Morris provided the following reason for his abstention: 
 

EDE abstained due to the lack of information available before the matter was brought before the 
TWG.  EDE did not feel that enough time was allowed for adequate vetting nor enough 
discussion had on the matter during the scope development and would prefer the process had 
been more transparent regarding the study scoping process.  To consider supporting the effort, 
EDE would require more information regarding the foundation and assumptions driving the 
proposed acceleration.  EDE has seen fluctuation in other special case studies in which NTC’s 
were accelerated.   

Agenda Item 5 – RCAR II Constraint Assessment 

Josh Ross, SPP staff, gave an update to the TWG on the RCAR II Constraint Assessment.  He informed 
the TWG that staff was working to complete it and would be posting for review and approval within the 
next few weeks.   
 
Additionally Kirk informed the members that the cutoff for feedback on the 2016 ITPNT scope was by 
close of business since the deadline for cost estimates had passed.   
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Kirk Hall 
Secretary 
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Supplemental Activity 
On March 14, 2016, the TWG opened an email vote to approve the constraints for the 2017 ITP10 
Assessment held using its approved ‘TWG Email Voting Protocol’.  The motion to approve the constraints 
was made by Harold Wyble and seconded by Nathan McNeil.  The vote concluded 3 business days later 
in accordance with the protocol.  The motion passed unanimously.   
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 29, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
• Summary of Approval Items • 

 
1. Endorsed the 2016 ITPNT Assessment as completion of the requirements in Attachment O of 

SPP’s OATT 

2. Endorsed the 2016 ITPNT Assessment including the issuance of NTC’s for projects within the 4 
year financial commitment window and NTC-Cs for projects that are > 100 kV and > $20M for a 
refined cost estimate 

3. Approved a motion for staff to write a technical recommendation to the MOPC based on the 
concerns expressed during the meeting for inclusion of the additional TPL-001-4 contingencies in 
the 2017 ITP10 

4. Approved Consolidation Methodology for the 2017 ITP10 

5. Approved the 2017 ITPNT Scope 
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

March 29, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Call to Order 
TWG Chair Travis Hyde called the meeting to order at 1:00 pm. The following members were in 
attendance (Attachment 1a – Attendance) or represented by proxy: 
 

Travis Hyde (Chair), Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Daniel Benedict, Independence Power & Light 
John Boshears, City Utilities of Springfield 
Alan Burbach, Lincoln Electric System, proxy for Scott Benson, Lincoln Electric System 
Josie Daggett, Western Area Power Administration proxy for Gayle Nansel, Western Area Power 
Administration 
Richard Dahl, Missouri River Energy Services 
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company 
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority 
Noman Williams, South Central MCN, proxy held by Jody Holland SC MCN 
John Knofczynski, East River Electric Power Cooperative 
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District  
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District 
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Matt McGee, American Electric Power 
Nathan McNeil, Westar Energy, Inc. 
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric  
Michael Mueller, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
Chris Pink, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Kalun Kelley, Western Farmers’ Electric Cooperative 
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Michael Wegner, ITC Great Plains, proxy for Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains 
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light 
 

Kirk informed Travis quorum had been achieved. 
 
Proxies 
Travis informed the group 4 proxies (Attachment 1b – Proxies) had been provided.  Alan Burbach held 
Scott Benson’s proxy, Josie Daggett held Gayle Nansel’s proxy, Jody Holland held Noman Williams’ 
proxy, and Michael Wegner held Alan Myers’ proxy.  

Agenda Item 2 – 2016 ITPNT Update 

Portfolio Modifications 
Dee Edmondson, SPP staff, reviewed the changes to the 2016 ITPNT (Attachment 2a, 2b – 2016 ITPNT 
Draft Portfolio, 2016 ITPNT Informational TPL Analysis).  Stakeholders asked a number of questions 
related to identification of Short-Term Reliability projects.  Staff informed the members that the Short-
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Term Reliability process is a separate process that occurs after the SPP Board of Directors approves the 
2016 ITPNT Portfolio for the issuance of NTCs/NTC-Cs.  Matt McGee expressed AEP’s concern for 
project addressing the needs for the Linwood – S. Shreveport 138 kV line overload and believes an 
alternate project should be included in the portfolio.   
 
2016 ITPNT Report 
Dee then moved into the 2016 ITPNT Report (Attachment 2c, 2d – 2016 ITPNT Report, Appendix Part IV) 
and asked the members for any necessary changes prior to requesting approval.  The TWG requested a 
number of changes to the report during the meeting. The discussion then moved to the projects needed in 
the Basin area of the footprint.  The group had a quick discussion on the projects needed to solve 
reliability needs in Basin, including asking whether the load additions should be studied in the Attachment 
AQ process.   
 

Motion:  Jody Holland made a motion to accept the staff recommendations in the 
slide including the changes made to the 2016 ITPNT report and contingent upon 
corrections made to the report for informational items.  Joe Fultz seconded the 
motion.  The motion passed with 2 ‘No’ votes from Matt McGee and Harold Wyble. 
 

After the meeting, Harold Wyble provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote:   
 

KCPL reason for “no” vote on approval of 2016 ITPNT assessment is due to KCPL’s concern that 
the large WAPA/Basin projects included in the 2016 ITPNT portfolio appear to be driven by 
significant load additions that KCPL believes should have been studied in the SPP AQ process 
for significant load increases.  SPP staff completed the WAPA/Basin integration study in 2013 for 
the 2015 models and did not identify the needs that were identified in the 2016 ITPNT for a 2017 
need date with contingent overloads up to 206.7% of thermal limits.  KCPL believes the level of 
load increases that would cause these overloads in such a short time span should be studied in 
the AQ processes. 
 

After the meeting, Matt McGee provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote: 
 
AEP voted against the endorsement of the 2016 ITPNT Assessment because the best project to 
fix the Linwood-South Shreveport 138 kV overload is to rebuild the Linwood-South Shreveport 
138 kV line.  Installing a series reactor shifts loading to a nearby line, increasing it to 98% for an 
N-1 just six years after the project need date, and overloading that line for an N-1, G-1.  Therefore 
AEP disagrees with replacing the Linwood-South Shreveport 138 kV rebuild project with a series 
reactor. 
 

Criteria Review of Integrating TO’s 
Jason Speer, SPP staff, reviewed SPP’s Criteria Review of Integrating TO’s (Attachment 2e – Criteria 
Review of Interconnecting TOs) study.  Jason Davis mentioned that the study involved multiple entities 
not just Western, Basin, and Heartland.   

Agenda Item 3 – 2017 ITP10 

TPL Analysis in the ITP 
Kirk reviewed a presentation (Attachment 3a – TPL in the 2017 ITP10) with the TWG that reviewed the 
previous options to evaluating the TPL-001-4 additional contingencies and the impacts associated with 
each analysis option.  Staff also highlighted some major considerations for the TWG to discuss prior to 
making a recommendation to the MOPC.  Members discussed the merits of performing this analysis 
because some of the perceived benefits could not be achieved.  Some members did express concern that 
no study would be done that would be able to analyze the additional TPL contingencies and issue NTCs 
to ensure members could maintain compliance.  Kirk also reviewed the results of the informational 
analysis of the additional TPL contingencies in the 2016 ITPNT assessment to give the TWG a better 
understanding of the impact of analyzing the additional contingencies for P2, P3, P4, and P5 events.  
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Most of the TWG members agreed that the 2017 ITP10 was not the correct place to analyze the 
additional TPL-001-4 contingencies.   
 

Motion:  John Fulton made a motion for staff to write a technical recommendation to the 
MOPC based on the concerns expressed during the meeting.  Randy seconded John’s 
motion which passed with 2 votes in opposition from Jody Holland and Matt McGee 

 
After the meeting, Jody Holland provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote: 
 

I voted ‘no’ on the TWG motion to continue to ignore P3 events (as well as other P events 
involving non-consequential load loss) in the 2017 ITP10, a study that can result in an NTC.  The 
TPL study is unable to issue NTCs, so any upgrades required to meet reliability issues arising 
from these events will require that the project solution receive Zonal cost allocation.  Additionally, 
I do not think enough information is available to determine that NTCs derived from these P3 
events would not benefit TPL-001-4 compliance. 
 

After the meeting, Matt McGee provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote: 
 

AEP voted against the motion because we believe TPL-001-4 events that do not allow non-
consequential load loss or interruption of firm transmission service should be addressed in SPP 
studies that may result in notifications to construct. 
 

Consolidation Methodology 
Kirk then reviewed SPP’s proposals (Attachment 3b – 2017 Consolidation Methodology) on how to 
consolidate the 2017 ITP10 individual future portfolios into a Consolidated Portfolio for TWG, MOPC, and 
BOD approvals. Kirk gave a high level overview of each future at TWG’s request and the group had a 
short discussion on why the staff recommended Consolidation Methodology did not include Future 3.  The 
group had no other issues with staff’s recommendation and made a motion to approve. 
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion, seconded by Jody Holland, to approve staff’ 
recommendation on the Consolidation Methodology in the 2017 ITP10.  The motion passed 
unanimously 

Agenda Item 4 – 2017 ITPNT Scope 

Moses Rotich, SPP staff, discussed the 2017 ITPNT Scope document (Attachment 4 – 2017 ITPNT 
Scope).  Moses informed the group of all the changes made to the document including proposed 
language related to the DC tie sensitivities discussed at the February 17-18 TWG meeting.  The TWG 
discussed including the additional TPL-001-4 contingencies in the 2017 ITPNT Scope instead of 
performing an informational analysis again.  Many members agreed that the 2017 ITPNT would be a 
better place to analyze the additional contingencies because the model better meets the requirements in 
TPL-001-4.  The members also agreed that issuing NTCs should be the goal of the analysis to ensure 
members have the necessary to time to put projects in service. The language was modified to allow for 
the analysis of TPL-001-4 contingencies that do not allow for Non-Consequential Load Loss or the 
Curtailment of Firm Transmission Service.  Jason Davis, SPP staff, however did mention that staff would 
need to full evaluate the impacts of including this analysis in the scope prior to performing the analysis. 
He also noted that a fully TWG vetted process would need to be approved to determine the approach for 
the analysis of P3 TPL Planning Events.   
 

Motion:  Noman Williams made a motion to accept the 2017 ITPNT scope as amended.  
Nate Morris seconded the motion.  The motion passed unopposed.   

 
Seeing there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:42 pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
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Kirk Hall 
Secretary 
 
Supplemental Activity 
On Thursday, March 24, 2016, Kirk solicited a motion and second from the TWG to approve the posted 
list of constraints for the RCAR II assessment.  Harold Wyble made a motion which was seconded by 
Alan Myers.  The vote was carried out using the approved ‘TWG Email Voting Protocol’ allowing the 
standard 3 business day voting allowance.  The motion passed unanimously upon closing at 5 pm on 
March 29th.   
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

April 20, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
• Summary of Approval Items • 

 
1. Approved SPP’s 2016 TPL-001-4 Steady State Assessment Scope 

2. Approved modifications to the 2016 Flowgate Assessment Scope  

3. Approved RR2 as having no impact to reliability 

4. Approved the SST Charter 
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Southwest Power Pool 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

April 20, 2016 

SPP Corporate Campus – Little Rock, AR 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Call to Order 
TWG Chair Travis Hyde called the meeting to order at 9:01 am. The following members were in 
attendance (Attachment 1a – Attendance) or represented by proxy: 
 

Travis Hyde (Chair), Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Daniel Benedict, Independence Power & Light 
Scott Benson, Lincoln Electric System 
John Boshears, City Utilities of Springfield 
Josie Daggett, Western Area Power Administration proxy for Gayle Nansel, Western Area Power 
Administration 
Richard Dahl, Missouri River Energy Services 
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority 
John Knofczynski, East River Electric Power Cooperative 
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District  
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District 
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
Matt McGee, American Electric Power 
Nathan McNeil, Westar Energy, Inc. 
Reene Miranda, Southwestern Public Service Company proxy for John Fulton, Southwestern 
Public Service Company 
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric  
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains 
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
Chris Pink, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 
Rey Rodriguez Western Farmers’ Electric Cooperative proxy for Kalun Kelley, Western Farmers’ 
Electric Cooperative 
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Noman Williams, South Central MCN, proxy held by Jody Holland SC MCN 
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light 
 

Kirk informed Travis quorum had been achieved. 
 
Proxies 
Travis informed the group 4 proxies (Attachment 1b – Proxies) had been provided.  Noman Williams 
provided his proxy to Jody Holland, John Fulton provided his proxy to Rene Miranda, Gayle Nansel gave  
her proxy to Josie Daggett, and Kalun Kelley provided his proxy to Rey Rodgriguez.   

Agenda Item 2 – TPL Steady State Assessment Scope 

Jason Terhune, SPP staff, presented the update TPL-001-4 Steady State Assessment Scope 
(Attachment 2 – SPP 2016 TPL-001-4 Steady State Scope).  Discussion started on the language in the 
scope that staff would require idevs to be submitted for all Corrective Action Plans, model correction, and 
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other mitigations.  Most TWG members were in agreement with staff that providing idevs was OK and 
could provide benefits to the assessment in the long term.  Stakeholders also requested the OPM 
mitigations be provided in the form of idevs if possible.  Stakeholders also discussed whether the long 
lead time analysis violations require Corrective Action Plans.  
 

Motion:  Alan Myers made a motion to approve SPP’s 2016 TPL-001-4 Steady State 
Assessment Scope as modified during the meeting.  Nathan McNeil seconded the motion.  
The motion passed with one ‘No’ vote from Matt McGee. 
 

After the meeting, Matt McGee provided the following reason for his ‘No’ vote: 
 

AEP voted against the motion because we believe the requirement regarding members 
developing IDEV files is unnecessary and will be burdensome. 

Agenda Item 3 – Flowgate Assessment Scope Modification 

Moses Rotich, SPP staff, reviewed staff suggested modifications made to the 2016 Flowgate Assessment 
Scope (Attachment 3 – Flowgate Assessment Scope) previously approved by the TWG.  The TWG had 
no issues with the modifications.   
 

Motion:  Randy Lindstrom made a motion to approve the 2016 Flowgate Assessment 
scope as modified.  Richard Dahl seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously.   

Agenda Item 4 – PRC-023-3 Endorsement 

Blake Poole, SPP staff, reviewed the process (Attachment 4 – PRC-023-3) for PRC-023-3 and asked the 
TWG for endorsement.  The TWG members were not all prepared to vote on this item because the draft 
list of B.4 facilities for PRC-023-3 could not be downloaded due to technical issues with the TrueShare 
servers.  Members agreed to complete an email vote once TrueShare had been restored.   

Agenda Item 5 – Revision Requests 

RR 2 
Jared Greenwalt, SPP staff, presented the TWG with Revision Request 2 (Attachment 5 – Revision 
Request 2 Recommendation Report).  He reminded the TWG that this RR was a market related function 
but due to the Routing Criteria the TWG is considered a secondary reviewer.  The TWG agreed this RR 
had no impact to reliability. 
 

Motion:  Jason Shook made a motion to accept Revision Request 2 as having no reliability 
impacts.  Matt McGee seconded the motion, which passed without opposition.   

 
RR 160 
This item was skipped due to time constraints.   

Agenda Item 6 – SST Charter 

Jay Caspary, SPP staff, reviewed the Synchrophasor Strike Team Charter (Attachment 6 – SST Charter) 
with the TWG.  The TWG had no changes and agreed with the language in the charter.   
 

Motion:  Matthew Stoltz made a motion to accept the SST Charter.  Alan Myers seconded 
the motion, which passed unanimously.   

Agenda Item 7 – WIS NTC Acceleration 

Jason Tanner, SPP staff, reviewed the discussion that was held at the April MOPC meeting on the 
acceleration of the NTCs with the goal of informing the TWG that the NTCs under review for acceleration 
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would be requested for approval to receive an accelerated re-evaluation at the April Board of Directors 
meeting.  TWG members discussed if the projects could be accelerated by the TOs.  The consensus is 
that the projects could be accelerated, but no planning study has been completed that justified the 
acceleration.  Staff also requested feedback on the re-evaluation process if approved by the Board of 
Directors.  
 
Seeing there was no further business the meeting was adjourned at 10:57 pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Kirk Hall 
Secretary 
 
Supplemental Activity 
As discussed during the meeting, once the files for PRC-023-3 were available to the TWG Kirk solicited 
the TWG for a motion and a second to endorse the PRC-023-3 B.4 facilities.  Alan Myers made a motion 
to endorse the PRC-023-3 B.4 facilities.  Richard Dahl seconded Alan’s motion.  Voting closed on April 
29th under the approved ‘TWG Email Voting Protocol’.  The vote was unanimous in its endorsement of the 
B.4 facilities.   
 



 

Relationship‐Based		•		Member‐Driven		•		Independence	Through	Diversity	

Evolutionary	vs.	Revolutionary		•		Reliability	&	Economics	Inseparable	

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING 

May 17-18, 2016 

Embassy Suites Omaha – Omaha, NE 

 
•  A G E N D A  •  

 
Tuesday 8:00 am – 5:00 pm 

 

1. Administrative Items ............................................................................................... Travis Hyde (15 min.) 
a. Call to Order 
b. Proxies 
c. Antitrust Guidelines 
d. Previous Meeting Minutes (Action Item) 

i. February 23-24, 2016 Meeting Minutes 
ii. March 16, 2016 Meeting Minutes 
iii. March 29, 2016 Meeting Minutes 
iv. April 20, 2016 Meeting Minutes 

e. Agenda Review (Action Item) 
f. Materials Review 

 
2. Review of Past Action Items .......................................................................................... Kirk Hall (5 min.) 

3. MOPC/BOD Update ............................................................................................... Travis Hyde (15 min.) 

4. TPL-001-4 Dynamic Assessment .................................................................... Doug Bowman (45 mins.) 
a. 2015 Lessons Learned 
b. 2016 TPL-001-4 Scope (Action Item) 

 
5. 2017 ITPNT ........................................................................................................................ Staff (1.5 hrs) 

a. Scenario 5 Discussion (Action Item) 
b. Additional TPL Contingencies in the 2017 ITPNT (Action Item) 
c. DC Tie Modeling Approach 

 
6. 2017 ITP10 ......................................................................................................................... Staff (1.5 hrs) 

a. Schedule Update - Staff 
b. Coordination of Reliability and Economic Needs – Kirk Hall (Action Item) 
c. Guidelines for Addressing Congested Interfaces – Chris Jamieson (Action Item) 
d. Reliability Metrics Feedback – Kirk Hall 

 
7. Revision Requests ............................................................................................................. Staff (30 min.) 

a. RR 159 – Neil Robertson (Action Item) 
b. RR 160 – Liz Gephardt (Action Item) 

 
8. TWG Reports ......................................................................................................................... All (45 min.) 

a. MDWG Report – Nate Morris  
b. AQITF Update – Jim McAvoy 
c. TPLTF Report – Michael Odom 



 

Relationship‐Based		•		Member‐Driven		•		Independence	Through	Diversity	

Evolutionary	vs.	Revolutionary		•		Reliability	&	Economics	Inseparable	

d. Dynamic Load Task Force Update– Derek Brown 
e. TWG Work Schedule – Kirk Hall 

 
9. Interconnection Updates ........................................................................................................ All (15 min.) 

a. Plains & Eastern – Jonathan Abebe (Action Item) 
b. Others 

 
10. 2016 Flowgate Assessment and TRM Approval1 ..................................................... Moses Rotich (1 hr.) 

a. Flowgate Change Candidate Approval (Action Item) 
b. TRM Approval (Action Item) 

 
Wednesday 8:00 am – 12:00 pm 

 
11. RCAR II Metrics Discussion ................................................................................. Juliano Freitas (2 hrs.) 
 
12. Criteria 5.3.3 Benchmarking ..................................................................................Scott Jordan (20 min.) 

13. TransCanada NTC Discussion .............................................................................................. All (10 min.) 

14. Organizational Group Effectiveness Survey ................................................................ Kirk Hall (10 min.) 

15. NERC Activities Update ................................................................................ Shannon Mickens (10 min.) 
 
16. Summary of Action Items ............................................................................................ Kirk Hall (10 min.) 

17. Discussion of Future Meetings ...................................................................................... Kirk Hall (5 min.) 
a. Net Conference – June 15, 2016 
b. Net Conference – July 20, 2016 
c. TWG Face-to-Face (Billings, MT) – August 16-17, 2016 

 

 

                                                 
1 Market Sensitive Item, Meeting closed to competitive parties – Meeting Material located on TrueShare 



Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
Action Item Status Report

Item  Date Originated Action Item Updates

Status
(Not 

Started, In 
Progress, 
Closure 
Pending, 
On Hold, 
Closed)

Owner Notes/Comments

33 August 21-22, 2012

RTO and RE staff to work with the MDWG to address data 
reporting requirements and enforceability for 
merchant/independently-owned generation and transmission 
assets.  Define 1) who is responsible for the data exchange, 2) 
when data exchange is required, 3) how to enforce the exchange 
of data.  

April 01, 2015: The new MOD-032-1 standard specifically requirements R1 (07/01/2015 effective date)  and R2 
(07/01/2016 effective date) will help answer this action item.

R1. Each Planning Coordinator and each of its Transmission Planners shall jointly develop
steady-state, dynamics, and short circuit modeling data requirements and reporting
procedures for the Planning Coordinator’s planning area that include: [Violation Risk
Factor: Lower] [Time Horizon: Long-term Planning]
   1.1. The data listed in Attachment 1.
   1.2. Specifications of the following items consistent with procedures for building the
         Interconnection-wide case(s):
   1.2.1. Data format;
   1.2.2. Level of detail to which equipment shall be modeled;
   1.2.3. Case types or scenarios to be modeled; and
   1.2.4. A schedule for submission of data at least once every 13 calendar
            months.
   1.3. Specifications for distribution or posting of the data requirements and reporting
          procedures so that they are available to those entities responsible for providing
          the data.

R2. Each Balancing Authority, Generator Owner, Load Serving Entity, Resource Planner,
Transmission Owner, and Transmission Service Provider shall provide steady-state,
dynamics, and short circuit modeling data to its Transmission Planner(s) and Planning
Coordinator(s) according to the data requirements and reporting procedures
developed by its Planning Coordinator and Transmission Planner in Requirement R1.
For data that has not changed since the last submission, a written confirmation that
the data has not changed is sufficient

In Progress MDWG

37 August 21-22, 2012
Staff to work with volunteers to develop language to add to 
Appendix 11.

Staff has sought volunteers’ opinions on topic. Currently working on draft language.
In Progress Kirk Hall

Review old HVDC interconnection agreements for 
baseline language

86 November 18-19, 2013
Staff to work on scoping study to analyze the reactive 
requirements on the system

May 20-21, 2014:  Brought scope to the TWG in May.  TWG requested some additional detail to be provided before 
approving the scope for RFP Issuance.  

In Progress

89 November 18-19, 2013

Staff to share AQ Improvement Task Force revised tariff 
language as well as the business practice before taking it to the 
MOPC

May 20-21, 2014: TWG did not agree with what the RTWG approved and remanded additional work to the AQITF
May 18-19, 2015: AQITF was revived
November 17-24, 2015: Jim McAvoy and Jason Speer presented that the NERC FAC-002-2 became a stumbling 
block in the TF's discussions. Guidance from the SPP RE and MRO RE is needed before further discussions on 
attachement AQ revisions take place.

In Progress

Agenda Item 5

106 February 11-12, 2014
SPP Staff to develop a whitepaper for all 3 possibilities on how 
to deal with upgrades to de-rated facilities, including costs and 
consequences

In Progress
Continue forward with this issue based upon internal 
SPP direction

119 May 20-21, 2014
SPP Staff to research effects of Criteria 12.2 removal on cost 
allocation

August 5, 2015:  Research underway with legal and other key staff
In Progress

143 May 18-19, 2015
Staff  to examine how FACTS devices, HVDC lines, and other 
exotic projects could be evaluated fairly in the competitive Order 
1000 process and develop a process for evaluation

In Progress

151 June 19, 2015
Staff to investigate with regulatory on the cost recovery for the 
cap banks and transformer

Complete

152 August 18-19, 2015
MDWG to engage with owners of DC Ties (or data submitters) to 
propose an action from this issue by the end of the year Complete MDWG

154 September 16, 2015
Investigate PSS/E’s Optimal Power Flow functionality and 
research the ABB analysis that derated constraints in the event 
file and report back to the TWG with the findings.

November 9, 2015: SPP does not own the PSS/E Optimal Power Flow functionality, but staff is investigating using 
TARA for this functionality In Progress

155 November 17-18, 2015

Jim McAvoy to work with Charles Hendrix and Jonathan Hayes 
to develop a whitepaper outlining how SPP and its members 
comply with FAC-002-2, including the identification of the roles 
and responsibilities of staff and stakeholders.

In Meeting

Agenda Item 8b

156 November 17-18, 2015
Staff to provide the SPPR tool to the members. May 5,2016: Staff will provide the SPPR tool upon request. Please contact Tom Burns in the R&D and Special 

Studies group if you want the tool.
Complete Tom Burns

157 February 23-24, 2016
Staff will review the document submitted by the TSTF and the 
TWG meeting minutes in order to properly represent the 
discussion on the December 9th, 2016 TWG minutes. 

In Progress Kirk Hall/Scott Jordan

158 February 23-24, 2016
Staff to review the schedule to allow more time for members to 
be able develop idevs for the CAPs, mitigations, or model 
corrections

May 10, 2016:  TWG approved the 2016 Steady State Scope at the April 20th TWG Net Conferenc
Complete Jason Terhune/Aaron

159 February 23-24, 2016
Staff to verify if breaker locations are incorporated into the PCM 
module

May 5,2016: Staff verified that breaker locations are not incorporated into the PCM module
Complete Jason Terhune/Aaron

160 February 23-24, 2016
Verify how switchable reactors are considered in the TPL 
analysis

In Progress Jason Terhune/Aaron

161 February 23-24, 2016 Send out TPL scope in redline format Complete Jason Terhune/Aaron

162 March 16, 2016
Staff to set up a specific time for TWG to review section 7 of the 
SPP Planning Criteria

Kirk Hall
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Overview	

This document presents the scope and schedule of work for the NERC TPL-001-4 Stability Assessment. This 
scope document will be reviewed by the Transmission Working Group (TWG), and the applicable functional 
entities as described in NERC TPL-001-4.  SPP, as the Planning Coordinator (PC1), will coordinate with 
Transmission Planners (TP) to exchange data, review assessment results, and determine corrective action 
plans as required. SPP PSS/E modeling areas included in this assessment are shown in Table B. Areas 
adjacent to SPP for coordinated planning are shown in Tables C and D. The stability assessment is scheduled 
for completion by December 31, 2016.  
 

Data	inputs	

Modeling	data	

Modeling data required in the TPL Stability study is incorporated through the annual SPP MDWG model 
building process.  The SPP MDWG model building process is performed in accordance with the applicable 
NERC Modeling, Data, and Analysis (MOD) Standards.  In order to meet the R1 requirements, the models 
will represent the following:  
 

 Existing Facilities 
 Known outage(s) of generation or Transmission Facility(ies) with a duration of at least six (6) 

months.  
 New planned Facilities and changes to existing Facilities  
 Real and reactive Load forecasts 
 Known commitments for Firm Transmission Service and Interchange 
 Resources (supply or demand side) required for Load 

 
The model set in Table A below establishes category P0 as the normal System condition in TPL-001-4 Table 
1, and defines the models that will be used for the 2016 TPL Stability analysis.   
 

Description  Base Case Sensitivity case (R2.4.3) 
Year 1 peak MDWG 2017S ITPNT 2017S5 

Year 1 off-peak MDWG 2017L ITPNT 2017L5 

Year 10 peak MDWG 2026S N/A 
Table A: Study Models 

The generation dispatch in the base case models is derived from a member-submitted merit order block 
dispatch. The ITPNT Scenario 5 models, which were chosen for the sensitivity cases, have as much of the 
firm transmission rights protected as load allows.  The wind machines are dispatched considerably higher in 
the ITPNT Scenario 5 models. 
 

                                                 
 
1 In this document, SPP does not represent a TP. 
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TPL-001-4, Requirement 2.4.1, states that dynamic cases take into account the behavior of induction 
motors.  For the 2015 assessment SPP and their Member companies performed a sensitivity analysis using 
a generic PSSE load model in a summer peak case.  The results from this sensitivity analysis indicated the 
need for additional research regarding the use of a dynamic load model and its effects on the bulk electric 
system.  The research will include partnering with Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), leveraging 
their research on the subject matter, and the formation of an SPP Dynamic Load Task Force (DLTF).  The 
SPP DLTF has been tasked to develop and execute a load survey, a set of dynamic load models for 
different load types, and a methodology to maintain and update them as the electric utility industry moves 
forward with improvements and new dynamic load models.  
 
  

Data	required	by	PC	

Initial	Data	Request	
The initial data request focuses on collecting contingencies that will be used during the stability analysis 
performed by the PC.   
 

Member-Submitted	Events	

The PC will request contingencies from the TPs for analysis.  The TP will provide the PC with 
contingencies as per the PC’s requested Member-Submitted Contingency Spreadsheet format. The PC 
will generate and validate the submitted contingencies and resolve any discrepancies with the submitting 
TP. 
 
The list below summarizes the type of contingency data the PC expects to receive during the annual 
contingency request for Planning Events P1-P7 and “Extreme”. 
 

1. Maximum of 100 member-submitted events per TP 
2. Events Expected to Produce More Severe Impacts (includes events coordinated with adjacent 

systems) 
a. Rationale for Event Selections 

3. Relay models 
a. PSS/E Dynamic Relay Models for DYRE file, and/or 
b. Description of time domain relay actions that replicate the expected removal of elements 

4. Description of successful and unsuccessful high speed (less than one (1) second) reclosing 
5. Description of generator low voltage ride through characteristics if not already contained in 

DYRE file 
6. Remedial Action Schemes 
7. Generic or actual relay models for tripping of transmission lines and transformers where transient 

swings cause protection system operations 
8. Specific generator scaling that will be required to balance generation/load when generation is 

removed as a “prior outage” for a contingency. 
 

Fast	Fault	Screening	Events	

V&R Energy’s Fast Fault Scan (FFS) tool will be used for all category P1 and P6 events for buses greater 
than 100kV to determine the more severe fault locations (buses) in the SPP region for each case. These 
locations will be ranked according to Critical Clearing Times (CCTs). Prior to executing FFS event 
stability simulations in PSS/E, the PC will coordinate with members to determine the proper event 
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description and time sequence of event actions and clearing times. The information will be provided to 
the PC in the format used for member-submitted contingencies. 

 

Tier	1	Coordinated	Events	

The PC will also coordinate with adjacent PCs and TPs to ensure that contingencies on adjacent systems 
which may impact SPP or adjacent systems are included in the analysis.  The PC will communicate with 
the adjacent PCs to resolve any contingency issues. 
 
 
 
 

Subsequent	Data	Request	

The subsequent data requests will focus on collecting the Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) for system events 
exhibiting transient (rotor angle) instability, transient voltage response violations, machine damping 
violations, voltage stability violations, or Cascading. The PC may request additional data to support the 
assessment, as needed. A CAP is a list of actions and an associated timetable for implementation to remedy 
a specific problem. 
 
 
 
 

Stability	Assessment	

System	Intact	Analysis	
Category ‘P0’ is considered system intact for the base and the sensitivity cases. The ‘P0’ analysis will consist 
of a 20-second no-fault and a 60-second ring-down simulation to test the integrity of the base and the 
sensitivity cases. 

Contingency	Analysis	
 
Stability analysis for disturbance events will be completed using Siemens PTI’s PSS/E  and PLI’s DSATool 
TSAT. Stability performance will be determined for three (3) groups of events: 
 

1. Member-submitted events  
2. FFS events with CCTs less than nine (9) cycles 
3. Tier 1 - Coordinated events 
3.4.Supply a reference generator 

 
During the stability simulations, monitored parameters will include 

1. Rotor Angle and Speed 
2. Real and Reactive Power 
3. Bus voltages greater than 100kV in the disturbance Area(s).  More than one (1) area may be 

monitored depending on proximity to the disturbance. 

Commented [KH1]: Specify which parts of the study will be 
completed using DSA Tools 
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4. Transient voltage response and machine rotor angle damping will be monitored and compared with 
the SPP Disturbance Performance Requirements Rev 1. 

 
Category “Extreme” contingency events that produce the more severe system impacts will be evaluated for 
cascading. Those extreme events where a loss of 1770 MW of generation due to generator instabilities will 
merit further evaluation using V&R Energy’s Potential Cascading Modes (PCM) tool. CAP’s will be 
required for those determined to cause cascading. 
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Results	
 
For planning events shown in TPL-001-4 Standard Table 1, when the analysis indicates an inability of the 
System to meet the performance requirements in Table 1, the Planning Assessment shall include CAPs 
addressing how the performance requirements will be met. 
 
CAPs do not need to be developed solely to meet the performance requirements for a single sensitivity case.  
	

Assessment	Areas	
 

Area Number Entity Name 
515 Southwestern Power Administration (SWPA) 
520 American Electric Power (AEPW) 
523 Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA) 
524 Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company (OKGE) 
525 Western Farmers Electric Cooperative (WFEC) 
526 Southwestern Public Service Company (SPS) 
527 Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority (OMPA) 
531 Midwest Energy, Inc. (MIDW) 
534 Sunflower Electric Power Corporation (SECI) 
536 Westar Energy, Inc. (WR) 
540 KCPL - Greater Missouri Operations (KCPL-GMO) 
541 Kansas City Power & Light Company (KCPL) 
542 Board of Public Utilities (BPU) 
544 The Empire District Electric Company (EDE) 
545 Independence Power & Light (INDN) 
546 City Utilities of Springfield, MO (SPRM) 
640 Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) 
645 Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) 
650 Lincoln Electric System (LES) 
652 Western Area Power Administration(WAPA) 
N/A ITC Great Plains, LLC (ITCGP) 

Table B: Assessment Areas 
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Assessment	Distribution	

Each PC and TP shall distribute its Planning Assessment results to adjacent PCs and adjacent TPs within 90 
calendar days of completing its Planning Assessment, and to any functional entity that has a reliability related 
need and submits a written request for the information within 30 days of such a request.  
 
If a recipient of the Planning Assessment results provides documented comments on the results, the 
respective PC or TP shall provide a documented response to that recipient within 90 calendar days of receipt 
of those comments. 
 
SPP Adjacent Transmission Planner PSS/E Area Number Contact email 
Cleco Corporation 502 TBD 
Entergy 351, 327 TBD 
Ameren Services Company 356 eburkey@ameren.com  
Saskatchewan Power Corporation 672 wguttormson@saskpower.com 
Otter Tail Power Company 620 TBD 
Minnkota Power Corporation TBD TBD 
MidAmerican Energy Corporation 635 TBD 
Great River Energy 615 TBD 
City of Ames Electric Services TBD TBD 
Central Iowa Power Cooperatives TBD TBD 
Xcel Energy 600 TBD 
Alliant Energy West 627 TBD 
DPC 680 TBD 
Montana-Dakota Utilities 661 TBD 

Table C: Adjacent Transmission Planners 

 
SPP Adjacent Planning Coordinator Contact email
Associated Electric Cooperatives, Inc. (AECI) tgott@aeci.org  
Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) oa.elabbady@mappcor.org  
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) ehabibovic@misoenergy.org 

lhecker@misoenergy.org  
Table D: Adjacent Planning Coordinators 
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Schedule	

Owner Scheduled Activities Dates 
PC Contingency data request April 1 
TP Deadline for providing Contingency Data May 30 
MDWG 2015 MDWG Dynamic model set approval September 29 
PC Fast Fault Scans Complete October 11 
PC Draft Stability Report Complete November 9 
PC Stability Analysis Complete December 19 
PC Final Stability Report Complete December 22 
TWG TWG approval of Final Report December 29 

 
 

Changes	in	Process	and	Assumptions	

In order to protect against changes in process and assumptions that could present a significant risk to the 
completion of the TPL study, any such changes must be vetted. If TWG votes on any process steps or 
assumptions to be used in the study, those assumptions will be used for the 2016 TPL-001-4 Stability 
Assessment. Changes to process or assumptions recommended by stakeholders must be approved by the 
TWG. This process will allow for changes, if they are deemed necessary and critical to the TPL study, while 
also ensuring that changes, and the risks and benefits of those changes, will be fully vetted and discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The	purpose	of	the	lessons	learned	document	for	the	2015	TPL‐004‐1	Stability	Assessment	
is	to	capture	the	project’s	lessons	learned	in	a	formal	document	for	use	by	future	Stability	
Assessment	project	teams.		This	document	may	be	used	as	part	of	new	assessments	in	
order	to	determine	what	problems	occurred	and	how	those	problems	were	handled	and	
may	be	avoided	in	the	future.		Additionally,	this	document	details	what	went	well	with	the	
assessment	and	why,	so	that	other	project	teams	may	capitalize	on	these	actions.		Project	
managers	may	also	use	this	document	to	determine	who	the	project	team	members	were	in	
order	to	solicit	feedback	for	planning	their	projects	in	the	future.			

LESSONS LEARNED APPROACH 

The	lessons	learned	from	the	2015	TPL‐001‐4	Stability	Assessment	are	compiled	from	
project	files	and	through	interviews	with	project	team	members	for	stakeholder	review.	
The	lessons	learned	are	to	be	used	as	references	for	future	projects	and	contain	an	
adequate	level	of	detail	so	that	other	project	managers	and	teams	may	have	enough	
information	on	which	to	help	base	their	project	plans.		The	lessons	learned	in	this	
document	are	categorized	by	project	knowledge	area.		These	knowledge	areas	consist	of:	
Project	and	Timeline	Management,	Scope	Management,	Methodology	and	Process,	
Technology,	Results	Quality,	Automation	Development,	and	Knowledge	Development.			

LESSONS LEARNED  

The	following	tables	list	the	lessons	learned	for	the	2015	TPL‐004‐1	Stability	Assessment.		
These	lessons	are	categorized	by	project	knowledge	area	and	descriptions,	impacts,	and	
recommendations	are	provided	for	consideration	on	similar	future	assessments.		It	is	
important	to	note	that	not	only	failures	or	shortcomings	are	included	but	successes	as	well.	

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT 
Opportunity Description Impact Recommendation 

Project and 
Timeline 
Management 

Project completed late; past 
12/31/15 deadline 

Project schedule not adhered to 
and later start date on assessment 
caused time compression issues; 
compliance requirements not 
met 

Follow established, detailed 
project schedule and engage 
project management 
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Opportunity Description Impact Recommendation 

Project and 
Timeline 
Management 

Lack of project management 
due to project manager role 
not being defined or 
executed sufficiently 

Decision-making for resource 
availability not communicated 
and mitigation did not occur 
early enough in timeline; 
recognized too far in schedule 
that completion date was in 
jeopardy; inability to obtain 
additional resources to mitigate 
delay due to late recognition; 
communication within teams on 
milestones and deadlines not 
sufficient during beginning and 
middle stages of schedule  

Fully define project 
management role that 
interacts aggressively with 
program administrator and 
engineering team with clear 
deliverables and autonomy 
for completion of project 

Project and 
Timeline 
Management 

Communication and 
interaction with 
stakeholders not robust 
enough 

Expectations of stakeholders and 
SPP Staff did not align, creating 
scope issues; impacted length of 
time to meet compliance 
requirements 

Increased management 
involvement in process; 
communication with 
stakeholders and working 
groups occur frequently and 
at critical junctures 

Scope 
Management 

Magnitude of the analysis 
underestimated 

SPP underestimated the number 
of contingencies received; 
workload exceeded capacity of 
SPP  resources and technical 
capacity to produce results in a 
timely manner 

Ensure clear communication 
and agreement with 
stakeholders on scope of 
assessment; Recognize and 
properly schedule work 
according to the number of 
contingencies sooner by 
engaging stakeholders during 
the process  

Scope 
Management 

Received members’ 
contingencies in multiple 
formats; scope changed  to 
allow other formats 

Additional automation necessary 
to input multiple data formats; 
creation of automation slowed 
analysis and led to further delay 
in output of results  

Clear understanding with 
stakeholders and SPP staff of 
formats necessary for 
assessments; provide pre-
populated template using 
prior year's data and provide 
clear instructions for 
updating template,  
leveraging the success of the 
automated workbook format 
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Opportunity Description Impact Recommendation 

Scope 
Management 

Changes in Scope 
Definition during the 
assessment  

Scope	changes	(i.e., SPPR	
Criteria	to	2.5	seconds)	during	
the	assessment	period	caused	
miscommunication	of	
necessary	efforts	between	SPP	
Engineering,	SPP	Compliance	
Department,		and	
stakeholders;	processes	were	
adjusted	mid‐assessment	
causing	some	duplication	of	
analysis	work,	both	for	SPP	
and	stakeholders			 

Limit	Scope	definition	
changes	during	the	
assessment	period;	any	
changes	to	be	discussed	
with	the	SPP	Compliance	
Department	to	clarify	
impacts	of	scope	changes	
on	compliance	with	NERC	
Criteria,	along	with		
stakeholders	and	SPP	staff	 

Methodology 
and Process 

Data screening and 
validation methodology not 
developed 

Topology	and	dispatch	data	
issues	unknown	due	to	lack	of	
validation	of	input	files;	lack	of	
time	to	validate	faults	due	to	
volume	and	inability	to	build	
test	data;	process	not	
developed	to	capture	invalid	
data	(faults,	buses,	etc.)		in	
member‐submitted	files	 

Build	and	thoroughly	test	
data	validation	tools	before	
start	of	process 

Methodology 
and Process 

Dependency on unproven 
technology 

New	process	caused	additional	
risk	for	delay	in	completion	of	
assessment;		limited	resources	
with	knowledge	of	new	
technology	created	bottleneck	
for	updates	and	repairs	when	
system	overloaded;		manual	
process	as	only	contingency	
caused	further	delay 

Create	more	robust	testing	
tasks	on	new	processes	in	
the	project	schedule	
including	stress	tests	for	
multiple	scenarios;	develop	
automation	with		scalability	
and	access	by	multiple	
resources	to	reduce	
opportunity	for	bottlenecks 

Technology Computing resources 
inadequate for volume of 
study 

Lack	of	hard	drive	space for	
advanced	analysis;	additional	
Enfuzion	nodes	needed	to	
complete	large	runs	created	
stress	on	other	SPP	
Engineering	processes;	limited	
ability	to	share	resources	on	
multiple	machines	to	divide	
large	file	analysis	created	
delay	in	producing	results	 

Perform	assessment	to	
determine	network	and	
processing	requirements;	
include	SPP	Engineering,	
SPP	IT,		and	vendors	ahead	
of	start	of	analysis;	request		
Virtual	Machine	
functionality	to	provide	
greater	ability	to	share	
resources	and	technology	 
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Opportunity Description Impact Recommendation 

Technology TrueShare  Slow	upload	of	results	led	to	
members’	delay	in	receiving	
and	reviewing	results;	slowed	
response	time	to	advance	
analysis 

Investigate	TrueShare	
ability	to	perform	this	
function;	assess	other	
communication	vendors	or	
possibilities	for	file	relay 

SUCCESSES 
Success Description Impact Recommendation 

Results Quality 3	CAPs	identified	despite	
higher	number	of	
contingencies	received 

Assessment	revealed	
stakeholders'	systems	
required	little	or	no	
reinforcement;		larger	volume		
of	contingencies	did	not	
produce	a	larger	volume/ratio	
of	CAPs 

Review	current	assessment	
scope	and	insure	that	
events	expected	to	produce	
more	severe	impacts	are	
the	focus	of	the	assessment,	
and	these	events	have	
sufficient	rationale	for	
being	selected	

Automation 
Development 

Automated assessment tools 
developed and implemented 

New	member‐submitted	
contingency	workbook	
provided	greater	efficiency;	
new	automation	tools	
developed;	synergies	
developed	within	SPP	staff	
increased	effectiveness	and	
efficiency	once	engaged;	
efforts	with	automated	tools	
will	result	in	a	reduction	in	
time	spent	on	future	
assessments 

Continuing	development	of	
automation	tools	(i.e.,	
contingency	validation	tool,	
Enfuzion	re‐run	
enhancements,	improved	
results	reporting)	

Knowledge 
Development 

Built greater knowledge of 
transient stability within 
SPP staff 

Multiple	engineers engaged	in	
the	process;	knowledge	
transfer	of	transient	stability	
analysis;	greater	bench	
strength	for	future	
assessments 

Continued	involvement	and	
cross‐training	of	multiple	
engineering	staff	in	stability	
analysis	(transient	and	
voltage) 
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation	 Description Impact Implementation

Prior	to	next	
assessment,	develop	
more	robust	IT	
infrastructure	and	
involvement	

Prepare	
infrastructure	based	
on	volume	levels	in	
last	assessment	

Reduce	communication	and	
information	bottlenecks	

Supply	automation	tools	
to	multiple	workstations;	
survey	resources	early	for	
IT	needs	

Staging	of	base	case	
model	delivery	within	
schedule	

Utilizing	topology	
models	prior	to	final	
development	of	
dynamic	models	
allows	staging	of	
tasks	

Data	quality	issues	will	be	
resolved	earlier	in	schedule		

Adjust	schedule	for	
delivery	of	ad	hoc	
topology	models	earlier	in	
schedule	than	final	models	

Increased	use	of	
DSATools	

Utilize	DSATools	for	
more	of	the	stability	
assessment	
requirements	

Reduce	post‐processing	
efforts	

Stakeholder	groups	
approval	for	use	of	
DSATools	

	

LESSONS LEARNED DOCUMENT LOCATION 

The	2015	TPL‐001‐4	Stability	Assessment	Lessons	Learned	document	will	be	posted	on	
SPP.org	under	TPL	Assessments. 

	





2017 ITPNT 
Scenario 5
Steady State Planning

2



Background

• Scenario 5
 SPP OATT, Attachment O, III.6.f 
 Long-term firm Transmission Service incorporation in ITP 

process
 Current methodology models max wind with firm 

transmission service in the ITPNT Scenario 5 models

• MOPC Action Item 266
 TWG/ESWG investigate the Scenario 5 method in the 

2017 ITPNT to incorporate thoughts of the TPITF

• TPITF Whitepaper
 New Base Reliability Model (subject to TWG review)
 Non-Coincident Peak load forecasts
 Assumed Long-term firm transmission service usage levels
 Expected conventional and renewable resource output levels

3



Identification of Impacts
• Low Impact: < 2 weeks

• Medium Impact:  >2 weeks  < 2 
months

• High Impact: > 2 months

4



• Option 1
 Utilize an SPP Balancing Authority (SPP BA) 

coupled criteria for determination of Scenario 5 
needs
 Would apply to summer peak case only

Model (N-1) p.u. Voltage Criteria
Scenario 5 Summer Peak .88 <.90

SPP BA Summer Peak .91 <.92

Scenario 5 Methodology Options

5
Model (N-1) % Loading Criteria

Scenario 5 Summer Peak 100.4 >100
SPP BA Summer Peak 98 >95

Model (Base Case) p.u. Voltage Criteria
Scenario 5 Summer Peak .93 <.95

SPP BA Summer Peak .94 <.95

Model (Base Case) % Loading Criteria
Scenario 5 Summer Peak 100.4 >100

SPP BA Summer Peak 98 >100



Scenario 5 Methodology Options

• Option 2
 Develop a new model scenario which accounts 

for long-term firm transmission service but 
utilizes expected conventional and renewable 
resource output levels based upon TPITF 
recommendations subject to TWG review
 Could contain:
 Non-Coincident Peak load forecasts
 Assumed Long-term firm transmission service 

usage levels in relation to the year & season
 Expected conventional and renewable 

resource output levels

6



Scenario 5 Methodology Impacts

• Option 1 Impacts (coupling Scenario 5 and 
SPP BA needs) 
 Low schedule impact
 Filter Scenario 5 needs based on coupling criteria 

prior to DPP Window opening

 Low SPP resource impact
 Potential reduction of posted Needs from Scenario 5 

models

 Potential reduction on TO resources 
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Scenario 5 Methodology Impacts

• Option 2 Impacts (Hybrid model)
 High Schedule impact
 Consensus on modeling guidelines necessary
 Additional time to build models
 Postponing DPP Window 

High SPP  resources impact
 Model build
 Stakeholder vetting

 High TO resource impact
 Model build
 Stakeholder vetting

8





2017 ITPNT 
TPL Events
Steady State Planning

2



Background

• 2017 ITPNT scope motion was modified at 
MOPC
 Requires the evaluation of the NERC TPL-001-4 standard 

Table 1 planning events that do not allow for non-
consequential load loss or curtailment of firm 
transmission service in the 2017 ITPNT study as potential 
violations

• Additional TPL events would be evaluated 
in the ITPNT for the purpose of developing 
a mitigation for the planning events that do 
not allow for non-consequential load loss 
(NCLL) or curtailment of firm transmission 
service (CFTS)

3



TPL Events

• 2017 ITPNT study will include Table 1 
events that do not allow for NCLL or IFTS:
 P0

 P1.1, P1.2, P1.3, P1.4, P1.5

 P2.1, P2.2 (EHV), P2.3 (EHV)

 P3.1, P3.2, P3.3, P3.4, P3.5

 P4.1, P4.2, P4.3, P4.4, P4.5 – All EHV

 P5.1, P5.2, P5.3, P5.4, P5.5 – All EHV

4



TPL P3 Events

• P3 events are loss of generator followed by 
system adjustments, and loss of another 
facility

• System adjustments are required
 Option 1
 POM/OPM software generated
 Most efficient option

 Option 2
 Provided by Stakeholders
 This option might require TO vetting for feasibility

5



TPL Impacts

• Option 1 Impacts (POM/OPM generated 
system adjustments) High schedule impact
 Process will need to be vetted with stakeholders
 More processing time required
 More evaluation time required for mitigation

High SPP resources impact
 Costs associated with extra evaluation of system 

adjustments and coordination
Medium TO impact
 P3 event OPM system adjustments provided to TO
 Some TO coordination for feasibility validation
 Nominal costs associated with extra 

evaluation/coordination between TO and SPP Staff

6



TPL Impacts

• Option 2 Impacts (Stakeholder generated 
system adjustments)
 High schedule impact
 Process will need to be vetted with stakeholders
 More processing time required
 More evaluation time required for mitigation

 High resources impact
 Costs associated with extra evaluation of system 

adjustments and coordination
 High TO impact
 P3 events require system adjustments from 

Stakeholders 
 More TO coordination for feasibility validation
 Higher costs associated with extra 

evaluation/coordination between stakeholders, SPP 
Staff, and TO
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Recommendation

• Staff recommends analyzing the additional 
TPL-001-4 events that do not allow for 
NCLL or CFTS using the Scenario 0 models 
for Year 5 Summer Peak and Off-Peak 
(Light Load) models and staging all 
projects needed for TPL-001-4 
contingencies that don’t allow for NCLL or 
CFTS for Year 5

8



Coordination of 
Reliability and 
Economic Issues
May, 2016 TWG and ESWG

1



ITP10 Process

2

Futures 
Development

Resource Plan 
Development

Economic 
Model 

Development

Power Flow 
Model 

Development

Other Input 
Assumptions

Define 
Constraints

Policy 
needs

Economic 
needs

Reliability 
needs

Develop 100 
kV + solutions 

to problems 
identified for 
each future

Economic 
Dispatch 

Model



Background
• Staff has identified DC constraints as AC overloads in the 

2017 ITP10 model set

• Staff recognizes differences in economic modeling versus AC 
Powerflow modeling and attribute thermal loading differences to 
the following:
 Powerflow solution differences between PSSE and 

PAT/PROMOD (AC versus DC)

 System losses modeling differences 

 External modeling differences

 Phase Shifter modeling differences

 Maintenance and forced generation outage modeling 
differences 

 Other differences

3



Discussion
• Staff does not believe that every AC thermal overload is a 

true reliability need
 While some AC overloads are valid, PROMOD is built to dispatch 

around thermal limits
 In theory, thermal issues should only be potential reliability needs 

if a constraint (flowgate) was not modeled or it was violated by the 
simulation

• Objectives of SPP Tariff, ITP Manual, 2017 ITP10 scope, SPP 
Strategic plan
 Assess the reliability and economic operation of the Transmission 

System
 Determine efficient or cost-effective transmission projects 
 Maintain an economical, optimized transmission system

• Efficient or cost-effective transmission projects are best 
identified in economic cost benefit analysis

• If projects are not found to be cost-effective through 
economic analysis, allow the economic potential to remain in 
place for future assessments to ensure the most economic 
decisions are made in the project selection process over 
time

4



SPP Staff Recommendation
• Invalidate thermal AC overloads as reliability needs 

when defined as a DC constraint
 Allow for the process to identify economic benefit of relieving 

economic constraints versus automatically addressing 
overloads in AC model

 Assess in future assessments

• Identify AC overloads related to DC constraints for 
potential invalidation
 Downstream issues due to AC overload of a binding DC 

constraint

 Assess in future assessments

5



Guidelines for 
Addressing Congested 
Interfaces
May 19th, 2016 

ESWG 

1



Background
• Current ITP10 interface limits are based on operational 

limits and topology
 Interface limits or Power Transfer Distribution Factor 

(PTDF) flowgates proxy thermal, voltage, stability, and/or 
contractual limits

• Using operational limits can produce uncertainty
 In system congestion
 Potential reliability needs could be masked or shifted 

due to dispatch

• Interface limits are determined by studies involving 
specific operating conditions

2



2017 ITP10 Constraint Assessment
• Used 2015 ITP10 congestion results to target a review of 

interfaces where approved transmission may impact limit
 Addresses modification of interfaces that would have 

higher limits in the planning horizon due to approved 
transmission additions
 Does not address new or modified planning interfaces 
 For example, resource or load forecasts that might 

reduce an existing interface limit or produce a new 
interface

• Staff’s cursory review resulted in no changes to the 
operational interface limits where significant congestion 
was anticipated

3



Solution Development for Interfaces
• 2017 ITP10 Scope - Economic projects will be developed 

and evaluated based upon how well they mitigate 
congestion.  Any economic project with a one-year B/C 
ratio greater than the approved ESWG threshold of 0.5 will 
be included for further evaluation. 

• For a project to mitigate congestion, the project has to 
divert power away from congested areas or change 
ratings of congested flowgates

• In order to change a rating of an interface limit
 Additional analysis would be required and vetted by both SPP 

and TO planning and operation personal

4



2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces
• Incremental improvement

• Interim process to be improved upon in future 
assessments

• Address how solutions will be solicited for 
interfaces via DPP process

• Address how DPPs will be processed and 
screened for solution development

5



2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces (cont’d.)
• Upon opening the DPP window, SPP will provide 

background information on any interface limits 
identified as a Need to define problem for 
Stakeholders and provide direction for submitting 
DPPs that propose changes to interface limits

• Two scenarios:

• Scenario 1: Approach for significantly congested 
interface that proxies thermal limits

• Scenario 2: Approach for significantly congested 
interface that proxies a stability or voltage limit

6



2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces (cont’d.)
• Scenario 1: If a significantly congested interface 

proxies a thermal limit then 

• SPP will provide replacement 
constraints/events for the proxy interface 
vetted by applicable Transmission Owners 

• Stakeholder will be required to supply 
direction to via the DPP whether to remove and 
replace the constraints when modeling the DPP 
for any DPP that proposes a change to the 
interface limit
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2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces (cont’d.)
• Scenario 2: If a significantly congested 
interface proxies a stability or voltage limit 
then
• SPP will provide a supportive study scope and 

deliverables vetted by applicable Transmission 
Owners

• The supportive study and deliverables will be 
required as justification with any DPP submittal 
that proposes a change to an interface limit

8



2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces (cont’d.)
• Any DPP submitter proposing a rating change to a 

constrained interface without the information will 
be notified

• Any DPP without the additional information and 
deliverables will be evaluated without the 
proposed rating change

• 2017 ITP10 Scope - Economic projects will be 
developed and evaluated based upon how well 
they mitigate congestion.  Any economic project 
with a one-year B/C ratio greater than the 
approved ESWG threshold of 0.5 will be included 
for further evaluation.
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2017 ITP10 Process for Interfaces (cont’d.)
• Develop a process for Transmission Owners  to 

review supportive study deliverables if project 
passes approved ESWG screening criteria prior 
to the project grouping milestone

10



Recommendation
• SPP Staff recommends that the TWG endorse 2017 

ITP10 Process for Interfaces

11



Supportive 
Study Example

Base operating 
condition and 
existing proxy 

rating

Project pass/fail 
criteria

Operating 
condition and 

new proxy rating 
#1

Project pass/fail

Operating 
condition and 

new proxy rating 
#2

Project pass/fail

Operating 
Condition

new proxy rating 
#3 

Project pass/fail

• Define base operating condition 
using either the peak or off-peak 
reliability model as appropriate

• Define pass/fail criteria

• Define additional operating 
conditions and new proxy rating 
determination

• If Project passes criteria then 
new proxy rating will be used 
for solution development

• If project fails criteria then new 
proxy rating will not be used for 
solution development

12



Steady State 
Reliability Metrics 
in the ITP

Michael Odom
modom@spp.org
501.688.8205



• Previous ITPNT focused on least cost factor to 
determine which project was selected for the final 
portfolio

• Other factors can be used when selecting the most 
beneficial project

• Steady State Planning developed two new metrics to 
help in project selection for individual needs

2

Background



• Metrics coincide with voltage and thermal needs 

• Cost per Loading Relief (CLR) relates the amount of 
thermal loading relief for the cost of a project for a 
need

• Cost per Voltage Relief (CVR) relates the amount of 
voltage support for the cost of a project for a need

• Both metrics consider project cost and the amount of 
targeted relief the project provides

3

Metrics Concepts



• Function used to determine a relief score based upon the loading 
relief provided by a project

• Loading Relief amount = 100 % ‐ Post loading%

•

• Allows for aggressive rise for most beneficial relief (1%‐20%), less rise for 
less beneficial relief (21% ‐ 100%)

4

Thermal Relief Score Function
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Cost per Loading Relief Metric
• Cost per Loading Relief (CLR) relates the amount of thermal loading 

relief for the cost of a project for each need
• CLR = $/Relief Score
• The lower the CLR value the better

5

PROJECT  COST  POST LOADING % 100%‐Post% RELIEF SCORE CLR  ($/RELIEF) RANK
P1  $             500,000.00  94.2 5.8 7.742 $64,584.85 4
P2  $             200,000.00  90.1 9.9 9.252 $21,616.64 1
P3  $       11,500,000.00  51.3 48.7 15.735 $730,844.29 9
P4  $             342,000.00  82.4 17.6 11.208 $30,513.49 2
P5  $             250,000.00  96.2 3.8 6.724 $37,180.52 3
P6  $             600,000.00  93.2 6.8 8.163 $73,499.60 5
P7  $          1,900,000.00  78.9 21.1 11.907 $159,574.24 6
P8  $          2,500,000.00  82.1 17.9 11.271 $221,798.70 7
P9  $       12,499,000.00  45.2 54.8 16.367 $763,692.31 10
P10  $             600,000.00  99.9 0.1 2.000 $300,000.00 8



• Functions used to determine a relief score based upon the voltage 
support provided by a project

• . ∗ )/4	

•

• . ∗

• Allows for increased scores approaching 0.99 and max value between   
0.99 – 1.02 and drastic decrease after 1.02

6

Low Voltage Relief Score Functions
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• Cost per Voltage Relief (CVR) relates the amount of voltage support for 
the cost of a project for a need

• CVR = $/Relief Score
• The lower the CVR value the better
• Highest ranking project identified
• Low voltage CVR example:

7

Cost per Voltage Relief Metric

PROJECT COST ($M) POST p.u. V RELIEF SCORE CVR ($/RELIEF) RANK
P1  $    26,956,497.23  0.981 16.403 $1,643,438.33  3
P2  $      9,056,699.92  0.909 0.203 $44,724,444.05  10
P3  $    25,039,157.36  0.972 12.960 $1,932,033.75  5
P4  $    22,674,061.76  0.956 7.840 $2,892,099.71  7
P5  $    22,674,061.76  1.011 20.000 $1,133,703.09  2
P6  $    36,956,497.23  1.021 20.000 $1,847,824.86  4
P7  $    13,056,699.92  1.043 0.490 $26,646,326.37  9
P8  $    80,039,157.36  1.025 20.000 $4,001,957.87  8
P9  $    50,674,061.76  0.992 20.000 $2,533,703.09  6
P10  $    12,674,061.76  0.995 20.000 $633,703.09  1



• Functions used to determine a relief score based upon the voltage 
support provided by a project

• . ∗

•

• . ∗

• Allows for increased scores approaching 1 and max value between 1‐
0.99 and drastic decrease after 0.99
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High Voltage Relief Score Functions
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• Cost per Voltage Relief (CVR) relates the amount of voltage support for 
the cost of a project for a need

• CVR = $/Relief Score
• The lower the CVR value the better
• Highest ranking project identified
• High voltage CVR example:

9

Cost per Voltage Relief Metric

PROJECT COST ($M) POST p.u. V RELIEF SCORE CVR ($/RELIEF) RANK
P1  $ 156,086,984.50  0.979 8.514 $18,332,720.68 6
P2  $ 156,086,984.50  0.930 4.000 $39,021,746.13 9
P3  $ 213,987,859.40  0.990 20.000 $10,699,392.97 5
P4  $ 160,369,419.90  1.000 20.000 $8,018,471.00 2
P5  $    22,674,061.76  1.040 1.000 $22,674,061.76 8
P6  $    34,001,000.45  1.030 4.000 $8,500,250.11 3
P7  $    82,089,988.34  1.010 16.000 $5,130,624.27 1
P8  $    89,234,123.23  0.980 9.000 $9,914,902.58 4
P9  $    78,456,344.13  0.970 4.000 $19,614,086.03 7
P10  $    54,223,212.89  1.049 0.010 $5,422,321,289.00 10



• For each thermal and voltage need, the highest 
ranked project will be selected based on selection 
criteria

• Selection criteria used in ranking projects include:
• CLR: Cost / Loading Relief Score
• CVR: Cost / Voltage Relief Score 

• Each project has the metrics calculated for each need

• Each need has one or more projects developed to 
address the need

• Highest ranked project is then identified for each need

10

Highest Ranked Project Identification



• Metrics are calculated for each project’s performance 
for each need, CLR, CVR

• Highest ranked project (lowest cost for amount of 
targeted relief) is identified for each need

• Highest ranked projects are used in project 
displacement

• Project displacement algorithm is ran to identify 
projects that can displace other projects for each need

• Staff will use Engineering judgement to determine if 
the displacing project should displace a highest 
ranked project

11

Project Selection Methodology



12

Project Displacement Methodology

• 10 projects address each individual need @ $10,991,000
• 2 projects (P8 [N1,N3,N4,N5,N8] & P9 [N2,N6,N7,N9,N10]) address all needs for 

a lower cost @ $4,999,000. Difference of $5,992,000
• If ABS[P2 score (Highest ranked project for N2) – P9 score (Displacing project)] 

is large, use judgment to determine if P2 should remain in the portfolio
– E.g.  ABS[P2(16.256) – P9(3)] = 13.256, P2 could remain with added cost of $200,000

NEED VOLTAGE PROJECT COST  POST % 
LOADING

RELIEF
SCORE

CLR  
($/RELIEF)

N1 69 kV P1 $             500,000.00  50.9 15.778 $31,689.31
N2 69 kV P2 $             200,000.00  46.3 16.256 $12,302.93
N3 69 kV P3 $         1,500,000.00  51.3 15.735 $95,327.52
N4 69 kV P4 $             342,000.00  44.5 16.435 $20,808.07
N5 69 kV P5 $            250,000.00  44.9 16.396 $15,247.30
N6 115 kV P6 $      600,000.00  46.5 16.236 $36,954.73
N7 230 kV P7 $         2,000,000.00  51.3 15.735 $127,103.35
N8 345 kV P8 $         2,500,000.00  44.9 16.396 $152,472.95
N9 345 kV P9 $         2,499,000.00  45.2 16.366 $152,689.58
N10 345 kV P10 $            600,000.00  46.8 16.205 $37,024.06



• Metrics are calculated for each project’s performance 
for each need

• Highest ranked project (lowest cost for amount of 
targeted relief) is identified for each need

• Project displacement algorithm is ran to identify 
projects that can displace other projects for each need

• Check score comparison of highest ranked projects 
and displacing projects to ensure valid displacement

• Use Engineering judgement to determine which 
projects move into the portfolio

13

Summary



• Approve the use of Cost per Loading Relief (CLR) and 
Cost per Voltage Relief (CVR) Steady State Reliability 
Metrics in the reliability analysis portion of the ITP 
study processes

14

Recommendation
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  Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 159 Date:4/18/2016 

RR Title:  Alignment of Outage Coordination Methodology within SPP Operating Criteria 

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Submitter Name: Will Tootle Company:  SPP 

Email: wtootle@spp.org Phone: 501-614-3515 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

 

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
 

RR96 was approved which made changes to OP-2 (appendix 12 prior to 1/1/2016) of the criteria.  This RR makes changes to 
section 4.1.2.1 of the operating criteria in which references in OP-2 were made. 

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 

Alignment of outage coordination language throughout the criteria. 

 

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

 

IMPACT 

Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain: This RR involves Operating Criteria language changes only. 
 

Estimated Cost: $      Estimated Duration:       months 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:      

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 

  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s):  4.1.2.1 Criteria Date: 11/20/2015 
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WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group:   

ORWG 

Date: 4/7/2016 

Action Taken: Unanimously Approved 

Secondary Working Group:  

RCWG 

Date: 4/18/2016 

Action Taken:  Unanimously Approved  

Secondary Working Group:  

TWG 

Date: 5/17/2016 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

MOPC  

 

Date: 7/12/2016 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date: 7/25/2016 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

SPP Operating Criteria 

 

Outage Reporting and Coordination 

Balancing Authorities and Transmission Operators shall notify the Reliability Coordinator of current or foreseen operating 
conditions that may adversely affect interconnection reliability. Transmission Operators shall submit scheduled outages of all 
transmission facilities greater than 100kV 60kV to the Reliability Coordinator.   Scheduled outages of transmission facilities 
between greater than 60kV and 100kV should be submitted for those facilities identified by the RC and included in the 
regional models. All Sscheduled outages of the following types of BES transmission facilities must be approved by the 
Reliability Coordinator prior to implementing the outage.: 

1) All transmission facilities rated at 230kV or above—for transformers, use the low-side voltage class. 

2) All tie lines, 60kV and above. 

3) All facilities, monitored and contingent elements, associated with flowgates 
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4) Other facilities specified by the Transmission Operator or the Reliability Coordinator as having a major impact on 
the transmission system or that affect the capability and reliability of generating facilities (backup station power, 
etc). 

Forced outages of all transmission facilities identified above shall be submitted to the Reliability Coordinator along with 
estimated return-to-service time of the facility no later than 30 minutes after the outage. Forced outages of all other 
transmission facilities greater than 100kV 60kV and those identified facilities between 60kV and 100kVthat are modeled in 
the SPP regional models and have been modeled in the CROW tool should be submitted as soon as practical after the outage.  
Any known updates to the return time should be submitted promptly to the Reliability Coordinator. 

Each Transmission Operator, Generator Operator and Balancing Authority shall perform the functions specified in OP-2 The 
Outage Coordination Methodology. 
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1 ITP Introduction 
 
1.1 Purpose 
 
The SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT), Attachment O Section III.8.e, requires the 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) to assess the cost effectiveness of proposed transmission 
projects in accordance with the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) Manual. This manual will 
outline the processes for the three Integrated Transmission Planning components: 20-Year, 10-
Year, and Near-Term Assessments. 
 
The first phase of the ITP process is the 20-Year Assessment, which will be used to examine the 
need for additions to the SPP Extra High Voltage (EHV) backbone network over a twenty year 
horizon.  The 20-Year Assessment is intended to study the plausible long-term high voltage 
transmission needs of the SPP region. Because the level of uncertainty over a 20 year horizon is 
higher relative to the 10-Year and Near-Term Assessments, the range of future scenarios examined 
will normally be broader. This study will give the SPP guidance as to the high voltage transmission 
needs of the region under a variety of plausible scenarios. The information learned will serve as 
guidance in the other shorter horizon studies so that SPP has a better understanding of which 
designs for solutions in those studies make sense over the longer term. In this way SPP will be 
better equipped to construct a system that is flexible enough to address changing needs over time 
while at the same time striving for a no regrets goal where the transmission authorized to be built by 
SPP does not result in over or under investment. 
 
The ITP20 is a value-based planning assessment that will be employed using a diverse array of 
power system and economic analysis tools to thoroughly study the SPP transmission system and to 
identify cost-effective and robust backbone projects needed to meet each of a broad array of future 
scenarios and provide information as to a grid design flexible enough to reasonably accommodate 
all of these scenarios. Thus, the study will produce a design for each of the scenarios and provide 
information as to an overall design that will be flexible enough to anticipate the scenarios while 
taking into account the likelihood of such scenarios occurring based upon the best available 
information. Because the degree to which the power transmission landscape will change over this 
time frame is not currently known, transmission system expansion is designed with flexibility (i.e., 
enables the ability of the transmission grid to meet a range of possible resource futures) in mind. 
The projects identified in the overall design as a result of the ITP20 are expected to provide benefits 
to the region across multiple scenarios.  Designs for each scenario and the overall design will 
provide information that can be used for the Year-10 and Near-Term Assessments, capturing the 
needs under particular scenarios that may be used if it is apparent over time that they are more 
likely to become reality.  While Notices to Construct (NTC’s) are likely not to be issued for projects 
identified through the ITP20, these projects will provide a “pool” of potential solutions that can be 
analyzed in subsequent phases of the ITP Process.  
 
The second phase of the ITP process is the 10-Year Assessment (ITP10). The ITP10 is a value-
based planning approach that will analyze the Transmission System in year 10 and identify 100 kV 
and above solutions to issues stemming from multiple sources including: (a) the issues that are 
identified in the reliability analysis of the 69 kV and above system, and (b) issues identified by the 
ITP20 process which are appropriate for the ITP10 study.  
 
The ITP10 process will be similar to the ITP20 process. The ITP10 will evaluate the need for the 
ITP20 projects ten years out. It may also evaluate (based upon updated information) the cost 
effectiveness of such design including whether projects in the ITP 20 should be eliminated or 
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changed and whether other projects should be added. Changes to the ITP 20 design should be 
based upon changes to the assumptions originally made in the ITP 20 that should be modified in 
the ITP 10 because of better information becoming available.  The high voltage design will be 
integrated with 100 kV and above facilities that satisfy needs such as: a) resolving potential criteria 
violations; b) mitigating known or foreseen congestion; c) improving access to markets; d) staging 
transmission expansion; and e) improving interconnections.  Economic and reliability analyses will 
be utilized as a way to further refine and establish the staging of the projects. Economic analysis 
will aid in determining those projects that are the best project alternatives for the 10 year plan.  In 
the ITP10, the ITP20 futures may be used as a guide for development of the futures most likely 
occurring within the 10-year horizon. Generally, the array of future scenarios in the ITP 10 will be 
narrower than the ITP 20 and when reasonable utilize a subset of the most likely scenarios utilized 
in the ITP 20. This will allow the designs produced in the ITP 20 to have greater applicability and 
value in the ITP 10. However, judgment will be employed in varying future scenarios in the ITP 10 
from the ITP 20 to take into account changes that have occurred since the ITP 20 study was 
performed. The primary focus of the ITP10 is to determine the needs in the horizon year. However, 
the 10-year assessment may also analyze the need for projects within the 10 year period as well.  
NTC’s may be issued for projects identified through the ITP10. 
 
The ITP Near Term (ITPNT) addresses reliability issues within the SPP system. The ITPNT is done 
every year in conjunction with the ITP10 and ITP20. Projects approved out of the ITPNT are for 
reliability purposes and have financial commitment within the next 4 years.  
 
SPP Staff will take all reasonable efforts to preserve the confidentiality of information in accordance 
with the provisions of the SPP Tariff (i.e., Sections 17.2(iv) and 18.2(vii); Attachment V 
(Section 13.1 and Article 22 of Appendix 6); Exhibit 1 (Section 2.3); Attachment AJ (Section 8); and 
Attachment C-One (Clause 7)). 

 
1.2 Process 
 

1.2.1 ITP Planning Horizon Overview 

 
In January of 2009, the SPP Board of Directors (BOD) created the Synergistic Planning Project 
Team (SPPT) to address gaps and conflicts in SPP’s transmission planning processes; to develop 
a holistic, proactive approach to planning that optimizes individual processes; and to position SPP 
to respond to national energy priorities. 
 
The SPPT recommended that the organization adopt a new set of planning principles; develop and 
implement an ITP process; develop a plan to monitor the construction of projects approved through 
the ITP process; and identify Priority Projects that continue to appear in system reviews as needed 
to relieve congestion on existing constraints and connect SPP’s eastern and western regions. The 
SPPT recommended that the Regional State Committee (RSC) establish a “highway-byway” cost 
allocation methodology for approved projects.1 
 
The SPPT created the following principles to drive development of the ITP process: 

 Focus on regional needs, while considering local needs as well; long range plans (both 
ITP20 and ITP10) are to be updated every three years while ITPNT plans are to be updated 
annually. 

                                                 
1 The Highway-Byway cost allocation was approved by FERC on June 17, 2010. 

http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/nvcommon/NVintf.asp?slcfilelist=12369183:0 
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 Plan the backbone transmission system to serve SPP load with SPP resources in a cost-
effective manner. The transmission backbone will: 

o Enhance interconnections between SPP’s western and eastern regions 
o Strengthen existing ties to the Eastern Interconnection. 
o Provide options for planning and coordination to the Western Electricity Coordinating 

Council (WECC) and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) grids in the 
future. 

 Incorporate 20-year physical modeling and 40-year financial analysis timeframes. 
 Better position SPP to proactively prepare for and respond to national priorities while 

providing flexibility to adjust expansion plans. 
 
SPP began performing its planning duties in accordance with the ITP process in January of 2010. 
 
The ITP process is SPP’s approach to planning transmission needed to maintain reliability, provide 
economic benefits and achieve public policy goals to the SPP region in both the near and long-
term. The ITP process enables SPP and its stakeholders to facilitate the development of a robust 
transmission grid that provides regional customers improved access to the SPP region’s diverse 
resources.  
The ITP process is an iterative three-year process that includes 20-Year2, 10-Year, and Near-Term 
Assessments and targets a reasonable balance between long-term transmission investment and 
customer congestion costs (as well as many other benefits).  
 
The ITP process was designed to create synergies by integrating SPP transmission planning 
activities which existed prior to its creation including: the EHV Overlay, the Balanced Portfolio, and 
the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP) Reliability Assessment. Consequently, and reaching 
the balance above, efficiencies are expected to be realized in the Generation Interconnection and 
Aggregate Transmission Service Request study processes. The ITP process works in concert with 
SPP’s existing sub-regional planning stakeholder process, and parallels the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation Transmission Planning (NERC TPL) Reliability Standards compliance 
process. 
 
The Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) was also formed in conjunction with the 
development of the ITP process and will identify and maintain the processes, modeling 
assumptions for various futures and metrics on an ongoing basis for qualifying and quantifying the 
transmission projects for the ITP20 and ITP10 Assessments. 
 
The Transmission Working Group (TWG) will identify and maintain the process, model assumptions 
and local reliability requirement review on an ongoing basis for qualifying and quantifying the 
transmission projects for the ITPNT Assessment. 
 
ITP recommendations that are reviewed and endorsed by the Market Operations and Policy 
Committee (MOPC) and approved by the BOD will allow staff to issue NTC letters for approved 
projects needed within the financial commitment horizon.  
 
Successful implementation of the ITP process will result in a list of transmission expansion projects, 
projected project costs and completion dates that facilitate the creation of a cost-effective, robust, 
flexible and responsive transmission network in the SPP footprint. 
 

                                                 
2 The first iteration of the 20-Year Assessment is studying only year 20.  However, in the future, multiple years 

may be studied in addition to year 20. 
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1.2.2 Process 

 
The ITP process is an iterative three-year component of the SPP Transmission Expansion Plan 
(STEP) that includes 20-Year, 10-Year, and Near-Term Assessments. The 20-Year and 10-Year 
assessments target a reasonable balance between the cost of long-term transmission investment 
on one hand and the benefits of reducing customer congestion costs, and meeting reliability and 
policy needs, on the other. As each assessment concludes, more clarity is provided concerning 
appropriate investments in new transmission. Finding the appropriate investments is dependent on 
the assumptions used to represent possible future outcomes. This targeted approach is both 
forward-looking and proactive by designing with an end in mind of having a cost-effective and 
responsive transmission network which adheres to the ITP principles and also keeps the FERC 
“Nine Transmission Principles” in the forefront.3   
 
Generally, the ITP20 and ITP10 Assessments are conducted on alternating 18 month schedules as 
part of a three year cycle. The ITP20 Assessment begins in year one and is completed midway 
through year two. The ITP10 Assessment begins during the second half of year two and is 
completed at the end of year three. The ITPNT Assessment is performed each year to ensure 
reliability, protect the rights of long-term firm transmission customers and to incorporate local 
planning requirements. 
 
Analysis will be performed following the adoption of the study assumptions and will focus upon cost-
effectiveness, flexibility and robustness.   
 
Cost-effective analysis is a form of economic analysis that allows for the most effective planning 
over a longer versus shorter term time frame.  This is often referred to as “no regrets” analysis.  The 
objective is to produce the most economical project planning over the longer term horizon.  In 
effect, the benefits side of the equation is held constant at some pre-determined standard of 
service, and various options over various time horizons for providing that standard of service are 
then compared, with the least-cost method identified as the preferred option. 
  
An evaluation of robustness involves a different perspective than does the cost effectiveness 
analysis.  Robustness includes an evaluation of changes to cost-effective transmission plans for 
flexibility as well as incremental cost and benefits.  Metrics of robustness may be quantitative and/or 
qualitative. 
 

1.2.3 Ad-Hoc Special Studies 

 
The SPP OATT allows for the use of 3 Ad-Hoc or Special Studies during the course of a year. The 
purpose of these special studies is to address new regulatory or industry changes that will 
significantly affect the SPP transmission system. An Ad-Hoc Study must be approved by the SPP 
Board of Directors with a target due date and specific scope of analysis.  
 
1.3 Order 1000 and Interregional Coordination 
 
SPP is responsible for coordinating transmission planning with each neighboring interconnected 
system. SPP will coordinate any activities and studies based on the agreements listed in Addendum 
1 to Attachment O of the OATT. As part of the inter-regional coordination process, SPP will share 

                                                 
3 These FERC principles are coordination, openness, transparency, information exchange, comparability, 

dispute resolution, regional participation, economic planning (congestion) studies, and cost allocation 
for new projects, as described more fully in Order 890, Final Rule, pages 245 – 323. 
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system plans with neighboring entities and identify system enhancements on the seams. 
Additionally, a new competitive bidding window which includes submission of transmission 
ideas/solutions, review of those solutions, development of an RFP, RFP submittals and award will 
be used for projects that meet the Order 1000 qualifications for competitive bidding.  SPPs Order 
1000 page can be found here. 
 

2 Long-Term ITP Assessments:  ITP20 and ITP10 
 
2.1 Future Development 
 
Due to the uncertainties involved in forecasting future system conditions, a number of diverse 
futures or scenarios are considered that take into account multiple variables.  Consideration of 
multiple futures or scenarios provides for a transmission expansion plan that evolves as economic, 
environmental, regulatory, public policy, and technological changes arise that affect the industry.  
Initiatives such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, smart grid, renewable electricity standards, 
environmental regulations, energy storage and conversion applications, and other future 
technologies change the way the electric grid is utilized. The futures are defined by the SPP 
Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) based on input from the ESWG.   
   
Future scenarios for the ITP 20 will generally be of broader array because of the greater uncertainty 
that exits over the longer 20 year time horizon. These futures should be designed to provide 
valuable guidance to SPP beyond business as usual. These futures should not be constrained by 
what is likely but what is plausible. Futures in the ITP 10 should be narrower in scope and, unless 
otherwise warranted by changes in circumstances, be a subset of the immediately preceding ITP 20 
Futures. The ITP 10 future scenarios should be plausible and not unlikely. Added weight may be 
given to those scenarios that are more likely.  
 
Sensitivities within future scenarios may be performed to help inform decision makers on the 
advisability of different generation mixes and of transmission design. Sensitivities may be advisable 
in determining the appropriate generation mix in subsequent transmission design phases of the 
study. Such sensitivities can help determine trigger points when certain types of generation become 
more economic because of variability of fuel prices and other costs impacting the construction or 
use of different kinds of generation or whether certain generation may be retired. Sensitivities within 
future scenarios in the transmission design phase will help to illustrate how different dispatch 
patterns might impact the need for different upgrades within a scenario due to changes in flow 
patterns. 
 
2.2 Modeling Data & Assumptions 
 
The analysis for the ITP20 and ITP10 will consist of engineering models used to facilitate the 
development of long range transmission plans.  The analysis will be performed utilizing both 
economic as well as reliability models that reflect a market based dispatch.  These models require 
an extensive set of input assumptions that include generation resources, parameters and locations.  
The output of these models will allow engineers to determine the appropriate transmission needs 
from a regional perspective. 
   
The major input assumptions needed to construct the models contain, but are not limited to: market 
structure, load forecasts, fuel pricing and availability, transmission topology, resource forecasts and 
parameters, and others.  All data requests and review opportunities will be administered through the 
Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) and Tranmission Working Group (TWG) Exploders, as 
appropriate for the individual milestones, defined in the Working Group Involvement section of each 
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study scope.  Data requests related to a particular milestone will generally follow the study schedule 
included in each study’s scope. 
 
Each stakeholder has the opportunity to submit data and review their individual data which is being 
used for the study.    Stakeholders can then provide specific updates to non-sensitive data.  
Sensitive data, such as heat rates, will not be updated by stakeholders.  Multiple Stakeholder 
reviews are used to coordinate the submitting and vetting of all data used in the economic analysis: 

 Load Forecast Review 
 Policy Survey 
 Generation Resource Plan Review 
 Economic Model Review 
 Constraint Assessment Review 

  
The data captured in these reviews includes generating unit information, load, renewable 
requirements, emission prices, etc., to be included in the study models. 
 
The starting economic dataset to be used in the model will be a commercially available model 
provided by the software vendor. This data as well as the powerflow dataset will be available to 
SPP stakeholders for review after the appropriate non-disclosure agreements have been signed. 
When possible, publicly available data will be used as data for the model runs. This includes data 
sets such as fuel curves, common assumptions or other data designated as not proprietary or 
confidential. 

2.2.1 Footprint 

 
The modeling footprint includes the entire SPP region and nearby areas within the Eastern 
Interconnection.  The non-SPP areas that may be modeled are MAPP, Midwest ISO, and the 
western portions of PJM and SERC.  In the event of pending changes in the footprint of a region it 
may be advisable to utilize additional sensitivities or scenarios to anticipate and understand the 
impact of such changes on the transmission needs of the SPP. 

2.2.2 Fuel & Emission Prices 

 
SPP staff assists the ESWG to formulate the fuel and emission price forecasts.  These forecasts 
are then approved by the ESWG for use in the production cost model. 

2.2.3 Load Forecasts 

 
A base load forecast used for the ITP20 Assessment and ITP10 Assessment is developed by the 
Model Development Working Group (MDWG) and reviewed by the Transmission Working Group 
(TWG) and the ESWG.  Load forecast sensitivities are utilized for the ITP20 Assessment.  
 
For load forecasts for entities outside of the SPP footprint, publicly available data will be utilized as 
the source of the load forecast, where available. Where not available, publicly available information 
on projected load growth will be extrapolated to develop a good representation for load expected in 
the study timeframe. 

2.2.4 Resources 

2.2.4.1 Conventional Resources 

2.2.4.1.1 Existing Generation 
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Generating unit modeling data is required to perform a detailed analysis of economic upgrades.  
Stakeholders are asked to review the data inputs for their generating units as part of the Economic 
Model Review.  These data types include: Variable Operations & Maintenance (O&M), Variable 
O&M Escalation, Fixed O&M, Fixed O&M Escalation, Energy Bid Cost, Energy Bid Markup, 
Spinning Reserve Bid, Spinning Reserve Bid Escalation, Heat Rate, Startup Cost Adder, and 
Startup Cost Adder Escalation. 
 
Stakeholders are asked to review and provide updated values (if necessary) for non-sensitive data 
items.  These data items include, but are not limited to: Maximum Capacity, Minimum Capacity, 
Must-Run status, Minimum Up Time, Minimum Down Time, Ramp Rate, Forced Outage Rate, 
Forced Outage Duration, Maintenance Hours Requirement, Minimum Runtime, Startup Energy 
Requirement, Fuel Type, and Emission Rates.  Those stakeholders that have Integrated Resource 
Plans (IRP) that are submitted to their state are asked to coordinate the information in their IRP 
plan with the ITP. 
 
The resource planning input data is vetted by stakeholders to ensure that the modeling of 
stakeholder’s existing generation capacity and load positions are accurate.   

2.2.4.1.2 New Generation 

 
The ESWG will develop a resource plan for each future scenario based upon expected unit 
retirements, unit derates, capital costs, O&M costs and other costs similar to those taken into 
account in data inputs for existing units, as well as other relevant factors as part of the development 
of a resource plan for each future. The Resource plan will be reviewed by the load serving entities 
for accuracy before modeling. Stakeholders have the opportunity to update their new generation 
data to ensure the resource plan is being implemented in a reasonable fashion.  This data may 
include generator type and location of each new resource. The siting of Sensitivities may be 
employed in providing additional information to develop the final resource plan for each future 
scenario. 

2.2.4.2 Renewable Resources 

2.2.4.2.1 Existing Generation 

 
Generating unit modeling data is required to perform a detailed analysis of economic upgrades.  
Stakeholders are asked to review the data inputs for their generating units as part of the Economic 
Model Review.  These data types include: Variable O&M, Variable O&M Escalation, Fixed O&M, 
Fixed O&M Escalation, Energy Bid Cost, Energy Bid Markup, Spinning Reserve Bid, Spinning 
Reserve Bid Escalation, Heat Rate, Startup Cost Adder, and Startup Cost Adder Escalation. 
 
Stakeholders are asked to review and provide updated values (if necessary) for non-sensitive data 
items.  These data items include but are not limited to: Maximum Capacity, Minimum Capacity, 
Must-Run status, Ramp Rate, Forced Outage Rate, Forced Outage Duration, and Maintenance 
Hours Requirement.  In addition, the most recent year’s historical renewable output characteristics 
are developed for each resource, where applicable, namely wind and solar. 
 

2.2.4.2.2 New Generation 

 
Futures may require the modeling of additional wind and other renewable generation capacity 
above what is currently in service at the time of the assessment.  The amount of renewable 
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generation modeled is to be determined either as defined in futures identified in the scope, which is 
proposed by the ESWG and approved by the appropriate governing committee or through the 
analysis of the generation resource mix to be used in each future.  The additional target renewable 
level is then met by including additional renewable generation sites in the modeling footprint.  The 
size and locations of these additional renewable sites are approved by the ESWG.  The ESWG will 
develop the locations of the renewable generation to be added taking into account the following 
factors: potential capacity factors as indicated by data from NREL; the SPP generation 
interconnection queue; known environmental obstacles to development; transmission capacity that 
exists in areas of SPP that are attractive for the location of renewable generation; the location of the 
need for the renewable generation; and other factors deemed relevant by the ESWG. The object of 
the generation added should take advantage of the best renewable resources within the SPP while 
taking into account the level of interest in development, the barriers to development, and the cost 
effective integration of the generation into the SPP region. 

2.2.4.3 Resource Addition Requests 

In order to more accurately forecast resources in these long-term ITP assessments, the Generation 
Interconnection queue and Transmission Service queue will be used to add generation beyond 
existing resources. 
 
 A generation interconnection resource and its associated network upgrades will be included 
in these ITP models if they meet all of the following requirements: 
  

• A formal request has been sent to SPP4 requesting the generation capacity be included into 
the ITP ; 

• The generating resource has a FERC-filed interconnection agreement (IA) not on 
suspension or FERC-filed interim IA; and 

• The generating resource will have firm contract for delivery in one or more forms: 
– The generating resource has entered the Aggregate Study or equivalent; 

Transmission Owner transmission service study publicly posted on OASIS and has a 
completed facility study that is waiting for final results without unmitigated third party 
impacts; or 

– The utility to be designated will own and operate the resource or has procured a 
Purchase Power Agreement (PPA) from the generation owner. 

  
 If a generating resource does not meet all the above requirements, a request for generation 
capacity to be included in a long-term ITP assessment can be made to ESWG and TWG on a 
case-by-case basis. ESWG and TWG will take into account the following, but not limited to, 
additional points: 

– A Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study Agreement (DISIS) for the 
generating resource has been executed,  an interim IA has been requested when the 
DISIS was posted and a final IA was FERC filed when applicable; or 

– An RFP for the generating resource has been awarded, if applicable. 
  
 All other resource expansion needs will be determined through the SPP resource expansion 
planning process as detailed in Section 2.3.1.1. 

  

2.2.5 Import/Export Limits 

 

                                                 
4 Email sent to EconomicPlanning@spp.org 
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In determining projects that will be built as a result of the ITP process, the focus is on benefits to the 
SPP region.  Unless otherwise called for in the assumptions of a future scenario, the interchange 
between SPP and other regions is set and benchmarked to historical levels using hurdle rates and 
expected external system conditions during the time period under study.  The ESWG reviews the 
hurdle rates and the resulting imports/exports for both the resource planning and production cost 
modeling phases of the study.  Different hurdle rates may be used to accommodate import and 
export scenarios within the futures depending on the study scope.  The system representation 
along the “seams” is reflective of expected facilities and arrangements that are consistent with the 
SPP futures being modeled.   
 
DC ties connect the SPP region to the WECC and ERCOT systems.  Sold firm transmission service 
will be used as a basis for modeling the flow levels of the DC ties. The ESWG will evaluate whether 
historical flows are consistent with the service agreements. 5 If there is no sold firm transmission 
service on DC ties, the ESWG will consider how to model the DC ties consistent with the developed 
futures. 

2.2.6 Environmental Regulation 

During the course of the ITP Process, environmental regulations may change or be in a state of flux 
during the ITP assessment period. The ESWG and SPC will include key environmental regulations 
in their development of the futures.  

2.2.7 Sensitivities 

 
2.3 Model Development & Analysis 

2.3.1 Model Development 

 
As described in the sections below, the models used in the ITP20 and ITP10 are developed based 
on information accumulated from various sources.  The economic model building process starts 
with a package utilizing commercially-available data.  Data from SPP stakeholders, Tier 1 entities, 
and data from other entities or RTO’s in the Eastern Interconnect (where available) are also 
incorporated into the model.  In addition, an SPP powerflow model appropriate for the year(s) under 
study is imported into the economic model so that the transmission topology is up-to-date.  Other 
parts of the model development include adding a generation expansion plan (resource planning) 
and developing a list of constraints (flowgate selection).  Note that SPP does not use Transmission 
Operating Guides in its 20-Year or 10-Year Assessment analyses.  The economic model, or a 
package of modeling data for those without the required software license, is made available for 
review by SPP members.   
 
The powerflow model used in the ITP20 and ITP10 is based on the most recent series of MDWG 
models as approved by the TWG.  Approved STEP projects as well as other special projects which 
are known by SPP staff (e.g. Entergy (MISO South), AECI projects or those at other seams) are 
added to the latest MDWG model as of the beginning of the study.  In addition, the power flow 
model may be modified as required to reflect the facilities necessary to more accurately represent 
the topology near generating facilities that may have been simplified in the MDWG models.   This 
powerflow is uploaded into the economic dispatch model. 
 
For reliability analysis, the power flow models based on MDWG developed models will be used as a 
starting point and a market dispatch developed as part of the security-constrained economic 

                                                 
5 In the 2011 ITP10, SPP used historical DC tie usage profiles as an approximation for the respective power 

flow across the DC tie. 
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analysis will be incorporated.  These models will be developed for the SPP system coincident peak 
load and off-peak load (or other seasons/scenarios as required) using output from the economic 
models as a reference for load and generation dispatch. 
 
In general, the ESWG will oversee the development of the economic models. Similarly, the TWG 
will oversee the development of the power flow and stability models used in this analysis and they 
will be developed through the existing SPP Planning Model Process via the MDWG.   

2.3.1.1 Resource Expansion Plans 

 
For each future, SPP will complete forecasts of generating resource additions to balance load and 
capacity reserves for zones throughout SPP based on future scenarios designed by the ESWG.  
Siting locations for the new resources for each of the futures will be determined under the general 
guidelines of this manual.  The resource additions will be added to the SPP database at the sited 
locations and interconnected in the transmission network model at the appropriate locations.   

 
The resource planning will be conducted in three phases as summarized below.  
 
 Phase I.   Develop a resource expansion plan for each future scenario.  The resources will be 

selected using an optimal generation expansion model on a regional basis. The expansion 

plans will be developed from a resource list of generic prototype generators representing 

available future resources.  The optimal generation expansion model will be constrained to 

maintain specified capacity margins, renewable requirements, and other parameters for each 

future.    

 

 Phase II.  The new resources will be spatially located within the SPP sub-areas with the aid of 

GIS databases showing locations of transmission lines, natural gas pipelines, railroads, 

waterways, substations, as well as environmental maps and data indicating barriers to the 

location of generation; NREL studies on renewable energy potential; and data relevant to other 

factors that are to be used in the location of new resources pursuant to this manual.  

 

 Phase III.  The generators will be entered into the SPP database and connected to busses in 

the transmission system. 

2.3.1.1.1 Phase I 

 
The data defining the generating characteristics of all existing and potential resources, demand and 
energy forecasts, fuel price forecasts, emission price forecasts, and other factors will be input to an 
optimal generation expansion model to evaluate combinations of candidate resources available to 
cost effectively meet future peak demand and energy requirements under the parameters of the 
applicable future scenario. This may include the addition of combinations of demand and supply 
resources as well as combinations of supply resources.  Generators that are under construction or 
far enough along in the permitting process shall be considered for inclusion in the existing resource 
data.  Firm retirements, to the extent known, will also be incorporated in the optimal generation 
expansion model. 
 
Additionally, the parameters for each future will be entered into the optimal generation expansion 
model.  The optimal generation expansion model will be used to determine the appropriate 
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resources for the appropriate timeframe, maintaining the required minimum capacity margins, 
renewable requirements, and other parameters for each future.  
 
Cost and performance estimates for representative generation technologies to be considered as 
generator resource additions will be entered into the optimal generation expansion model.  An 
overall study estimate basis shall be developed to allow all technology costs to be presented on a 
consistent level.  Technologies considered will include simple cycle combustion turbine 
configurations, combined cycle configurations, pulverized coal units, nuclear, integrated gasification 
combined cycle with carbon sequestration (IGCC), and renewable resources (wind, solar,…).   
 
To capture the diversity of the geographic dispersion of wind generation in SPP’s control region, 
hourly production profiles from several potential sites within the geographic regions that exhibit the 
best potential for wind installation development will be input to the optimal generation expansion 
model. 

2.3.1.1.2 Phase II 

 
After the sets of resources for each future are approved by the ESWG, the resources will be 
spatially sited.  A physical spatial location for each generator will be selected based upon the siting 
parameters developed in collaboration with the ESWG and SPP staff.  The resource sets will be 
provided to Transmission Owners for review.  The siting effort will incorporate renewable needs, 
and other futures parameters, as well as physical siting criteria to determine the proper location for 
each resource.  This siting effort will be conducted as a screening level exercise to identify site 
areas that generally comply with the approved criteria and will not be intended to provide or replace 
a full scope power plant siting study.  Siting criteria could include, but not be limited to, locating the 
resources within a certain distance from existing natural gas pipelines, existing railways, and/or 
navigable waterways, etc. 
 
The siting philosophy for conventional resources will incorporate the following general guidelines: 
 
 Do not use transmission as initial siting factor:  Let geography and existing infrastructure guide 

placement of proxy generation.  Existing transmission used as a weighting factor rather than a 

primary siting factor. 

 Site proxy generation by region:  Site expansion of conventional model generation in zone with 

highest capacity needs.   

 Avoid greenfield siting for NG fired capacity:  NG generation is flexible to site.  Locating 

generally more peaking NG generation near load centers will have a tendency to reduce the 

impact on the transmission system. 

 Limit capacity to 2,400 MW maximum per location:  Limiting total capacity per location 

potentially minimizes the impact of contingencies removing large blocks of capacity from 

service. 

 Site base load non-nuclear steam capacity in 600 MW increments; nuclear capacity in 1200 MW 

2.3.1.1.3 Phase III 

 
After the resource sites are approved, the new resources will be added to the SPP database and 
interconnected in the transmission network model at the appropriate locations.  The data will be 
used in subsequent analyses by SPP and will allow SPP to connect the resources to specific buses 
for the transmission models. 
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2.3.1.2 Constraint Selection 

 
The nature of the economic study tools is such that the transmission constraints are the only tool in 
the model which controls the flow on the transmission lines – without the transmission constraints 
there is no adherence to the line or transformer limits, etc.  The selection of transmission 
constraints is generally an iterative process that starts with an initial set of constraints and is then 
augmented with additional constraints through analysis of resource dispatch and transmission flows 
under contingency conditions. 
 
The current NERC Book of Flowgates may be used as an initial list of constraints. Through a 
constraint selection analysis, SPP will define additional constraints which are vetted and approved 
by the TWG.  Using a transmission analysis tool, SPP staff may also identify additional constraints 
related to defined interfaces which should be monitored in the economic dispatch model.    In this 
analysis, Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) interface constraints will be selected in order to 
control the flow on transmission corridors where there are thermal loading and/or voltage stability 
interface limits.  
 
Each constraint identified will include normal and emergency ratings.  In addition, both summer and 
winter ratings may be used.   
 
For the purposes of the ITP20 study, the transmission constraint list will be limited to the following 
types of issues so that there is a focus on disturbances on the EHV system: 
 

 System Intact and N-1 situations 
 Existing common right-of way and tower contingencies for 300+ kV facilities6 

 Thermal loading and voltage stability interfaces 
 Contingencies of 345 kV or higher voltage transmission lines only 
 Contingencies of transformers with a 345 kV or higher voltage winding only 
 Monitored facilities of 115 kV and above voltages only 

For the purposes of the ITP10 study, the transmission constraint list will be limited to the following 
types of issues so that there is a focus on disturbances on the HV and EHV systems: 
 

 System Intact and N-1 situations 
 Existing common right-of way and tower contingencies for 100+ kV facilities7 
 Thermal loading and voltage stability interfaces 
 Contingencies of 100 kV or higher voltage transmission lines only 
 Contingencies of transformers with a 100 kV or higher voltage winding only 
 Monitored facilities of 100 kV and above voltages only 

 
Due to the limit on the number of constraints that can be monitored by the economic modeling tool, 
not every flow will always be mitigated for every hour.  Overloads can occur.  The constraint 
selection process is designed so that the constraints that would be most likely to occur during the 
simulated hours are mitigated.   

                                                 
6 NERC Standard TPL-001-4 Table 1 includes outages of any two circuits of a multiple circuit tower as a 

Planning event P7, and the loss of all transmission lines on a common right-of-way as an Steady 
State & Stability Performance Extreme Event SS2.b.  

7 NERC Standard TPL-001-4 Table 1 includes outages of any two circuits on a common structure as a 
Planning event P7, and the loss of all transmission lines on a common Right-of-Way as a Steady 
State Performance Extreme Event SS2.b. 
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2.3.1.3 Project Screening Analysis 

 
With the addition of FERC Order 1000, stakeholders will need to provide solutions for screening 
through the Detailed Project Proposal (DPP) process. Stakeholders have 30 days to submit 
solutions through the DPP process.  SPP will analyze a wide variety of possible transmission 
projects which have been identified by staff or suggested by stakeholders.  The purpose of the 
screening analysis is to identify the grouping of projects which meet the goals of the future cost-
effectively. 
 
Part of the data used in this screening analysis will be conceptual cost estimates developed by 
SPP. 

2.3.1.4 Interregional Considerations 

 
The starting point for SPP’s power flow models is the Eastern Interconnection Reliability 
Assessment Group (ERAG) Multi-regional Modeling Working Group’s (MMWG) model. This model 
is developed with input from utilities across the Eastern Interconnection (EI) to develop a 
reasonable representation of the entirety of the EI. SPP’s neighbors participate in the MMWG 
model development. In addition to incorporating the representation of SPP’s neighbors systems by 
utilizing the MMWG modeling data, SPP staff will provide an opportunity for SPP’s Tier 1 neighbors 
to update the power flow models SPP uses in the ITP. SPP staff will request that the Tier 1 
neighbors update topology, load, generation, dispatch, and other relevant modeling data. 
 
The starting point for the SPP SCUC/SCED model is the publicly available data compiled and 
provided by Ventyx. This data includes modeling information for the entirety of the EI. SPP staff will 
provide an opportunity for SPP’s Tier 1 neighbors to update the SCUC/SCED models SPP uses in 
the ITP. SPP staff will request that the Tier 1 neighbors update topology, load, generation, 
generator parameters, and other relevant modeling data. SPP will also request that the Tier 1 
neighbors provide an update to the constraint list SPP uses in the ITP. 

2.3.2 Modeling Analysis 

 

2.3.2.1 SCUC & SCED Analysis 

 
The economic dispatch model includes stakeholder-vetted data. Generating unit cost data and heat 
rates are taken from commercially-available sources. Data related to the physical characteristics of 
generators (not related to unit costs or heat rates) is reviewed and updated as needed by the 
members to provide company-specific values.  This data is used to produce the security-
constrained economic dispatch (SCED) solution with the economic modeling software. 
 
The SCUC/SCED solution requires dual optimization processes. The first process is the security 
constrained unit commitment (SCUC). Here, the hourly least cost combination of units that should 
be committed (turned on) is determined subject to unit-specific operational constraints (e.g., 
ramping, minimum output, min/max runtime, startup cost, etc.), and some critical location-specific 
transmission reliability constraints (e.g., must-run operational limits); but without explicit 
consideration of transmission grid operational costs. 
 
The second process is the SCED solution of the units committed by the SCUC process.  In the 
SCED process, the units are dispatched (exact unit output determined) in a least-cost manner 
subject to various transmission operational constraints (e.g., line thermal limits, voltage support, 
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etc.) and transmission reliability constraints (e.g., n-1 contingencies) to produce an overall least 
cost solution for regional load. 
 
The SCUC and SCED model will solve using nodal LMPs which will commit and dispatch the 
generation economically based on unit characteristics, load information, and transmission 
constraints.  This analysis will determine potential issues including congestion, LMP variation and 
trapped generation. 

2.3.2.2 Reliability Assessment 

 
In addition to economic modeling for identification of potential congestion, SPP staff will perform a 
reliability assessment to identify potential needs in the study horizon.  The purpose of the reliability 
assessment is to determine areas on the system which may require transmission upgrades in order 
to comply with applicable reliability standards.  The reliability analysis conducted as a part of the 
ITP process is not intended to be a replacement for the NERC Reliability Compliance Assessment8. 
 
The reliability analysis will consist of an AC (thermal and voltage) contingency analysis.  For the 
ITP20, SPP will monitor 100 kV and above facilities while considering 300 kV and above 
contingencies within SPP and first tier neighbors.  For the ITP10, SPP will monitor 60 kV and above 
facilities while considering 100 kV and above contingencies within SPP and first tier neighbor 
systems.   
 
The power flow model that was developed and utilized in the economic model will be modified to 
incorporate the unit commitment, dispatch and load level associated with the specific hour(s) to be 
analyzed (e.g. summer peak, winter peak, light load, etc.) as specified in the study scope.  The 
specific cases to be analyzed will be approved by the TWG as a part of the study scope 
development. 
 
A stability screening study may be performed to identify potential areas of instability.  These results 
may influence the selection of projects for the ITP. 
 
Those issues within SPP that are not addressed in this assessment may be passed to subsequent 
assessments for further evaluation.   
 
2.4 Order 1000 Process 
 

2.4.1 Model Review and Constraint Identification 

 

2.4.2 Detailed Project Proposal (DPP) Open Window 

 
As part of the Order 1000 process, the SPP OATT requires a 30 day window for stakeholders to 
submit DPP’s. The DPP necessary information must be submitted within the prescribed 30-day 
transmission planning response window for DPP submittal in order to qualify as a DPP to be 
evaluated as a potential solution to the posted needs.  The information required for a DPP submittal 
is included in the DPP Submittal Form. Upon receipt of the DPP submittal, SPP will verify that the 
DPP was received within the 30-day DPP transmission planning response window, based on the 
time and date of the email containing the DPP submittal, and verify that the DPP is complete.  If a 

                                                 
8 Adherence to NERC Reliability Standards will continue to be checked through a separate NERC Reliability 

Compliance Assessment. 
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DPP Submittal Form was received outside the 30-day transmission planning response window, 
SPP staff will notify the Submitter via email that its submittal has been disqualified for consideration 
for incentive points.   
 

2.4.3 Solution Development 

 
During theITP20 and ITP10, SPP staff will review issues that are identified during the various 
phases of the study.  Those issues may include: thermal overloads, voltage violations, flowgate 
congestion, LMP variation and trapped generation.  Staff will post these issues and open the DPP 
Window as previously described. At that time, stakeholders may submit DPP’s to address the 
identified needs.  In addition, SPP Staff and other stakeholders may submit non-DPP solutions for 
evaluation as well.  Proposed solutions (both DPP and non-DPP) will then be evaluated through a 
screening process to determine which solution sets meet the needs of the study.  The solution sets 
(or portfolios) that result from the screening process will be further developed and refined through 
more detailed analysis.  
 
Proposed projects that pass the initial screening will be placed in the economic model, and a full 
economic assessment will be performed.  Benefit metrics will be used to distinguish the value of 
one set of projects over another. The results from the economic analysis will be used to determine 
portfolios (groups of projects) which have higher benefits based on the benefit metrics used. 
Sensitivities will be defined by the ESWG as input to the decision making process in order to 
identify potential variations in benefits. 
 
Seams projects will be considered as potential solutions as part of the ITP20 and ITP10 study 
processes and expansion plans, and SPP will collaborate with neighboring entities regarding the 
identified needs, benefits, potential solutions, and costs.  For the neighbors that SPP has an 
agreement with, joint coordination will be done in accordance with that agreement. 
 

2.4.4 RFP Process 

TBD 
 
 
2.5 Deliverables 
 

2.5.1 Recommended Transmission Plans 

 
Prior to developing the final set of projects, SPP staff expects to have a transmission plan 
developed for each future. Those multiple plans will be analyzed to determine which projects or 
combination of projects would be beneficial in multiple futures.  The results of this analysis will be a 
single transmission plan that is robust, being adaptable for all of the futures considered, and adding 
greater incremental value than incremental cost. 
 
A project implementation plan will be developed for the recommended transmission plan. The final 
plan will be structured such that each element can be implemented in a staged manner as actual 
system developments approach the assumptions resulting in the need for that element. Each 
element will have an economic, reliability, or policy justification. NTCs will be issued for the ITP10 
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plan elements in accordance with the OATT, Attachment O, Section VI and SPP written procedures 
(see Business Practice 1.159).  
 
 

2.5.1.1 Benefit Metrics 

 
Following is an overview of the 10 benefit metrics that will be considered in the ITP planning 
process when evaluating potential transmission projects and portfolios. For further detail on these 
metrics, refer to the Benefit Metrics section in the appendix of this document.  
 

1. Adjusted Production Cost (APC) Savings 
 

The APC metric measures the effect on production cost savings relating to energy production by 
generating resources within the SPP footprint by considering Locational Marginal Price (LMP) 
for purchases and sales of energy between each area of the transmission grid.  The APC metric 
quantifies the monetary cost associated with fuel costs, generation dispatch, most grid 
congestion, energy purchases, energy sales, emissions and ancillary services. The APC benefit 
is calculated as the difference in the production cost simulations for the base case and the 
change case. These are aggregated up to a zonal level. 

    
2. Reduction of Emission Rates and Values 

 
Transmission projects relieve grid congestion and change generation dispatch which may result 
in cost savings associated with reductions to SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions. Allowance prices 
for SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions are used as inputs to the production cost model simulations 
and are specific to the various generating technologies modeled. This metric captures the cost 
savings associated with reduced SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions through the change in 
generation dispatch and the assumed allowance price for these emissions. The reduction of 
emission rates and values is reflected in the APC savings. 

 
3. Savings due to Lower Ancillary Service Needs and Production Costs 

Ancillary Services (A/S) are essential to the reliable operation of the electrical system and are 
currently reflected in the APC savings mentioned above. A number of operating reserves and 
products fall into this category – spinning reserves, ramping up/down, regulation, and 10-minute 
quick start. The difference in APC for base case and the change case reflects the reduced costs 
of procuring the specified A/S needs (e.g., lower procurement cost of the same A/S needs due 
to reduced transmission congestion that makes lower-cost resources available to provide A/S).  

 
4. Avoided or Delayed Reliability Projects 

If a larger project with economic or public policy benefits is pursued, the costs associated with 
the reliability projects that are replaced by the larger project represent the avoided or delayed 
reliability project benefit of the larger project. The steps taken to determine which reliability 
projects were replaced is outlined in the Benefit Metrics section in the appendix of this 
document. The avoided (or delayed) reliability project benefit is captured as the avoided cost of 
delaying or canceling previously approved reliability projects. The benefit is allocated in 
accordance with the ratios of the allocation that would have been applied for the costs of the 
reliability project.  

                                                 
9 SPP.org > Org Groups > Access SPP’s Governing Documents > OATT Business Practices 
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5. Capacity Cost Savings due to Reduced On-Peak Transmission Losses 

This metric captures the value of generation capacity that may no longer be required due to a 
reduction in losses during the system peak. These capital savings will be calculated by applying 
the estimated net Cost of New Entry (CONE) to the reduction in installed capacity requirements. 
The net CONE is the difference between the annualized CONE and the annual energy and 
ancillary service profits a unit of this type is expected to earn in the energy and ancillary service 
markets. Monetization of the capacity cost savings will be calculated using the savings in capital 
attributed to the corresponding MW reduction in installed capacity requirements.  

 
6. Assumed Benefit of Mandated Reliability Projects 

This metric captures the inherent value of maintaining transmission reliability. In evaluating 
projects within the portfolio that would be built to meet transmission reliability standards (i.e. 
classified as a ‘reliability project’ as defined in this manual), the benefit of fixing the reliability 
violation should be assumed to be equal to its cost. This benefit will be mutually exclusive from 
any other reliability benefit applied to those same projects and will be allocated using a hybrid 
approach that utilizes Load Ratio Share and System Reconfiguration, depending upon project 
size. 
 
7. Public Policy Benefits 

This metric captures the value of meeting public policy goals or mandates related to renewable 
energy supplies, and the benefit is assumed to be equal to the project cost. As with mandated 
reliability upgrades, the assumption is that public policy makers have made a decision that 
public benefit is at least equal to the cost of implementing a public policy. This benefit does not 
apply to economic decisions made by individual utilities to acquire renewable energy supplies 
absent some form of legal requirement to do so. Benefits will be allocated based upon the share 
of unmet renewable mandates or goals and only to zone(s) within the state(s) driving the public 
policy project(s).  

 
8. Increased Wheeling Through and Out Revenues 

While the energy revenue benefit of increased exports is captured by the APC metric, the APC 
metric does not capture any increases in wheeling out or wheeling through revenues associated 
with increased transfer capability. These increased wheeling revenues are a benefit as they will 
offset part of the transmission projects’ revenue requirements. A historical average wheeling 
charge will be utilized to monetize the value of increased wheeling through and out transactions. 
These benefits will be allocated according to the methodology in the Tariff for allocating 
wheeling revenues.  

 
9. Marginal Energy Losses Benefit 

This metric captures the reduced MWh quantity of transmission losses that results from 
transmission expansions. Standard production cost simulations used to estimate the APC 
benefits assume a fixed MWh quantity of transmission losses which does not change with 
transmission additions. In reality, transmission projects can result in energy loss reductions and 
those can be estimated on a zonal basis through post-processing simulation results.  

 
10. Mitigation of Transmission Outage Costs 
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This metric captures how the availability of new transmission projects decreases congestion and 
increases the operational flexibility of the system to mitigate the impacts of transmission 
outages. Standard production cost simulations assume that transmission lines and facilities are 
available during all hours of the year and that no planned or unexpected outages of 
transmission facilities will occur. Thus, the benefit of reducing this additional congestion is not 
captured in the standard APC metric. To measure the savings in transmission outage costs due 
to transmission expansion, the production cost modeling analysis will be modified to reflect a 
realistic level of transmission outages using a subset of historical transmission outage events.  

2.5.1.2 Consolidation Process 

Projects from each Future evaluated in an ITP20 or ITP10 Assessment will be consolidated into a 
single recommended portfolio.  The criteria for consolidation in each assessment will be approved 
by the TWG and ESWG and included in the scope for that assessment. 
 
Consolidation of projects across multiple futures may consist of different types of criteria depending 
on the assessment and the number of futures studies.  The criteria could be a weighting of futures; 
such that projects must meet a certain threshold by summing the weight they receive by inclusion in 
the final portfolio of individual futures to meet that threshold.  The criteria could be based on the 
engineering performance of a project across futures; such that a project must meet certain 
engineering performance guidelines in the future(s) for which it was not selected in order to be 
included in the final consolidated portfolio. 

2.5.2 Final Reports 

 
The deliverable for the ITP20 Assessment will be a cost effective EHV design for each future 
scenario analyzed and a cost effective single transmission plan that is flexible enough to allow SPP 
to meet these futures while timing and staging the anticipated construction of the projects in the 
design in an order that will protect from under and over investment.  The results of the analysis as 
outlined in this manual will be included in the ITP20 Report. 
 
The deliverable for the ITP10 assessment will be a cost effective design that takes into account the 
likelihood of the occurrence of the futures studied. In assessing the design those elements that are 
common to both will be used along with additional elements that can be incrementally added when 
the benefits are adjusted by the probability of the futures occurrence and weighed against their 
incremental cost.  Results from the 10-Year Assessment will be compiled into a report detailing the 
findings and recommendations of SPP Staff. This report will be incorporated into the STEP Report 
that is published on an annual basis.  
 

3 Near-Term ITP Assessment:  ITPNT 
 
3.1 Purpose 
 
The third phase of the ITP process is the annual Near-Term Assessment, which will be performed 
annually on a rolling window to be defined in the ITP study scope document. This assessment will 
analyze the Transmission System for solutions according to NERC Reliability Standards while 
incorporating individual Transmission Owner planning requirements. The assumptions for this 
assessment will be narrowed further than those for the ITP20 and ITP10 Assessments. This 
narrower focus is intended to ensure continuous adherence to NERC Reliability Standards while 
allowing the ITP process as a whole to focus on the creation of a Transmission System that meets 
the ITP planning principles. 
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The ITPNT Assessment determines the SPP upgrades required to meet reliability in the near-term, 
including those upgrades recommended to the SPP BOD to receive an NTC. 
 
The ITP20 and ITP10 plans will be incorporated into the ITPNT Assessment annually.  The plans 
will serve as part of a pool of solutions from which the ITPNT plans are developed to determine the 
best regional solution for the SPP footprint.   There will also be interaction of the plans based on 
issued NTCs. 
 
3.2 Modeling Data & Assumptions 
 
Per SPP Criteria 3.5, when an entity is in the conceptual planning stages of new facilities that 
impact the interconnected operation of the Transmission System, it shall contact the Transmission 
Provider so that the optimal integration of any new facilities and potentially benefiting parties can be 
identified.  
 
In preparation for the annual update of transmission planning models for each annual planning 
cycle, SPP Members, Transmission Customers and other stakeholders must provide to the 
Transmission Provider the data specified in Section VII of Attachment O of the OATT.   
 
During the course of the annual planning cycle, if material changes to the data occur, the data 
owners must provide timely written notice to the Transmission Provider.   
 
Instructions to access modeling information are posted on the SPP website.10 
 
The ITPNT Assessment will be performed on an annual basis.  The study will be performed on a 
shorter planning horizon than the ITP10 assessment and will focus on the reliability of the system.  
The ITPNT Assessment will take the following into account: 
 

 NERC Reliability Standards; 
 SPP Criteria; 
 Transmission Owner-specific planning criteria as set forth in Section II of Attachment O; 
 Previously identified and approved transmission projects; 
 Zonal Reliability Upgrades developed by Transmission Owners, including those that have 

their own FERC approved local planning process, to meet local area reliability criteria; 
 Long-term firm Transmission Service; 

o Accommodate and reflect the specific long-term firm transmission service requests of 
the Transmission Customers and specific interconnections of Generation 
Interconnection Customers no later than when the relevant Service Agreements and 
interconnection agreements are accepted by the Commission.  

 Load forecasts, including the impact on load of existing and planned demand management 
programs, exclusive of demand response resources; 

 Capacity forecasts, including generation additions and retirements;  
 Existing and planned demand response resources; and 
 In developing the long term capacity forecasts, the studies will reflect generation and 

demand response resources capable of providing any of the functions assessed in the SPP 
planning process, and can be relied upon on a long-term basis. Such demand response 
resources shall be permitted to participate in the planning process on a comparable basis to 
the service provided by comparable generation resources where appropriate. 

 
TWG has oversight of the ITPNT Assessment. 

                                                 
10 http://www.spp.org/section.asp?pageID=108 
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Staff will use the SPP MDWG models as a starting point for the ITPNT analysis.  The MDWG 
creates new steady-state and dynamic models annually and updates these models throughout the 
year. 

 
3.3 Model Development & Analysis 
 

3.3.1 Model Development 

 

3.3.1.1 Interregional Coordination 

 
SPP is responsible for coordinating transmission planning with each neighboring interconnected 
system. SPP will coordinate any activities and studies based on the agreements listed in Addendum 
1 to Attachment O of the OATT. As part of the inter-regional coordination process, SPP will share 
system plans with neighboring entities and identify system enhancements on the seams. 

3.3.1.2 Modeling Process 

 
Planning within SPP is a collaborative process with Transmission Owners, users, and other 
stakeholders. The ITPNT Assessment process requires that Transmission Owners continue to 
develop expansion plans to meet the needs of their systems. At the same time, SPP assesses its 
system for the ability to meet applicable reliability standards and address stakeholder concerns, 
including those of regulators.  
 
The 12-month ITPNT planning process focuses on the system’s reliability needs and the 
commercial and market needs for all the stakeholders in the SPP footprint. This process was 
developed by SPP staff in conjunction with the TWG.  The process is shown in the figure below. 
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Details regarding key assumptions, models, project data, specific tasks, outstanding issues, 
progress reports, maps, and study results are available on the SPP web site. 
 
The steady-state model building begins in January and starts with the SPP MDWG spring case 
topology of that same year of the study. Transmission owners and balancing authorities provide 
generation dispatch and load information for the years to be studied.  
 
Transmission owners enter network changes into MOD at which time the type and status of the 
network upgrades is identified.  The type and status of MOD projects identify into which SPP model 
set the network change will be entered.  Appendix A of this manual provides the listing of the 
description of the types and statuses.  
 
Included in the ITPNT Assessment models (i.e. ITP Reliability models) are all topology changes that 
have a NTC from SPP except projects that have been requested to be removed from the base ITP 
reliability models.  These exceptions must go through a stakeholder review process as described 
below: 
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1) Stakeholder requests NTC project be removed from the base ITP reliability model along with 

the reason why they would like the project excluded and re-evaluated in the ITPNT.   
2) If SPP Tariff Study Group identifies any Transmission Service that may be dependent upon 

the project, SPP Planning Group would identify any concerns in connection with removing 
the project from the base model and re-evaluating the need 

3) The list of NTC projects to be re-evaluated is given to stakeholders for a 15 day review and 
comment window. 
 

Generation interconnection facilities are included in the ITP reliability models if they have an 
executed Interconnection Agreement (IA) and not on suspension.  Generation capacity does not get 
included in the assessment until there is an executed transmission service agreement. 
 
Confirmed Long Term Firm transmission service is included in the ITP reliability models.  In addition 
to Confirmed Firm service mentioned above, the following will also be included: 1) transactions to 
make generation and load match.  ; 2) proposed generation stations and associated service from 
new generation that has a high probability of going into service; i.e. If a planned generating 
resource does not have a TSR filed service agreement but does have both a high probability of 
going into service and a high probability of obtaining an executed transmission service agreement, 
that new generator’s service can be included in the SPP regional reliability planning models if it 
meets all of the following requirements:  
 

o A formal request has been sent to SPP11 requesting the generation capacity be included 
into the ITP; 

o The generating resource has a FERC-filed IA not on suspension or FERC-filed interim 
IA; 

o The generating resource has acquired the funding for major equipment; 
o The generating resource has entered the Aggregate Study or equivalent; Transmission 

Owner transmission service study publicly posted on OASIS and has a completed facility 
study that is waiting for final results without unmitigated third party impacts12; 

o The generating resource has acquired air and environmental permits where applicable; 
o The generating resource has started construction with major equipment procurement 

contracts awarded; and 
o The generating resource’s unit(s) must be dispatchable and committable. 

o If a generating resource does not meet all the above requirements, a formal request 
for generation capacity to be included in the ITPNT can be made to TWG on a case 
by case basis.  
 TWG will take into account the following, but not limited to, additional points: 

 An exception to include service from generation that will defer 
transmission expenditure(s) without a TSR filed service agreement and 
without a filed IA or a filed interim IA that have a high probability of going 
into service and also getting both an executed IA and an executed 
transmission service agreement must meet all of the below requirements: 

 A formal request has been sent to SPP14 requesting the generation 
capacity be included into the ITP.  The request should identify which 
transmission upgrades will be deferred 

 The generating resource has a mitigation plan for the deferred 
transmission upgrades until it makes a financial commitment to perform 
the upgrades 

                                                 
11 Email sent to planning@spp.org 
12 Eliminates generators that may drop out as a result of changes in study results 
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 A Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study Agreement (DISIS) for 
the generating resource has been executed,  an interim IA has been 
requested when the DISIS was posted and a final IA was FERC filed 
when applicable 

 An RFP for the generating resource has been awarded, if applicable 
 

If there is a shortfall between interchange, generation, and load or issues regarding reactive power 
support for an area in later years of the ITPNT Assessment analysis after the inclusion of all the 
above processes the following steps will be used sequentially to address system deficiencies13: 
 

1) Exhaust the dispatchable generation of the network customer,  
2) Exhaust the Independent Power Producers (IPP) dispatchable generation in the same 

model area,  
3) Dispatch the remaining unused, dispatchable generation on a pro rata basis within SPP 

footprint. 
4) When all other options have been exhausted, including the aforementioned formal request 

process, include generation resources from the most recently approved ITP10 resource 
plan. The addition of these ITP10 generation resources will not automatically generate 
NTCs.     

 
If an ITP10 generation resource is being utilized solely for reactive support, then it will be 
dispatched to a minimum amount in order to remedy the situation as needed. If additional voltage 
support is needed, the addition of static or dynamic resources may be required and used to solve 
cases as needed. The addition of these devices will not automatically generate NTCs. 
 
SPP uses scenarios to evaluate reliability.  The number of scenarios is determined each year and 
approved by the TWG.   

                                                 
13 Non-dispatchable wind generation or other generation with operating restrictions or forecasted projections 

shall not be used. 
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Below is a flow chart of the SPP planning modeling 
process.
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3.3.2 Modeling Analysis 

3.3.2.1 Transmission Operating Guides 

 
SPP uses Transmission Operating Guides in its ITPNT Assessment analysis.  Appendix B of this manual contains the SPP procedure to 
address use of operating guides in planning studies. 

3.3.2.2 Assessment Methodology 

 
Each year the assessment’s scope is developed and approved by the TWG.  The scope will contain following:  
 The years and seasons to be modeled  
 Treatment of upgrades in the models 
 Scenario cases to be evaluated 
 Description of the contingency analysis and monitored facilities 
 Any new special conditions that are modeled or evaluated for the study 
 Stability analysis may be performed using 5-6 year models14 
 

3.3.2.3 Solution Development 

 
After SPP performs the reliability assessment identifying the bulk power problems, SPP will present and solicit Transmission Owners and 
stakeholders for transmission solutions to those reliability problems.  SPP solicits stakeholders in several forums including the planning 
summits and working group meetings.  After receiving feedback from stakeholders, SPP will take current Aggregate Studies and Generation 
Interconnection studies into consideration to develop and validate the best regional solution for problems.  Then SPP shares the proposed 
solutions with the members and stakeholders at various stakeholder meetings asking for additional feedback on the solutions.  This process 
repeats for several iterations as staff refines the solutions in a set timeline.   
 
Throughout the process, alternative solutions are proposed by stakeholders.  SPP analyzes those alternatives in accordance with Section 
III.8 of Attachment O of the OATT. 

 
3.4 Order 1000 Process 
 
Under the Order 1000 Process, models will be extremely important such that submitted solutions really address issues on the SPP system. 
Models for the ITP will be released by SPP for a review by stakeholders with feedback provided to SPP on corrections to the models and 
possible enhancements.  There may be 1 or more such reviews needed to address modeling issues as determined by SPP Staff. SPP will 
                                                 
14 This stability analysis will be performed once per ITP cycle (i.e. every three years). 
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issue a final ITP model identifying key congestion issues and issues needed to be solved during the ITP process. Stakeholder will then have 
30 days after the release of the final model to develop solutions as described in the DPP process and business practice. SPP will review the 
solutions in the course of the ITP solution development and select those DPP or solutions (non-DPP) that best provide the economic and 
reliability needs of the system. Upon completion of the preliminary results, a Transmission Planning Summit will be held to review the 
solutions for stakeholder feedback. Changes may be made based upon feedback from stakeholders. A final ITP report and plan will be 
presented to MOPC, Members Committee and Board for approval. Upon approval those projects that meet the Order 1000 requirements will 
be issued RFP’s for competitive bidding purposes in compliance with the SPP OATT and business practices. The RFP evaluations will 
include award of any DPP points to stakeholders that have recommended solutions used by SPP staff for the ITP.  

 
3.5 Deliverables 
 
The deliverable for the ITPNT Assessment will be a list of 69 kV+ projects that would maintain the reliability of the SPP Region in the near 
term horizon.   
 
In developing the annual STEP report, staff will include a section about the annual ITPNT Assessment.  This section will summarize the 
regional, sub-regional and local transmission needs of the SPP Region in the near term horizon which is assessed to meet SPP’s reliability 
needs.  The ITPNT Assessment results will also contain a list of at least the following upgrades: 
 

o Regional upgrades required to maintain reliability in accordance with the NERC Reliability Standards and SPP Criteria in the 
near term horizon; 

 
o Zonal upgrades required to maintain reliability in accordance with more stringent individual Transmission Owner planning 

criteria in the near term horizon; and 
 

o Inter-regional upgrades developed with neighboring Transmission Providers to meet inter-regional needs, including results 
from the coordinated system plans, in the near term horizon. 

 
Throughout the ITPNT Assessment process, SPP shares, discusses, and refines proposed solutions with stakeholders.  The solutions are 
finalized in the annual STEP report. 
 

4 Issuance of NTCs  
Once the ITP is reviewed by the MOPC and approved by the BOD, staff will issue NTC letters for approved projects in the 20-Year, ITP10, 
and ITPNT Assessments which are within the financial window as approved by the BOD.  The NTC is sent to the incumbent Transmission 
Owner(s) for the project.   
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5 Reporting Requirements 
Staff will inform the appropriate working groups throughout the year of the progress of the ITP assessments. SPP will also report on these 
assessments in its annual STEP report which will include a list of projects from those assessments. The STEP report will be presented to the 
BOD for approval. 
 
5.1 Stakeholder Review Process 
 
To show transparency in its planning processes, SPP holds planning summits that allow stakeholders opportunity to engage in, develop, and 
review SPP’s on-going planning assessments and their results.  SPP also has working groups meetings as another forum for stakeholders 
to become involved in SPP planning studies. 
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6 Acronyms and Term Definitions 
1. AECI – Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
2. APC – Adjusted Production Cost:  APC is a dollar value calculated by adding the cost of producing energy to the cost of energy 

purchases and subtracting the revenue from energy sales 
3. ATP – Authorization to Plan:  The ATP is a status given to a project which indicates that the BOD has approved the project in the SPP 

ITP and it has not yet been issued an NTC because it is outside of the NTC financial commitment window. 
4. BOD – SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee:  The BOD is the governing body of SPP 
5. DPP- Detailed Project Proposal 
6. EHV – Extra High Voltage:  In this document EHV refers to transmission at 300 kV or greater 
7. ERCOT – Electric Reliability Council of Texas 
8. ESWG – Economic Studies Working Group:  The ESWG reports to the MOPC and advises and assists SPP staff, various working groups 

and task forces in the development and evaluation principles for economic studies 
9. FERC – Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
10. IRP – Integrated Resource Plan: A Utilities resource plan that serves projected load. 
11. ITP – Integrated Transmission Plan:  The ITP is SPP’s approach to planning transmission needed to maintain reliability, provide 

economic benefits, and achieve public policy goals to the SPP region in both the near and long-term 
12. LMP – Locational Marginal Price:  Also known as nodal pricing, the LMP is the incremental cost to the system that would result from one 

additional unit of energy that is demanded at a particular node 
13. MAPP – Mid-Continent Area Power Pool 
14. MDWG – Model Development Working Group:  The MDWG is responsible for maintenance of an annual series of transmission planning 

models (powerflow and short circuit models and associated stability database) which represent the current and planned electric network 
of SPP 

15. MISO – Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator 
16. MOPC – Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
17. MTF – Metrics Task Force:  The MTF is a task force created by the ESWG to create a list of metrics for the ESWG to consider for use in 

evaluating projects in the ITP 
18. NERC – North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
19. NERC TPL – NERC Transmission Planning Standards 
20. NTC – Notification to Construct:  The NTC is a formal SPP document specifying approval of and notification to build specific network 

upgrades with specified need dates for commercial operation 
21. OATT – Open Access Transmission Tariff:  SPP’s transmission tariff as posted on SPP’s website 
22. PJM – PJM Interconnection 
23. PTDF – Power Transfer Distribution Factor: A PTDF is the percentage of power transfer flowing through a facility(ies) for a particular 

transfer when there are no contingencies. 
24. ROW – Right-of-Way:  The ROW identifies the strip of land which is needed for transmission purposes 
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25. RSC – Regional State Committee:  The SPP RSC provides collective state regulatory agency input on matters of regional importance 
related to the development and operation of bulk electric transmission 

26. SERC – SERC Reliability Corporation 
27. SPP – Southwest Power Pool, Inc.:  SPP is a Regional Transmission Organization 
28. SPPT – Synergistic Planning Project Team (SPPT): The SPPT is a team which was created to address comprehensive transmission 

planning processes and allocation of transmission costs associated with both existing and strategic issues including transmission service, 
generator interconnection, Extra High Voltage (EHV) inter-regional transmission, wind integration, etc. 

29. STEP – SPP Transmission Expansion Plan:  The STEP is an annual plan which summarizes activities that impact future development of 
the SPP transmission grid.  The STEP includes projects approved in the ITP, 10 Year Reliability, Priority Projects, Aggregate Study, 
Generation Interconnection, etc. 

30. TLR – Transmission Loading Relief:  A TLR is a process which is used to reduce loading on lines which are at risk for an overload 
31. TWG – Transmission Working Group:  The TWG reports to the MOPC and is responsible for planning criteria to evaluate transmission 

additions, seasonal ATC calculations, seasonal flowgate ratings, oversight of coordinated planning efforts, and oversight of transmission 
contingency evaluations 

32. WECC – Western Electricity Coordinating Council 
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7 Benefit Metrics 
The section below provides further definition and commentary on each of the 10 benefit metrics that will be considered in the ITP planning 
process when evaluating potential transmission projects.  

1. Adjusted Production Cost (APC) Savings 
 

a. Definition: 
 
The standard APC metric measures the impact on production cost savings by considering Locational Marginal Price (LMP) for 
purchases and sales of energy between each area of the transmission grid.  The APC metric quantifies the monetary cost associated 
with fuel costs, generation dispatch, most grid congestion, energy purchases, energy sales, and other factors that directly relate to 
energy production by generating resources in the SPP footprint. The APC calculation also captures cost savings associated with 
reducing emissions and ancillary service requirements.  
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 
APC estimates are usually performed for weather-normalized peak load (i.e., 50/50 peak load). The APC for an area is determined 
using a production cost modeling tool that captures hourly commitment and dispatch profiles for one simulation year. The hourly 
calculation accounts for: 

Production Costs: The fuel and non-fuel variable O&M costs of utility-owned or cost-of-service-contracted generation. 
Revenue from Sales: MWh Sold by Utility x Generation-Weighted Avg. Zonal Gen. LMP 
Cost of Purchases: MW Purchased by Utility x Load-Weighted Avg. Zonal Load LMP 

The APC benefit is then based upon the difference in the production cost simulations for the base case and the change case. 
 

c. Allocation: 
 

The APC savings are calculated in the production cost simulations on a zonal basis. 
    

2. Reduction of Emission Rates and Values 
 
a. Definition: 

 
Allowance prices for SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions are used as inputs to the production cost model simulations and are specific to 
the various generating technologies modeled. Transmission projects can relieve grid congestion and change generation dispatch, 
resulting in cost savings associated with reductions to SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions. 
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
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The APC calculation captures the cost savings associated with reduced SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions, as scoped for each particular 
economic study, through the assumed allowance price for these emissions. 
The allowance market dynamics that take place separately from events in the energy market are not considered in this metric. Rather, 
a simplified approach that assumes allowances are sold and purchased at known market clearing price is applied and these 
allowance prices are included in the calculation of marginal production costs.  
 

c. Allocation: 
 

The reduction of emission rates and values is captured in the APC, which is calculated on a zonal basis. 
 

3. Savings due to Lower Ancillary Service Needs and Production Costs 
a. Definition:  

Ancillary Services (A/S) are essential to the reliable operation of the electrical system. A number of operating reserves and products 
fall into this category – spinning reserves, ramping up/down, regulation, and 10-minute quick start. Current production cost simulation 
tools account for energy costs on the system, but generally take a static approach to modeling sub-hourly A/S needs by setting aside 
an exogenously determined quantity of A/S reserves in each hour. However, new transmission projects can contribute to reduction in 
A/S system costs through either (1) a reduction in needed A/S quantities or (2) a reduction in the cost of procuring that quantity.  

 Quantity Impact: At present, SPP A/S needs are determined according to the SPP Market Protocols with input from SPP staff. 
Findings from renewable integration studies and analyses suggest that improved transmission topology can contribute to 
reducing system A/S needs, which tend to increase as a function of renewable generation penetration. Therefore, system-wide 
A/S needs could be calculated as a function of transmission capacity and transfer capability among zones.  

 Procurement Cost Impact: Conceptually, the cost of providing A/S should be captured in the APC metric if the simulation 
software can accurately capture and simulate A/S requirements and their deployment. 
  

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 
The quantity impact will be captured as the formulaic determination of A/S needs evolves and transmission overlay begins to 
directly impact zonal or system-wide A/S needs. At such a point, the benefit from incremental transmission capabilities can be 
directly measured by calculating A/S needs in production cost simulations for the base and change cases.  
 
Similarly, improved production cost modeling of sub-hourly A/S procurement and deployment can enable the measurement of the 
cost impacts directly within the APC calculations. 
Monetization of the quantity and cost benefits will be reflected in the overall APC savings. The production cost simulation will be 
conducted using the initial A/S needs for the base case and the same (or possibly reduced) A/S needs for the change case. The 
difference in APC for the simulations will then reflect the reduced costs of procuring the specified A/S needs (e.g., lower 
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procurement cost of the same A/S needs due to reduced transmission congestion that makes lower-cost resources available to 
provide ancillary services).  
 

c. Allocation: 
 
Benefits will be calculated in the production cost simulations and will be assigned to the SPP region as a whole and re-allocated to 
each of the zones on a load ratio share basis.  

 
 

4. Avoided or Delayed Reliability Projects 
 

a. Definition: 

Potential reliability upgrades are reviewed to determine if an upgrade with a greater economic or policy benefit could defer or 
replace an identified reliability solution. If such a larger project with economic or public policy benefits is pursued, the costs 
associated with the reliability projects that are replaced by the larger project represent the avoided or delayed reliability project 
benefit of the larger project.  
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 

The methodology to determine which reliability projects were replaced with economic projects follows these steps: 
 

i. Reliability need identified. 
ii. Reliability mitigation provided and tested to ensure successful mitigation. 
iii. Congestion in the system identified. 
iv. Congestion near and related to reliability needs paired to compare alternative projects. 
v. The value of resolving the congestion with an economic project that also mitigated the reliability need is measured and 

compared with the difference in costs between the projects. 
vi. Where cost effective, the economic project was selected to mitigate the reliability need and relieve the congestion. 

 
The avoided (or delayed) reliability project benefit is then captured as the avoided cost of delaying or canceling previously 
approved reliability projects.  
 

c. Allocation: 
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The benefit is allocated in accordance with the ratios of the allocation that would have been applied for the costs of the reliability 
project.  

 
5. Capacity Cost Savings due to Reduced On-Peak Transmission Losses 

 
a. Definition: 

 
This metric captures the value of generation capacity that may no longer be required due to a reduction in losses during the 
system peak. 
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 

These capital savings will be calculated by applying the estimated net Cost of New Entry (CONE) to the reduction in installed 
capacity requirements. The net CONE is the difference between the annualized CONE and the annual energy and ancillary 
service profits a unit of this type is expected to earn in the energy and ancillary service markets. The CONE value includes the 
levelized investment costs and fixed operating costs of a combustion turbine as reported in the latest version of the Department of 
Energy Annual Energy Outlook report or other comparable public source.  The following sources may be used to estimate the 
average annual energy and ancillary service profits for a combustion turbine: 

 Historical market revenues net of fuel and variable non-fuel operating costs for combustion turbines in SPP or similar 
market(s). 
 

 Revenues net of fuel and variable non-fuel operating costs for combustion turbines obtained from production cost 
simulations of the SPP or similar market(s). 

Monetization of the capacity cost savings will be calculated using the savings in capital attributed to the corresponding MW 
reduction in installed capacity requirements.  
 

c. Allocation: 
 
The capacity cost savings calculations will be performed zone-by-zone and allocated accordingly. 
 

6. Assumed Benefit of Mandated Reliability Projects 
 

a. Definition: 
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In evaluating projects within the portfolio that would be built to meet transmission reliability standards (i.e. classified as a ‘reliability 
project’ as defined in this manual), the benefit of fixing the reliability violation should be assumed to be equal to its cost. This 
benefit will be mutually exclusive from any other reliability benefit applied to those same projects.  

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 

Mandated reliability project benefits are set equal to costs with other economic benefits, such as APC savings, being additive (or 
subtractive in the case of losses). It is important to note that any transmission project with APC savings that result in a benefit-to-
cost (B/C) ratio greater than 1.0 will be considered an ‘economic project’ with no additive reliability benefit, even if it fixes a 
reliability violation.  
 

c. Allocation: 
 
These benefits will be allocated using a hybrid approach that utilizes Load Ratio Share and System Reconfiguration, depending 
upon project size. The System Reconfiguration approach looks at the flows on all lines in the SPP system, both with and without 
the reliability upgrade.  All lines with an increase in flow after the reliability upgrade is placed on outage are identified as having 
flows relieved by the reliability upgrade. The allocation of benefits is then based upon the increase in line flows across the system 
when the upgrade is on outage. The allocation will vary as follows, based upon the project size: 
 

i. If the project is < 100 kV, allocate 100% based upon System Reconfiguration. 
ii. If the project is 100-300 kV, allocate 2/3 System Reconfiguration, 1/3 Load Ratio Share. 
iii. If the project is > 300 kV, allocate 1/3 System Reconfiguration, 2/3 Load Ratio Share. 

 
 

7. Public Policy Benefits 
 

a. Definition:  

This metric captures the value of meeting public policy goals or mandates related to renewable energy supplies. Public policy can 
be met through state law, settlement agreement, or a regulatory determination made by a state regulatory authority. It does not 
include economic decisions made by individual utilities to acquire renewable energy supplies absent some form of legal 
requirement to do so.  
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 

As with mandated reliability upgrades, the assumption is that public policy makers have made a decision that public benefit is at 
least equal to the cost of implementing a public policy. Therefore, the objective is finding the most cost effective method in 
meeting that goal, and the benefit in achieving the goal or mandate is assumed to be equal to the project cost. It is important to 
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note that any transmission project with APC savings that result in a benefit-to-cost (B/C) ratio greater than 1.0 will be considered 
an ‘economic project’ with no additive public policy benefit. 
 

c. Allocation: 

Benefits will be allocated based upon the share of unmet renewable mandates or goals and only to zone(s) within the state(s) 
driving the public policy project(s).  
 

8. Increased Wheeling Through and Out Revenues 
 

a. Definition: 

Increasing ATC with a neighboring region improves import and export opportunities outside of the footprint. Increasing inter-
regional transmission capacity that causes an increase in through and out transactions will also increase SPP wheeling revenues.  
While the energy revenue benefit of increased exports is captured by the APC metric, the APC metric does not capture any 
increases in wheeling out or wheeling through revenues associated with increased transfer capability. These increased wheeling 
revenues are a benefit as they will offset part of the transmission projects’ revenue requirements. 
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 
The quantity impact will be determined by calculating the incremental long-term wheeling service that SPP was able to sell due to 
upgrades and using that historical ratio to calculate wheeling MW and revenues for export-ATC changes from new projects in the 
future. Reduced ratios, or scaling factors, will be considered based upon additional analyses for very large future ATC increases.  
 
Wheeling revenue calculations as proposed here will not result in double-counting of benefits with respect to APC calculations. 
The reason is that in the APC methodology, imports are priced at the importing region’s internal load LMP, while exports are 
valued at the exporting region’s internal generation LMP. As a result, even if part of the difference is payable as a wheeling 
charge, the revenues collected are not counted in either the exporting or importing region’s APC.  
 
An average wheeling charge will be utilized to monetize the value of increased wheeling through and out transactions. The 
average SPP wheeling charge will be calculated by using the actual wheeling revenues divided by the MWh exports scheduled 
the previous year.  
 

c. Allocation: 
 
These benefits will be allocated according to the methodology in the Tariff for allocating wheeling revenues.  
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9. Marginal Energy Losses Benefit 
 

a. Definition: 

This metric captures the reduced MWh quantity of transmission losses that results from transmission expansions. Standard 
production cost simulations used to estimate the APC benefits do not reflect that transmission expansions may reduce the MWh 
quantity of transmission losses. To simplify simulations and make run-times of the simulations manageable, load is ‘grossed up’ 
for average transmission losses. The simulations then assume that the MWh quantity of losses is fixed and does not change with 
transmission additions. However, the production cost savings due to such energy loss reductions can be estimated through post-
processing simulation results.  
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 
The benefits of the reduced MWh losses will be calculated post-processing by capturing the Marginal Loss Component (MLC) for 
the LMP to calculate loss factors. The actual loss-related energy cost savings will be reduced by the energy cost savings already 
in the APC to arrive at the marginal energy cost savings not captured in the simulations. 
 

c. Allocation: 
 
The marginal energy loss calculations will be performed zone-by-zone and allocated accordingly. 
 

10. Mitigation of Transmission Outage Costs 
 

a. Definition: 

Standard production cost simulations assume that transmission lines and facilities are available during all hours of the year and 
that no planned or unexpected outages of transmission facilities will occur. In practice, however, planned and unexpected 
transmission outages impose non-trivial additional congestion costs on the system. Thus, the benefit of reducing this additional 
congestion is not captured in the standard APC metric. The availability of new transmission projects decreases congestion and 
increases the operational flexibility of the system to mitigate the impacts of transmission outages.  
 

b. Measurement/Monetization: 
 
To measure the savings in transmission outage costs due to transmission expansion, the production cost modeling analysis will 
be modified to reflect a realistic level of transmission outages using a subset of historical transmission outage events.  
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The benefits will be calculated as the difference between 1) the APC savings due to the transmission upgrades for a system 
considering transmission outages and 2) the standard APC savings due to the transmission upgrades which are calculated for a 
system without any transmission outages.  
 

c. Allocation: 

These benefits will be calculated on an SPP-wide basis and allocated to zones based on the load ratio share. 
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8 Appendix A 

Type Status Description MDWG 
STEP/ 
Tariff 

Special 
Study 

TSR 
w/NTC (Approved) Projects identified through Aggregate Study with an executed 

Transmission Service Agreement and an issued Notice To Construct 
X X X 

Proposed (No NTC) Proposed projects that do not have an NTC     X 

LGIP 

w/GIP 
Projects identified through the Large or Small Generator Interconnection 
Procedures (LGIP, SGIP) with an executed Large Generator 
Interconnection Agreement and not on suspension

X X X 

w/GIP on 
Suspension 

Projects identified through the Large or Small Generator Interconnection 
Procedures (LGIP, SGIP) with an executed Large Generator 
Interconnection Agreement and on suspension 

    X 

No GIP Projects without an executed Large or Small Generator Interconnection 
Agreement (LGIP, SGIP) 

    X 

Reliability 

STEP (w/NTC) or  
TO Planned 

Appendix B Projects that have a Notice to Construct or Transmission 
Owner Planning Criteria with an issued Notice To Construct 

X X X 

STEP Proposed  
(No NTC) 

Appendix A Projects and projects that are being studied as part of the 
current STEP process, or are under consideration 

    X 

NERC Standard  
Compliance 

Projects needed to comply with NERC Reliability Standards or SPP Criteria 
that are not part of STEP 

X   X 

Economic 

Approved  
(Sponsored) 

Projects identified through Attachment O identified that have been shown 
to provide regional economic benefit that have a contract that financially 
commits a Project Sponsor 

X X X 

Approved  
(Not Sponsored) 

Projects identified through Attachment O identified that have been shown 
to provide regional economic benefit that have no contract to build 

    X 

Requested 

Stakeholder  
Driven 

Transmission upgrades, requested by a Transmission Customer or other 
entity, which do not meet the definition of any other category of Network 
Upgrades. 

X   X 

Alternative Projects that are alternatives to any TSR, STEP, or Economic Project. i.e. 
differed projects 

      

Network Energized Projects that are in-service from a previous MOD Type & Status. 
Constructed facilities that are in-service. 

X X X 

Network Outage Projects that change network topology status. Constructed facilities that 
are out-of-service or normally open. 

X X X 

Network Update Projects that updates network data X X X 
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9 Appendix B 
SPP Transmission Operating Guides Review Procedure 
 
This procedure documents the process of how a Transmission Operating Guide (TOG) shall be 
included in the ITP and SPP Aggregate Transmission Service Studies (ATSS).  In most cases 
TOGs are not intended to indefinitely defer needed Transmission System upgrades.  Effective 
TOGs shall be utilized in all transmission tariff service functions and OATT planning processes. 
 
For a TOG to be considered for use in the ITP and ATSS as a possible mitigation plan, it shall be 
on file with SPP.  An effective TOG must state the system conditions under which the TOG is to be 
used and describe, in detail, the action the operators will take.  The TOG must be signed by 
someone in charge of operations from the Transmission Owner or transmission operator submitting 
the TOG.    
 
An effective TOG shall continue to be used in evaluation of the ITP and ATSS unless the facility-
owning Transmission Owner or transmission operator withdraws the TOG.  In cases where the 
TOG is withdrawn before the TOG becomes ineffective, any Transmission System Upgrades lie 
with the Transmission Owner. 
 
A new TOG provided as interim mitigation for an SPP-required project shall automatically be 
withdrawn when the project is completed. 
 
A TOG is considered an effective solution for facilities that are not listed in the TOG if, in the act of 
implementing the TOG for the elements listed, other overloads or voltage violations are corrected. 
 
Service Upgrades associated with new Transmission Service Requests or Designated Resources 
that cause a TOG to be ineffective will be classified as Base Plan Upgrades in accordance with 
Attachment J. 
 
Transmission System upgrades that become necessary because a TOG has been identified to be 
ineffective in order to maintain the reliability of the Transmission System shall be categorized as 
Reliability Upgrades, utilizing the procedures of Attachment O of the OATT. 
 
The upgrade(s) proposed to address an ineffective TOG may work towards either eliminating the 
TOG or the ineffectiveness of the TOG. 
 
Effective TOGs 

1. A TOG addressing Transmission System loading must include a short-term emergency 
rating which allows sufficient time to implement the TOG.  

2. A TOG requiring generation redispatch must indicate if generator location is critical and, if 
so, must state in detail which units or plants will be re-dispatched.   Absence of such 
specificity means location is not critical and generators may be selected from the fleet the 
entity has authority to run. The ramp rate of the generation must be capable of relieving the 
overload or voltage issue within the time allowed as specified in the TOG. 

3. A TOG must not cause a violation elsewhere on the Transmission System. 
4. A TOG addressing a voltage violation must provide for restoring minimum acceptable 

voltage conditions within a time frame so as not to cause permanent equipment damage. 
 
A TOG shall identify the means by which system control is implemented.  That is, if supervisory 
control is utilized it must so state. 
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Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 160 Date: 3/17/2016 

RR Title:  Generation and Transmission Service in the ITP 

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Submitter Name: Liz Gephardt Company: SPP 

Email: lgephardt@spp.org 
 

Phone: 501-482-2236 

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

The Tariff language in Attachment O, Section III is ambiguous as to which generation interconnections and associated upgrades are 
required to be modeled in the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) assessments.  SPP is currently following a process 
documented and approved in the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) Manual in this regard.  Language pointing to the existing 
process should be clarified in the Tariff so the potential for other interpretations is minimized for upcoming ITP model builds. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION 

 

IMPACT ANALYSIS REQUIRED:   Yes      No 

Estimated Cost: $      
Cost is a rough order of magnitude estimate, approx. +/-50% 

Estimated Duration:       months 
Duration is a rough order of magnitude estimate, approx. +/-50%

Priority Rank for System Change:       1 – Critical       2 – High       3 – Medium       4 – Low  

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 

  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s):       Protocol Version:       

  Criteria Criteria Section(s):       Criteria Date:       

  Tariff (OATT) Tariff Section(s): Attachment O Section III 

  Business Practice Business Practice Number:       
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group: 
RTWG 

 

Date: 3/25/2016 

Vote: Unanimously Approved 

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reason for Opposition:       

 

Secondary Working Group: 
RCWG 

 

Date: 4/18/2016 

Vote: Unanimously Approved 

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reasons for Opposition:       
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Secondary Working Group: 
ESWG 

 

Date: 4/21/2016 

Vote: Unanimously Approved 

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reasons for Opposition:       

 

Secondary Working Group: 
PCWG 

 

Date: 5/6/2016 

Vote: Unanimously Approved 

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reasons for Opposition:       

 

MOPC Recommendation:       

 

Date:       

Vote:       

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reasons for Opposition:       

 

BOD/Member Committee 
Recommendation:       

 

Date:       

Vote:       

Abstained:       

Opposed:       

Reasons for Opposition:       

 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Brenda Fricano for the ESWG 

Description of Comments: Suggested Tariff Revisions/Edits from the ESWG 

 Is “long‐term firm Transmission Service” capitalized correctly? “Transmission Service” and “Long‐Term Firm 
Point‐To‐Point Transmission Service” are both Tariff defined terms. Should the language have the latter? 

 Should “generation interconnection” be capitalized? “Generation Interconnection Customer” and 
“Generation Interconnection Request” are Tariff defined, but “generation interconnection” is not, so maybe it 
is ok not capitalized. 

 Does it make sense for the new Attachment O Section III.7.a to be in Section III. 7 at all? It may need to go in 
another section in Attachment O based on the title of the Section III.7, which only references “Upgrades.” 

 

 

Status:       describes any action taken on the comment.  SS will complete this… Comments incorporated, comments rejected… 
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Comment Author:       

Description of Comments:       

Status:       

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

Market Protocols 

 
      
 

Tariff (OATT) 

III. The Integrated Transmission Planning Process 

The ITP process is an iterative three-year process that includes 20-Year, 10-Year and Near Term 

Assessments.  The 20-Year Assessment identifies the transmission projects, generally above 

300 kV, and provides a grid flexible enough to provide benefits to the region across multiple 

scenarios.  The 10-Year Assessment focuses on facilities 100 kV and above to meet the system 

needs over a ten-year horizon.  The Near Term Assessment is performed annually and assesses 

the system upgrades, at all applicable voltage levels, required in the near term planning horizon.  

 

1) Commencement of the Process 
 

At the beginning of each calendar year the Transmission Provider shall notify 

stakeholders as to which part(s) of the integrated transmission planning cycle will take 

place during that year and the approximate timing of activities required to develop the 

SPP Transmission Expansion Plan.  Notice of commencement of the process shall be 

posted on the SPP website and distributed via email distribution lists.  Such notice shall 

include a timeline indicating when stakeholders are able to submit transmission needs, 

including transmission needs driven by Public Policy Requirements, and solutions to such 

needs as described in this Section III of this Attachment O.  

 

2) Transmission Planning Forums 
 

The transmission planning forums include planning summits and sub-regional planning 

meetings and these are conducted as follows: 

 
a) Planning Summits 
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i) The purpose of the planning summits is for the Transmission Provider and 

the stakeholders to share current SPP transmission network issues, develop 

the study scopes, provide solution alternatives and review study findings.  

These summits also provide an open forum where all stakeholders have an 

opportunity to provide advice and recommendations to the Transmission 

Provider to aid in the development of the SPP Transmission Expansion 

Plan. 

 
ii) The planning summits shall be open to all entities. 
 
iii) The Transmission Provider shall chair and facilitate the planning summits. 

 

iv) Planning summits shall be held at least semi-annually, including sub-

regional breakout sessions of the SPP Region.  Teleconference capability 

will be made available for planning summits.  Planning summit web 

conferences shall be held as needed.   

 

v) Notice of the planning summits and web conferences shall be posted on 

the SPP website and distributed via email distribution lists. 

 

b) Sub-regional Planning Meetings 

 

i) The Transmission Provider shall define sub-regions from time to time to 

address local area planning issues.   

 

ii) The purpose of the sub-regional planning meetings is to identify 

unresolved local stakeholder issues and transmission solutions at a more 

granular level.  The sub-regional planning meetings shall provide 

stakeholders with local needs the opportunity to provide advice and 

recommendations to the Transmission Provider and to the Transmission 

Owners.  The sub-regional planning meetings shall provide a forum to 

review local planning criteria and needs as specified in Section II of this 

Attachment O. 
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iii) The sub-regional planning meetings shall be open to all entities. 

 

iv) The Transmission Provider shall facilitate the sub-regional planning 

meetings. 

 

v) A planning meeting shall be held at least annually for each individual sub-

region.  

 

vi) The sub-regional planning meetings shall be held in conjunction with the 

stakeholder working group meetings.  Teleconference capability will be 

made available for sub-regional planning meetings.  Sub-regional planning 

web conferences shall be held as needed.   

 

vii) Notice of the sub-regional planning meetings, teleconferences and web 

conferences shall be posted on the SPP website and distributed via email 

distribution lists. 

 

3) Preparation of the 20-Year Assessment 

 

a) The Transmission Provider shall perform a 20-Year Assessment once every three 

years.  The timing of this assessment shall generally be in the first half of each 

three-year cycle. 

 

b) The 20-Year Assessment shall review the system for a twenty-year planning 

horizon and address, at minimum, facilities 300 kV and above needed in year 20.  

This assessment is not intended to review each consecutive year in the planning 

horizon.  The Transmission Provider shall work with stakeholders to identify the 

appropriate year(s) to study in developing the assessment study scope. 

 

c) The 20-Year Assessment shall assess the cost effectiveness of proposed solutions 

over a forty-year time horizon.  
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d) The Transmission Provider shall develop the assessment study scope with input 

from the stakeholders.  The study scope shall take into consideration the input 

requirements described in Section III.6 of this Attachment O. 

 

e) The assessment study scope shall specify the methodology, criteria, assumptions, 

and data to be used. 

 

f) The Transmission Provider, in consultation with the stakeholder working groups, 

shall finalize the assessment study scope including the identification of those 

transmission needs that will be studied, such as transmission needs driven by 

Public Policy Requirements, as further described in the Integrated Transmission 

Planning Manual. 

 

g) The assessment study scope shall be posted on the SPP website and will be 

included in the published annual SPP Transmission Expansion Plan report.  The 

assessment study scope shall include an explanation of which transmission needs 

driven by Public Policy Requirements will be evaluated for potential solutions in 

the local and regional transmission planning process, as well as an explanation of 

why other suggested transmission needs will not be evaluated. 

 

h) In accordance with the assessment study scope, the Transmission Provider shall 

analyze potential solutions following the process set forth in Section III.8 of this 

Attachment O. 

 

4) Preparation of the 10-Year Assessment  

 

a) The Transmission Provider shall perform a 10-Year Assessment once every three 

years as part of the three year planning cycle.  The timing of this assessment shall 

generally be in the second half of the three-year planning cycle.   

 

b) The 10-Year Assessment shall review the system for a ten-year planning horizon 

and address, at minimum, facilities 100 kV and above needed in year 10.  This 

assessment is not intended to review each consecutive year in the planning 
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horizon.  The Transmission Provider shall work with stakeholders to identify the 

appropriate year(s) to study in developing the assessment study scope. 

 

c) The 10-Year Assessment shall assess the cost effectiveness of proposed solutions 

over a forty-year time horizon. 

 

d) The Transmission Provider shall develop the assessment study scope with input 

from the stakeholders.  The study scope shall take into consideration the input 

requirements described in Section III.6 of this Attachment O. 

 

e) The assessment study scope shall specify the methodology, criteria, assumptions, 

and data to be used. 

 

f) The Transmission Provider, in consultation with the stakeholder working groups, 

shall finalize the assessment study scope, including the identification of those 

transmission needs that will be studied, such as transmission needs driven by 

Public Policy Requirements, as further described in the Integrated Transmission 

Planning Manual. 

 

g) The assessment study scope shall be posted on the SPP website and will be 

included in the published annual SPP Transmission Expansion Plan report.  The 

assessment study scope shall include an explanation of which transmission needs 

driven by Public Policy Requirements will be evaluated for potential solutions in 

the local and regional transmission planning process, as well as an explanation of 

why other suggested transmission needs will not be evaluated. 

 

h) In accordance with the assessment study scope, the Transmission Provider shall 

analyze potential solutions, including those upgrades approved by the SPP Board 

of Directors from the most recent 20-Year Assessment, following the process set 

forth in Section III.8 of this Attachment O. 

 

5) Preparation of the Near Term Assessment  
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a) The Transmission Provider shall perform the Near Term Assessment on an annual 

basis. 

 

b) The Near Term Assessment will be performed on a shorter planning horizon than 

the 10-Year Assessment and shall focus primarily on identifying solutions 

required to meet the reliability criteria defined in Section III.6 of this Attachment 

O. 

 

c) The assessment study scope shall specify the methodology, criteria, assumptions, 

and data to be used to develop the list of proposed near term upgrades. 

 

d) The Transmission Provider, in consultation with the stakeholder working groups, 

shall finalize the assessment study scope, including the identification of those 

transmission needs that will be studied, such as transmission needs driven by 

Public Policy Requirements, as further described in the Integrated Transmission 

Planning Manual.  The study scope shall take into consideration the input 

requirements described in Section III.6 of this Attachment O. 

 

e) The assessment study scope shall be posted on the SPP website and will be 

included in the published annual SPP Transmission Expansion Plan report.  The 

assessment study scope shall include an explanation of which transmission needs 

driven by Public Policy Requirements will be evaluated for potential solutions in 

the local and regional transmission planning process, as well as an explanation of 

why other suggested transmission needs will not be evaluated. 

 

f) In accordance with the assessment study scope, the Transmission Provider shall 

analyze potential solutions, including those upgrades approved by the SPP Board 

of Directors from the most recent 20-Year Assessment and 10-Year Assessment, 

following the process set forth in Section III.8 of this Attachment O. 

 

6) Policy, Reliability, and Economic Input Requirements to Planning Studies  
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The Transmission Provider shall incorporate, as appropriate for the assessment being performed, 

the following into its planning studies: 

 

a) NERC Reliability Standards; 

 

b) SPP Criteria;  

 

c) Transmission Owner-specific planning criteria as set forth in Section II; 

 

d) Previously identified and approved transmission projects;  

 

e) Zonal Reliability Upgrades developed by Transmission Owners, including those 

that have their own FERC approved local planning process, to meet local area 

reliability criteria;  

 

f) Long-term firm Transmission Service;  

 

g) Load forecasts, including the impact on load of existing and planned demand 

management programs, exclusive of demand response resources;  

 

h) Capacity forecasts, including generation additions and retirements;  

 

i) Existing and planned demand response resources; 

 

j) Congestion within SPP and between the SPP Region and other regions and 

balancing areas; 

 

k) Renewable energy standards; 

 

l) Fuel price forecasts; 

 

m) Energy efficiency requirements;  
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n) Other relevant environmental or government mandates;  

 

o) Transmission needs driven by Public Policy Requirements identified through a 

survey of stakeholders to identify Public Policy Requirements and additional 

Public Policy Requirements as determined by the Transmission Provider and 

stakeholders during study scope development; and 

 

p) Other input requirements identified during the stakeholder process. 

 

q) In developing the long term capacity forecasts, the studies will reflect generation 

and demand response resources capable of providing any of the functions 

assessed in the SPP planning process, and can be relied upon on a long-term basis.  

Such demand response resources shall be permitted to participate in the planning 

process on a comparable basis.  These studies will consider operational 

experience gained from markets operated by the Transmission Provider.  

 

7) Inclusion of Upgrades Related to Transmission Service and Generator Interconnection in 

Planning Studies  

 

a) The studies performed under this Section III of Attachment O shall accommodate 

and model in accordance with the Integrated Transmission Planning Manual, the 

specific long-term firm Transmission Service of Transmission Customers and 

specific interconnections of Generation Interconnection Customers when such 

Service Agreements and interconnection agreements have been accepted by the 

Commission. 

 

ab) Transmission upgrades related to requests for Transmission Service are described 

in Sections 19 and 32 of the Tariff and Attachment Z1 toof the Tariff.  These 

uUpgrades associated with the modeled long-term firm Transmission Service are 

included as part of the future expansion of the Transmission System, upon the 

execution of the various Service Agreements with the Transmission Customers.  

Transmission upgrades related to an approved request for Transmission Service 

may be deferred or supplemented by other upgrades based upon the results of 
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subsequent studies.  Changes in planned upgrades do not remove the obligation of 

the Transmission Provider to have adequate transmission facilities available to 

start or continue the approved Transmission Service. 

 

bc) Interconnection facilities and other transmission upgrades related to requests for 

generation interconnection service are described in Attachment V of this 

Attachment O.  These uUpgrades associated with the modeled generation 

interconnection service are included as part of the future expansion of the 

Transmission System upon the execution of the various interconnection 

agreements with the Generation Interconnection Customers.  Transmission 

upgrades related to an approved interconnection agreement may be deferred or 

supplemented by other upgrades based upon the results of subsequent studies.  

Changes in planned upgrades do not remove the obligation of the Transmission 

Provider to have adequate transmission facilities available to start or continue the 

approved interconnection service. 

 

c) The studies performed under this Section III of Attachment O shall accommodate 

and model the specific long-term firm Transmission Service of Transmission 

Customers and specific interconnections of Generation Interconnection 

Customers no later than when the relevant Service Agreements and 

interconnection agreements are accepted by the Commission. 

 

8) Process to Analyze Transmission Alternatives for each Assessment  

 

The following shall be performed, at the appropriate time in the respective planning 

cycle, for the 20-Year Assessment, 10-Year Assessment and Near Term Assessment 

studies: 

 

a) The Transmission Provider shall perform the required studies to analyze the 

potential alternatives for improvements to the Transmission System, provided by 

the Transmission Provider and by the stakeholders, in order to address the final 

assessment study scope agreed to with the stakeholders.   This analysis shall 

consider the current and anticipated future needs of the SPP Region within the 
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parameters of the study scope.  The analysis shall also consider the value brought 

to the SPP Region by incremental changes to the proposed solutions. 

 

b) After the study scope has been approved, the Transmission Provider shall notify 

stakeholders of identified transmission needs and provide a transmission planning 

response window of thirty (30) days during which any stakeholder may propose a 

detailed project proposal (“DPP”).  The Transmission Provider shall track each 

DPP and retain the information submitted pursuant to Section III.8.b(i) of this 

Attachment O.  If the project described in a DPP is included in the ITP plan, the 

submitting stakeholder may qualify for incentive points as described in Section III 

of Attachment Y of this Tariff.  A stakeholder that submits a DPP that is 

equivalent to a DPP or Transmission Provider identified project submitted in a 

previous assessment during the current three (3) year planning cycle shall not be 

eligible for incentive points. 

 

i) The information supplied by the stakeholder must be sufficient to allow 

the Transmission Provider to evaluate the project described in the DPP.  

At a minimum, the DPP must include the following information: 

 

a. description of the project including one-line diagrams,  

configuration(s), proposed line routing, preliminary transmission 

line and substation engineering and design data; 

 

b. description of the needs identified in the ITP process to be 

addressed; 

 

c. proposed project schedule including, at a minimum timelines for 

completing regulatory, right-of-way, environmental, engineering, 

procurement and construction activities; 

 

d. description of any known or anticipated risks to the project 

schedule and any recommended mitigation plans; 

e. description of any known or anticipated environmental impacts; 
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f. engineering and modeling data required by the Transmission 

Provider; 

 

g. identification and justification of any changes in modeling 

assumptions from those used in the current ITP process; 

 

h. results of transmission project economic or reliability analysis, if 

applicable; and 

 

i. any other information available to support the evaluation of the 

project. 

 

ii) Any Stakeholder providing a DPP that meets the requirements set forth in 

Section III.8.b(i) of this Attachment O will be recorded by the 

Transmission Provider for the ITP planning assessment for the which the 

DPP was submitted, including the contact information of the stakeholder 

that submitted the DPP. 

 

iii) If the Transmission Provider, in its sole discretion, determines that the 

information provided in a DPP is incomplete, the Transmission Provider 

shall provide written notice to the stakeholder that submitted the DPP.  

The stakeholder shall be permitted to cure the such deficiency by the later 

of the end of the transmission planning response window or 10 days after 

the Transmission Provider issues such notice.  Failure to cure the 

deficiency shall result in the submission being disqualified as a DPP. 

 

iv) The Transmission Provider shall hold all DPPs in confidence until the 

thirty (30) day transmission planning response window has closed.  

Subsequent to the close of the transmission planning response window, 

information contained in a DPP shall be disclosed to stakeholders only as 

the Transmission Provider determines is necessary for review and 

documentation of the reason(s) why the DPP was or was not chosen in the 
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current ITP assessment.  The remaining information in the DPP will 

remain confidential.  

 

v) A stakeholder that submits a DPP may remain eligible for incentive points, 

in accordance with Section III of Attachment Y of this Tariff, for the 

remainder of the current three (3) year planning cycle of the ITP process.  

In order for the stakeholder to maintain its eligibility for incentive points 

in any subsequent ITP assessment within the current three (3) year 

planning cycle, the stakeholder must resubmit the information required by 

Section III.8.b(1) of this Attachment O, including identification of the 

need(s) in the ITP assessment that the DPP is proposed to solve.  If the 

stakeholder does not provide the updated information, the stakeholder will 

not be eligible for incentive points for the DPP for that subsequent 

assessment; however, the stakeholder would be eligible for incentive 

points in any other ITP assessment during the current three (3) year 

planning cycle, provided that the stakeholder updates the DPP information 

for that assessment. 

 

 

c) For all potential alternatives provided by the stakeholders, including reliability 

upgrades that Transmission Owners (which includes those Transmission Owners 

that have their own FERC approved local planning process), propose to address 

violations of company-specific planning criteria pursuant to Section II.5 of this 

Attachment O, and upgrades to address transmission needs driven in whole or in 

part by identified Public Policy Requirements,  the Transmission Provider shall 

determine if there is a more comprehensive regional solution to address the 

reliability needs, economic needs, and needs driven by Public Policy 

Requirements identified in the assessment. 

 

d) In addition to recommended upgrades, the Transmission Provider will consider, 

on a comparable basis, any alternative proposals which could include, but would 

not be limited to, generation options, demand response programs, “smart grid” 

technologies, and energy efficiency programs.  Solutions will be evaluated against 
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each other based on a comparison of their relative effectiveness of performance 

and economics. 

 

e) The Transmission Provider shall assess the cost effectiveness of proposed 

solutions.  Such assessments shall be performed in accordance with the Integrated 

Transmission Planning Manual, which shall be developed by the Transmission 

Provider, in consultation with stakeholders, and approved by the Markets and 

Operations Policy Committee.  SPP shall post this manual on its website. 

 

f) The analysis described above shall take into consideration the following: 

 

i) The financial modeling time frame for the analysis shall be 40 years (with 

the last 20 years provided by a terminal value). 

 

ii) The analysis shall include quantifying the benefits resulting from dispatch 

savings, loss reductions, avoided projects, applicable environmental 

impacts, reduction in required operating reserves, interconnection 

improvements, congestion reduction, and other benefit metrics as 

appropriate. 

 

iii) The analysis shall identify and quantify, if possible, the benefits related to 

any proposed transmission upgrade that is required to meet any regional 

reliability criteria. 

 

iv) The analysis scope shall include different scenarios to analyze sensitivities 

to load forecasts, wind generation levels, fuel prices, environmental costs, 

and other relevant factors.  The Transmission Provider shall consult the 

stakeholders to guide the development of these scenarios. 

 

v) The results of the analysis shall be reported on a regional, zonal, and state-

specific basis. 
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vi) The analysis shall assess the net impact of the transmission plan, 

developed in accordance with this Attachment O, on a typical residential 

customer within the SPP Region and on a $/kWh basis. 

 

g) The Transmission Provider shall make a comprehensive presentation of the 

preferred potential solutions, including the results of the analysis above, to the 

stakeholder working groups and at a planning summit meeting or web conference.  

The presentation shall include a discussion of all the Transmission Provider and 

stakeholder alternatives considered and reasons for choosing the particular 

preferred solutions. 

 

h) The Transmission Provider shall solicit feedback on the solutions from the 

stakeholder working groups and through the stakeholders attending the various 

planning summits.  The Transmission Provider will also include feedback from 

stakeholders through other meetings, teleconferences, web conferences, and via 

email or secure web-based workspace.  Stakeholders may propose any 

combination of demand resources, transmission, or generation as alternate 

solutions to identified reliability and economic needs. 

 

i) Upon consideration of the results of the cost effectiveness analysis and feedback 

received in the subsequent review process, the Transmission Provider shall 

prepare a draft list of projects for review and approval in accordance with Section 

V of this Attachment O. 

 

 
 

SPP Criteria 

 
      
 

SPP Business Practices 

 
      
 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT WORKING GROUP 

Report to the Transmission Working Group 

May 9, 2016 

 

Organizational Roster 

The following members and staff represent the Model Development Working Group (MDWG): 

Nate Morris, Chairman – Empire District Electric (EDE) 
Derek Brown, Vice-Chairman – Westar Energy (WR) 
Joe Fultz – Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA) 
Scott Rainbolt – American Electric Power (AEP) 
Dustin Betz – Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) 
John Boshears – City Utilities of Springfield (CUS) 
Reené Miranda – Southwestern Public Service (SPS) 
Scott Schichtl – Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation (AECC) 
Jason Shook – GDS Associates (GDS) 
Brian Wilson – Kansas City Power & Light (KCPL) 
Liam Stringham –Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 
Holli Krizek – Western Area Power Administration 
Anthony Cook, Secretary – Southwest Power Pool (SPP) 

 

Activity Update 

 The 2016 Series MDWG Powerflow models were finalized on March 14, 2016 by the MDWG.  
The MDWG will be discussing ideas on how to further improve the build in order to meet schedule 
at their June 7-8 face to face meeting. 

 The 2016 Series MDWG Short Circuit models were finalized on April 18, 2016 by the MDWG. 

 The 2016 Series MDWG Dynamic models are slightly behind schedule; however, SPP Staff is 
making extra effort to mitigate delays. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Anthony Cook, MDWG Secretary 
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Tariff Change
• Goal:  To minimize unnecessary AQ requests 

• Added language to section 2 of Attachment AQ

• Requests for changes in local delivery facilities that meet the following 
criteria do not need to be studied pursuant to Section 3 of this 
Attachment AQ:

• 1.Any increase of capacity at a delivery point without a 
corresponding change to the load at the delivery point;

• 2. Any distribution transformer changes without a corresponding 
load change; or 

• 3. Increase to a delivery point facility rating.

• Notwithstanding the above, the Transmission Customer or Host 
Transmission Owner may request that the new or modified delivery 
point be studied pursuant to Section 3 of this Attachment AQ.
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AQITF Next Steps
• Submit tariff revision request 
 Language from previous slide

• Continue discussion on which entities are required by 
FAC-002-2 to perform this study
 Does the local TO and SPP both have to perform a study? 

 Discuss interpretations with applicable regional entities

 Potential clarification from NERC
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

TRANSMISSION PLANNING TASK FORCE 

Report to the Transmission Working Group 

May 17-18, 2016 

 

Organizational Roster 

The following persons are members of the Transmission Planning Task Force: 

Scott Rainbolt, American Electric Power, Chairman 
Brian Brownlow, Nebraska Public Power District  
Chris Colson, Western Area Power Administration 
Gimod Olapurayil, ITC Great Plains  
Derek Brown, Westar Energy  
Liam Stringham, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation  
Marcus Moor, Kansas City Power and Light  
Reené Miranda, Southwestern Public Service Company 
Steve Hardebeck, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company  

Activity Update 

The TPLTF is currently reviewing the TPL-007-1 (Transmission System Planned Performance for 
Geomagnetic Disturbance Events) standard and developing thoughts, ideas, and a list of questions 
related to the requirements, interpretation, and methods for analysis and compliance.  Currently the TPL-
007-1 standard has not been approved by FERC and on 4/28/2016, NERC filed a supplemental 
information filing for the proposed TPL-007-1 standard.  The TPLTF expects more changes to come from 
FERC and NERC, but plan to keep moving forward with the standard review with the stance that a 
majority of the work can be performed before the approval and effective date of the standard.  Once the 
standard review is complete, the TPLTF will work on developing a study scope, and guidance document 
for the TPL-007-1 study and compliance.  

Upcoming Meetings 

Monday June 20, 2016 

Monday July 18, 2016 

Additional Information 

None. 

 



 
 

 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

DYNAMIC LOAD TASK FORCE REPORT 

Report to the Transmission Working Group 

May 9, 2016 

 

Organizational Roster 

The following members and staff represent the Dynamic Load Task Force (DLTF): 

Derek Brown, Chairman – WESTAR Energy (WERE) 
Brian Brownlow - Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) 
Reené Miranda – Xcel Energy (SPS) 
Mathew Stoltz – Basin Electric Power Cooperatives (BEPC) 
Liam Stringham – Sunflower Electric (SUNC) 
Marcus Moor – Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) 
Chis Colson – Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) 
Scott Jordan, Secretary - Southwest Power Pool (SPP) 

 

 

Dynamic Load Task Force Activity Update 

 The DLTF has consulted and is involved with WECC, EPRI, MEPPI, and NERC LMTF to gain 
industry knowledge of the CMLD Load Model 

 The DLTF has conducted a short term survey with the intentions of including CMLD models for 
targeted industrial loads in the 2016 Series MDWG Dynamic cases on a voluntary basis. 

o Survey complete 
o Benchmarking in progress 

 The DLTF is in the process of developing:  
o A base set of CMLD dyre file entries for different loads 

 Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Agricultural, and other variants or 
combinations  

o Users Guide for the membership and stakeholders to instruct them on the application and 
use of the CMLD model 

o Comprehensive Survey for the 2017 Series Dynamic Build that will include all of the 
CMLD load types 

 The DLTF has also started discussion on the subject of addressing the “SPP Disturbance 
Performance Requirements” based on 

o The application of the existing requirements for the 2016 TPL Assessment (short term) 
o Edits or additions that need to be made once the Comprehensive Survey benchmarking 

with the addition of the CMLD models is complete (long term) 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Derek Brown, DLTF Chairman 
Scott Jordan, DLTF Secretary 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 



ID % Name <Unavailable>Duration Start Finish Resource Names

0 35% SPP 2016 TWG Work Schedule - 05-10-2016 410 days Fri 10/23/15 Thu 5/18/17
1 29% 2016 TWG Meeting Schedule 236 days Wed 1/20/16 Wed 12/14/16
2 100% TWG January Net Conference 1 day Wed 1/20/16 Wed 1/20/16 Members,SPP
3 100% TWG February Meeting 2 days Tue 2/23/16 Wed 2/24/16 Members,SPP
4 100% TWG March Net Conference 1 day Wed 3/16/16 Wed 3/16/16 Members,SPP
5 100% TWG April Net Conference 1 day Wed 4/20/16 Wed 4/20/16 Members,SPP
6 0% TWG May Meeting 2 days Tue 5/17/16 Wed 5/18/16 Members,SPP
7 0% TWG June Net Conference 1 day Wed 6/15/16 Wed 6/15/16 Members,SPP
8 0% TWG July Net Conference 1 day Wed 7/20/16 Wed 7/20/16 Members,SPP
9 0% TWG August Meeting 2 days Tue 8/16/16 Wed 8/17/16 Members,SPP

10 0% TWG September Net Conference 1 day Wed 9/14/16 Wed 9/14/16 Members,SPP
11 0% TWG October Net Conference 1 day Wed 10/19/16 Wed 10/19/16 Members,SPP
12 0% TWG November Meeting 2 days Tue 11/15/16 Wed 11/16/16 Members,SPP
13 0% TWG December 7th Net Conference 1 day Wed 12/7/16 Wed 12/7/16 Members,SPP
14 0% TWG December 14th Net Conference 1 day Wed 12/14/16 Wed 12/14/16 Members,SPP
15 51% SPP Project Tracking 2016 224 days Tue 11/3/15 Fri 9/9/16
16 100% Project Tracking 1st Quarter 28 days Wed 11/4/15 Fri 12/11/15
17 100% T.O.s submit updates 8 days Wed 11/4/15 Fri 11/13/15 Members
18 100% T.O.s provide cost increase justifications 7 days Tue 11/17/15 Wed 11/25/15 Members
19 100% T.O.s submit mitigation plans 19 days Tue 11/17/15 Fri 12/11/15 Members
20 100% Project Tracking 2nd Quarter 30 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 3/11/16
21 100% T.O.s submit updates 10 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 2/12/16 Members
22 100% T.O.s provide cost increase justifications 5 days Wed 2/17/16 Tue 2/23/16 Members
23 100% T.O.s submit mitigation plans 18 days Wed 2/17/16 Fri 3/11/16 Members
24 14% Project Tracking 3rd Quarter 30 days Mon 5/2/16 Fri 6/10/16
25 50% T.O.s submit updates 10 days Mon 5/2/16 Fri 5/13/16 Members
26 0% T.O.s provide cost increase justifications 6 days Mon 5/16/16 Mon 5/23/16 Members
27 0% T.O.s submit mitigation plans 19 days Tue 5/17/16 Fri 6/10/16 Members
28 0% Project Tracking 4th Quarter 30 days Mon 8/1/16 Fri 9/9/16
29 0% T.O.s submit updates 10 days Mon 8/1/16 Fri 8/12/16 Members
30 0% T.O.s provide cost increase justifications 11 days Tue 8/16/16 Tue 8/30/16 Members
31 0% T.O.s submit mitigation plans 19 days Tue 8/16/16 Fri 9/9/16 Members
32 73% 2016 MDWG Powerflow, Short Circuit and Dynamic Models 230 days Thu 11/12/15 Wed 9/28/16
33 100% 2016 MDWG Powerflow Models 79 days Tue 12/8/15 Fri 3/25/16
34 100% Pass 3 MDWG Powerflow Models (Originally Final) 49 days Tue 12/8/15 Fri 2/12/16
35 100% Pass 3 - Members Review Pass 2 Powerflow Models/Final Data submission (Loads Locked Down from Pass 2) 24 days Tue 12/8/15 Fri 1/8/16 Members
36 100% Pass 3 - Modeling Contacts Submit Docucheck Correction idevs to MOD 24 days Tue 12/8/15 Fri 1/8/16 Members
37 100% Pass 3 - SPP Staff posts final Pass 3 Powerflow Models/Docucheck Correction Needs Workbook 1 day Fri 2/12/16 Fri 2/12/16 SPP
38 100% Pass 4 - Final MDWG Powerflow Models (Unscheduled) 30 days Mon 2/15/16 Fri 3/25/16
39 100% Pass 4 (Final) - Members Submit Corrections to Pass 3 Models 5 days Fri 2/19/16 Thu 2/25/16 Members
40 100% Build Pass 4 Powerflow Models 10 days Fri 2/26/16 Thu 3/10/16 SPP
41 100% Finalization - Conference Call Vote 0 days Fri 3/25/16 Fri 3/25/16 Members,SPP
42 100% 2016 MDWG Short Circuit Models 97 days Thu 11/12/15 Fri 3/25/16
43 100% Short Circuit Models Pass 1 39 days Thu 11/12/15 Tue 1/5/16
44 100% Pass 1 - Members Submit Docucheck Corrections (idev format) 13 days Thu 11/12/15 Mon 11/30/15 Members
45 100% Pass 1 - SPP Staff Posts Final Pass 1 Models/Docucheck Corrections Needs Workbook 0 days Tue 1/5/16 Tue 1/5/16 SPP
46 100% Short Circuit Models Pass 2 (Originally Final) 9 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 2/12/16
47 100% Pass 2 - Members Submit Docucheck Corrections (idev format) 5 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 2/5/16 Members
48 100% Pass 2 - SPP Staff Posts Pass 2 0 days Fri 2/12/16 Fri 2/12/16 SPP
49 100% Short Circuit Models Final Pass 3 - Final (Unscheduled) 25 days Fri 2/19/16 Fri 3/25/16
50 100% Final - Member Review for Finalization of Short Circuit Models 5 days Fri 2/19/16 Thu 2/25/16 Members
51 100% Build Final Pass 3 Short Circuit Models 10 days Fri 2/26/16 Thu 3/10/16 SPP
52 100% Finalization - Conference Call Vote 0 days Fri 3/25/16 Fri 3/25/16 Members,SPP
53 57% 2016 MDWG Dynamic Models 218 days Mon 11/30/15 Wed 9/28/16
54 100% Initial Data Update 56 days Mon 11/30/15 Mon 2/15/16
55 100% Build and Post DYRE Files, Wind Farm Data, and Docureport 10 days Mon 11/30/15 Fri 12/11/15 SPP
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ID % Name <Unavailable>Duration Start Finish Resource Names

56 100% Members submit data updates 46 days Mon 12/14/15 Mon 2/15/16 Members
57 100% Initial Data Update - Member Data Due 0 days Mon 2/15/16 Mon 2/15/16 Members
58 100% Powerflow Adjustments 20 days Tue 2/16/16 Mon 3/14/16
59 100% Powerflow updates and Wind Farm topology and GI updates 20 days Tue 2/16/16 Mon 3/14/16 SPP
60 95% Dynamic Case Adjustments 20 days Thu 3/24/16 Wed 4/20/16
61 100% Members submit data updates 15 days Thu 3/24/16 Wed 4/13/16 Members
62 100% Member data due 0 days Wed 4/13/16 Wed 4/13/16 Members
63 80% Process SPP Member updates 5 days Thu 4/14/16 Wed 4/20/16 SPP
64 0% Dynamic Case Initialization 15 days Thu 4/21/16 Wed 5/11/16
65 0% Case and Dyre File Corrections based on Initialization Messags 15 days Thu 4/21/16 Wed 5/11/16 SPP
66 0% Build Final Models 15 days Thu 6/9/16 Wed 6/29/16 SPP
67 0% NERC B&C Faults Test & Case Adjustment 5 days Thu 6/9/16 Wed 6/15/16 SPP
68 0% Dynamic Case Reduction 10 days Thu 6/16/16 Wed 6/29/16 SPP
69 0% MDWG Dynamic Case Review and Finalization 192 days Tue 1/5/16 Wed 9/28/16
70 0% Post Initial Models 5 days Thu 6/30/16 Wed 7/6/16 SPP
71 0% Member Review of Initial Models 10 days Thu 7/7/16 Wed 7/20/16 Members
72 0% Member Data Due 0 days Wed 7/20/16 Wed 7/20/16 Members
73 0% Final Data Update - Build Final Models 10 days Thu 7/21/16 Wed 8/3/16 SPP
74 0% Post Final Models 1 day Thu 8/4/16 Thu 8/4/16 SPP
75 0% Member Review for Finalization of MDWG Dynamic Models 10 days Fri 8/5/16 Thu 8/18/16 Members
76 0% MDWG Dynamic Models - MDWG Vote 5 days Fri 8/19/16 Thu 8/25/16 Members
77 0% 2016 TPL Scenario Dynamic Models 26 days Thu 8/25/16 Thu 9/29/16

78 0% Develop 2016 TPL Scenario Dynamic Models 26 days Thu 8/25/16 Thu 9/29/16 SPP

79 0% FERC 715 Filing 6 days Thu 3/24/16 Thu 3/31/16
80 0% Staff to report the SPP filing is complete 6 days Thu 3/24/16 Thu 3/31/16 SPP
81 0% NERC RAS Summer Report 37 days Wed 3/23/16 Thu 5/12/16
82 0% TWG Comments on Report 37 days Wed 3/23/16 Thu 5/12/16 Members
83 0% Annual Review of ATC Process 16 days Tue 4/5/16 Tue 4/26/16
84 0% ATC Review 16 days Tue 4/5/16 Tue 4/26/16 SPP
85 5% 2016 NERC TPL-001-4 259 days Tue 1/5/16 Fri 12/30/16
86 13% NERC TPL Steady State Assessment, TPL 001-4 259 days Tue 1/5/16 Fri 12/30/16
87 100% TWG Scope Approval 1 day Wed 3/16/16 Wed 3/16/16 Members
88 100% Deadline for providing Contingency data (P1) 0 days Mon 2/29/16 Mon 2/29/16 Members
89 100% Deadline for providing 'P0' MDWG basecap CAPs 0 days Mon 3/21/16 Mon 3/21/16 Members
90 100% Deadline for providing Contingency data (P2, P4, P5, P7, EE) 0 days Mon 3/28/16 Mon 3/28/16 Members
91 100% Deadline for providing BES inclusion list, spare equipment 0 days Fri 4/1/16 Fri 4/1/16 Members
92 50% Perform and organize MDWG POM-OPM ACCC runs/results 16 days Mon 4/11/16 Mon 5/2/16 SPP
93 0% Generate ITP basecase 'P0' potential violations 12 days Thu 5/26/16 Fri 6/10/16 SPP
94 0% Send TPs ITP basecase 'P0' potential violations 0 days Fri 5/27/16 Fri 5/27/16 SPP
95 0% Send initial potential MDWG violations to TPs and request CAPs 0 days Mon 6/13/16 Mon 6/13/16 SPP,Members
96 0% Deadline for providing Protection Scheme Contingencies 0 days Mon 6/20/16 Mon 6/20/16 Members
97 0% Deadline for providing 'P0' ITP basecap CAPs 0 days Mon 6/27/16 Mon 6/27/16 Members
98 0% Perform and organize ITP POM-OPM ACCC runs/results 23 days Wed 7/13/16 Fri 8/12/16 SPP
99 0% Deadline for providing CAPs 0 days Fri 9/23/16 Fri 9/23/16 Members

100 0% Post Draft TPL Comprehensive Assessment for TWG review 0 days Thu 11/10/16 Thu 11/10/16 SPP
101 0% TWG approval of 2016 Comprehensive TPL Assessment 17 days Thu 12/8/16 Fri 12/30/16 Members
102 0% NERC TPL Stability Study, TPL 001-4 131 days Fri 7/1/16 Fri 12/30/16
103 0% TWG Scope Approval 1 day Fri 7/1/16 Fri 7/1/16 Members
104 0% NERC TPL Stability Assessment, TPL 001-4 74 days Fri 8/26/16 Wed 12/7/16 SPP
105 0% TWG approval of 2016 Comprehensive TPL Assessment 17 days Thu 12/8/16 Fri 12/30/16 Members
106 0% NERC TPL Short Circuit Study, TPL 001-4 208 days Wed 3/16/16 Fri 12/30/16
107 100% TWG Scope Approval 0 days Wed 3/16/16 Wed 3/16/16 Members
108 100% Deadline for providing ANSI Fault Current Calculation parameters 0 days Thu 3/31/16 Thu 3/31/16 Members
109 20% Perform Short Circuit simulation 0 days Fri 4/1/16 Fri 4/1/16 SPP
110 0% Send Short Circuit results to TPs and request CAPs 0 days Fri 7/1/16 Fri 7/1/16 SPP
111 0% Deadline for providing listing of buses for line-out results using activity ANSI 0 days Mon 8/1/16 Mon 8/1/16 Members
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ID % Name <Unavailable>Duration Start Finish Resource Names

112 0% Deadline for providing CAPs 0 days Wed 8/31/16 Wed 8/31/16 SPP
113 0% Send Short Circuit simulation results for line-out results using activity ANSI to TPs and request additional CAPs 0 days Wed 8/31/16 Wed 8/31/16 SPP
114 0% Deadline for providing additional CAPs for Short Circuit simulation results for line-out results using activity ANSI 0 days Fri 9/16/16 Fri 9/16/16 SPP
115 0% Post Draft TPL Comprehensive Assessment for TWG review 0 days Thu 11/10/16 Thu 11/10/16 SPP
116 0% TWG approval of 2016 Comprehensive TPL Assessment 17 days Thu 12/8/16 Fri 12/30/16 Members
117 0% ERAG MRSS 2016 Summer Transmission Assessment Study 98 days Tue 3/1/16 Thu 7/14/16
118 0% ERAG MRSS 2016 Summer Transmission Assessment Study (TBD) 98 days Tue 3/1/16 Thu 7/14/16 Members,SPP
119 0% ERAG MRSS 2016 Winter Transmission Assessment 98 days Thu 7/21/16 Mon 12/5/16
120 0% ERAG MRSS 2016 Winter Transmission Assessment Study (TBD) 98 days Thu 7/21/16 Mon 12/5/16 Members,SPP
121 0% NERC RAS Winter Report 5 days Thu 9/15/16 Wed 9/21/16
122 0% TWG Comments on Report 5 days Thu 9/15/16 Wed 9/21/16 Members
123 90% SPP 2016 ITP Near-Term (Remaining work) 169 days Mon 11/2/15 Thu 6/23/16
124 90% ITPNT Study Work 169 days Mon 11/2/15 Thu 6/23/16
125 100% Develop 2016 ITPNT Draft Portfolio 31 days Wed 12/9/15 Wed 1/20/16 SPP,Members
126 100% Upgrade Determination (New 2A Process) 10 days Thu 1/14/16 Wed 1/27/16 SPP
127 100% Post 2016 ITPNT Draft Portfolio for member review and comment 8 days Wed 1/27/16 Fri 2/5/16 Members
128 100% Study Cost Estimates (Non-competitive-TO's and Competitive - SPP) (New 2A Process) 21 days Wed 1/27/16 Wed 2/24/16 SPP,Members
129 100% TWG Review of Draft Final Portfolio 1 day Fri 3/25/16 Fri 3/25/16 Members
130 100% Final Portfolio Development 67 days Tue 12/29/15 Wed 3/30/16 SPP,Members
131 100% NERC TPL-001-4 Table 1 Planning Events 108 days Mon 11/2/15 Wed 3/30/16 SPP
132 100% ATRR / Rate Impacts on Final Portfolio 23 days Mon 2/29/16 Wed 3/30/16 SPP
133 100% 2016 ITPNT Report for MOPC/BOD 20 days Fri 4/1/16 Thu 4/28/16 SPP,Members
134 20% Short-Term Reliability Project Process 40 days Fri 4/29/16 Thu 6/23/16 SPP,Members
135 19% 2017 ITP10 (18-month cycle) (Continued) 315 days Fri 10/23/15 Thu 1/5/17
136 46% Constraint Assessment 44 days Mon 2/1/16 Thu 3/31/16
137 100% TWG Materials development (Constraint Assessment) 10 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 2/12/16 SPP,Members
138 100% TWG Review (Constraint Assessment) 6 days Wed 2/17/16 Wed 2/24/16 SPP,Members
139 0% Finalize Constraint Assessment (QAP) 19 days Mon 3/7/16 Thu 3/31/16 SPP
140 100% Generator Outlet Facilities 60 days Fri 10/23/15 Thu 1/14/16
141 100% ESWG/TWG Materials Development 21 days Fri 10/23/15 Fri 11/20/15 SPP,Members
142 100% ESWG/TWG Review 39 days Mon 11/23/15 Thu 1/14/16 Members
143 100% ESWG/TWG Approval 0 days Thu 1/14/16 Thu 1/14/16 Members
144 44% DC to AC Conversion of Reliability Hours 36 days Mon 3/14/16 Mon 5/2/16
145 44% Finalize DC to AC Conversion 36 days Mon 3/14/16 Mon 5/2/16 SPP,Members
146 96% Reliability Assessment 14 days Tue 5/3/16 Fri 5/20/16
147 96% Final Reliability Assessment 14 days Tue 5/3/16 Fri 5/20/16 SPP,Members
148 34% Economic Assessment 46 days Fri 3/18/16 Fri 5/20/16
149 34% Finalize Economic Assessment 46 days Fri 3/18/16 Fri 5/20/16 SPP,Members
150 22% Policy Assessment 25 days Mon 4/18/16 Fri 5/20/16
151 22% Finalize Policy Assessment 46 days Fri 3/18/16 Fri 5/20/16 SPP,Members
152 0% Order 1000 - DPP Process 35 days Wed 4/27/16 Tue 6/14/16
153 0% DPP Projects Submittal Period (Calendar Days) 23 days Wed 4/27/16 Fri 5/27/16 SPP,Members
154 0% DPP Cure Period (Business Days) 10 days Mon 5/30/16 Fri 6/10/16 SPP[110%],Members[110%]
155 0% Reliability Solutions 20 days Mon 7/4/16 Fri 7/29/16
156 0% Finalize Reliability Solutions 80 days Mon 4/11/16 Fri 7/29/16 SPP,Members
157 0% Economic Solutions 20 days Mon 7/4/16 Fri 7/29/16
158 0% Finalize Economic Solutions 80 days Mon 4/11/16 Fri 7/29/16 SPP,Members
159 0% Policy Solutions 20 days Mon 7/4/16 Fri 7/29/16
160 0% Finalize Policy Solutions 80 days Mon 4/11/16 Fri 7/29/16 SPP,Members
161 0% Project Grouping 20 days Mon 8/29/16 Fri 9/23/16
162 0% Finalize Project Grouping 40 days Mon 8/1/16 Fri 9/23/16 SPP,Members
163 0% Portfolio Consolidation 11 days Thu 9/22/16 Thu 10/6/16
164 0% ESWG/TWG Materials Development 5 days Thu 9/22/16 Wed 9/28/16 SPP,Members
165 0% ESWG/TWG Review 5 days Thu 9/29/16 Wed 10/5/16 SPP,Members
166 0% ESWG/TWG Approval 1 day Thu 10/6/16 Thu 10/6/16 SPP,Members
167 0% Finalize Report - Consolidate Projects 11 days Thu 9/22/16 Thu 10/6/16 SPP,Members
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168 0% Project Staging 19 days Mon 10/31/16 Thu 11/24/16
169 0% Prepare WG materials 6 days Tue 11/1/16 Tue 11/8/16 SPP
170 0% ESWG/TWG Review 6 days Wed 11/9/16 Wed 11/16/16 SPP,Members
171 0% ESWG/TWG Approval 1 day Thu 11/17/16 Thu 11/17/16 SPP,Members
172 0% Finalize Project Staging (QAP) 19 days Mon 10/31/16 Thu 11/24/16 SPP
173 0% Benefit Calculation 20 days Mon 11/14/16 Fri 12/9/16
174 0% Finalize Benefit Calculation 16 days Fri 11/18/16 Fri 12/9/16 SPP
175 0% Sensitivity Analysis 20 days Mon 11/14/16 Fri 12/9/16
176 0% Finalize Sensitivity Analysis 20 days Mon 11/14/16 Fri 12/9/16 SPP
177 0% Draft Report 13 days Tue 12/20/16 Thu 1/5/17
178 0% ESWG/TWG Approval 1 day Tue 12/20/16 Tue 12/20/16 SPP,Members
179 0% Finalize Draft Report 31 days Thu 11/24/16 Thu 1/5/17 SPP
180 3% 2016 Engineering Planning Summits 181 days Fri 3/4/16 Fri 11/11/16
181 100% Engineering Planning Summit 1 day Fri 3/4/16 Fri 3/4/16 SPP,Members
182 0% Engineering Planning Summit (TBD) 30 days Mon 10/3/16 Fri 11/11/16 SPP,Members
183 60% 2016 Annual Flowgate Assessment 98 days Mon 2/1/16 Wed 6/15/16

184 100% Scope Approval 0 days Wed 3/16/16 Wed 3/16/16 SPP,Members

185 100% Transmission Owner Review of files 24 days Mon 2/1/16 Thu 3/3/16 Members

186 90% Staff performs analysis 55 days Wed 2/10/16 Tue 4/26/16 SPP

187 0% TO Review of Annual FG Assessment 22 days Tue 5/17/16 Wed 6/15/16 Members

188 0% TWG-ORWG review/approval 21 days Wed 5/18/16 Wed 6/15/16 SPP,Members

189 100% 2016 PRC-023-3 Annual Process 36 days Wed 3/2/16 Wed 4/20/16

190 100% Send draft Attachment B.4 list to Transmission Owners for review and feedback 11 days Wed 3/2/16 Wed 3/16/16 SPP,Members

191 100% Feedback due on draft Attachment B.4 list 0 days Wed 3/16/16 Wed 3/16/16 Members

192 100% Final Distribution of Attachment B.4 list 6 days Wed 4/13/16 Wed 4/20/16 SPP

193 100% TWG endorsement requested for Attachment B.4 list 0 days Wed 4/20/16 Wed 4/20/16 Members

194 16% 2017 ITP Near-Term 339 days Mon 2/1/16 Thu 5/18/17
195 100%  ITPNT Scope 65 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 4/29/16
196 100%  Finalize 2016 ITPNT Scope 65 days Mon 2/1/16 Fri 4/29/16 SPP,Members
197 21%  ITPNT Models 71 days Fri 3/25/16 Fri 7/1/16
198 100% Pass 1 Posted 0 days Fri 3/25/16 Fri 3/25/16 SPP
199 100% TWG/Member Review Models 10 days Fri 3/25/16 Thu 4/7/16 Members
200 0% Pass 2 Posted 0 days Thu 4/21/16 Thu 4/21/16 SPP
201 0% TWG/Member Review Models 11 days Thu 4/21/16 Thu 5/5/16 Members
202 0% Pass 3 (Final) Posted 0 days Thu 5/19/16 Thu 5/19/16 SPP
203 0% Post CBA Scenario Models - Pass 1 0 days Mon 4/25/16 Mon 4/25/16 SPP
204 0% TWG/Members Review CBA Scenario - Pass 1 10 days Tue 4/26/16 Mon 5/9/16 Members
205 0% Post CBA Scenario Model - Pass 2 0 days Thu 5/26/16 Thu 5/26/16 SPP
206 0% TWG/Members Review CBA Scenario - Pass 2 10 days Thu 5/26/16 Wed 6/8/16 Members
207 0% Post CBA Scenario Model - Pass 3 (Final) 0 days Wed 6/22/16 Wed 6/22/16 SPP
208 0% TWG Model Approvals 6 days Fri 6/24/16 Fri 7/1/16 Members
209 0%  ITPNT Study Work (These are draft dates subject to change) 237 days Wed 6/22/16 Thu 5/18/17
210 0% Needs Assessment 51 days Wed 6/22/16 Wed 8/31/16 SPP
211 0% DPP Window (includes cure period) 33 days Thu 9/1/16 Mon 10/17/16 Stakeholders
212 0% Solution Development 52 days Thu 9/1/16 Fri 11/11/16 SPP,Members
213 0% Develop 2016 ITPNT Draft Portfolio 33 days Mon 11/14/16 Wed 12/28/16 SPP,Members
214 0% Upgrade Determination 7 days Thu 12/29/16 Fri 1/6/17 SPP
215 0% Post 2016 ITPNT Draft Portfolio for member review and comment 5 days Wed 1/11/17 Tue 1/17/17 SPP
216 0% Study Cost Estimates (Non-competitive-TO's and Competitive -SPP) 25 days Wed 1/11/17 Tue 2/14/17 SPP,Members
217 0% TWG Review of Draft Final Portfolio (TBD) 20 days Wed 2/15/17 Tue 3/14/17 Members
218 0% Final Portfolio Development 22 days Wed 3/1/17 Thu 3/30/17 SPP,Members
219 0% NERC TPL-001-4 Table 1 Planning Events 22 days Wed 3/1/17 Thu 3/30/17 SPP
220 0% ATRR / Rate Impacts on Final Portfolio 22 days Wed 3/1/17 Thu 3/30/17 SPP
221 0% 2016 ITPNT Report for MOPC/BOD 40 days Wed 3/1/17 Tue 4/25/17 SPP,Members
222 0% Short-Term Reliability Project Process 23 days Tue 4/18/17 Thu 5/18/17 SPP
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Purpose & Background
• Regional Cost Allocation Review is an analysis of the 

zonal impacts of the Highway/Byway cost allocation 
methodology
 Concludes July 2016

• Today: Review of metric results that utilize powerflow
models
 Not seeking official TWG approval

 Feedback can also be provided after the meeting through 
RCAR stakeholder feedback process (June 3rd deadline)

• Began working on the current RCAR II in September 2015
 PROMOD Modeling Issues approaches – approved  by ESWG 

Oct 2015

 Powerflow Models – approved by TWG January 2016

 Economic Models – approved by ESWG March 2016

 Constraints – approved by TWG March 2016

2



Benefit Metrics & Approvals

3



Reduced Capacity Costs due 
to Reduced Losses On Peak
• Captures the value for generation capacity that may no 

longer be required due to a reduction in peak losses
 Peak MW Losses computed by zone in powerflow models

• This reduction to the installed capacity requirement can 
be monetized using a Net CONE for new generation

• Metric calculated on a zonal basis

4
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Reduced Capacity Costs due 
to Reduced Losses On Peak

2020 2025

Zone Capacity Savings Capacity Savings 40‐yr NPV
(MW) (nom. $m) (MW) (nom. $m) (2015 $m)

AEPW 23.2  $1.7  66.6  $5.7  $80.2 
CUS (0.1) ($0.0) (0.1) ($0.0) ($0.1)
EDE (0.1) ($0.0) 0.0  $0.0  $0.0 
GMO 1.9  $0.1  2.2  $0.2  $2.4 
GRDA 0.4  $0.0  0.4  $0.0  $0.5 
KCPL 4.0  $0.3  5.2  $0.4  $5.6 
LES 1.0  $0.1  1.0  $0.1  $1.0 

MIDW 2.1  $0.2  8.1  $0.7  $9.9 
MKEC 6.5  $0.5  13.8  $1.2  $16.2 
NPPD 39.3  $2.9  45.7  $3.9  $49.1 
OKGE 35.7  $2.7  53.3  $4.5  $59.8 
OPPD 1.9  $0.1  2.2  $0.2  $2.4 
SUNC 2.8  $0.2  8.8  $0.8  $10.7 
SWPS 199.0  $14.9  295.2  $25.1  $330.9 
UMZ 50.4  $3.8  44.0  $3.7  $44.0 
WFEC 27.4  $2.1  60.4  $5.1  $71.0 
WRI 9.7  $0.7  5.2  $0.4  $4.2 
TOTAL 405.3  $30.4  612.1  $52.0  $687.8 



Avoided or Delayed Reliability 
Projects
• Captures the benefit provided by an economic project 

by helping to avoid (or delay) a reliability project that 
would otherwise be needed

• This metric is calculated as follows:
 Analyze thermal reliability needs in a powerflow model with 

and without the economic projects
 Identify any thermal reliability needs that are present only in 

the model without the economic and policy projects
 Identify projects that would mitigate each of these thermal 

reliability needs 

• This benefit metric monetizes the reliability benefit as 
the avoided cost of not having to build a separate 
reliability project 
 Benefit allocated based on each zone’s share of costs for the 

avoided or delayed project
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Avoided or Delayed Reliability 
Projects (2015 $M)

• All avoided/delayed projects are new, 2nd

circuit projects
 Carnegie – Hobart Junction 138 kV in AEPW 

($23.3M)

 Wheeler – Howard 115 kV in SPS ($6.0M)

 Potter – Harrington East 230 kV in SPS ($8.9M)
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Assumed Benefit of Mandated 
Reliability Projects
• Monetizes the value of mitigating reliability violations

• The benefit of a mandated reliability project is assumed 
to be at least equal to the cost, so regional benefit = cost

• Allocation of zonal benefit is based on a hybrid 
methodology
 Uses Load Ratio Shares (LRS) and a flow-based approach 

called System Configuration (SR)

8

Reliability Upgrade kV Allocation of Benefit

> 300 kV 1/3 SR, 2/3 LRS

100 ‐ 300 kV 2/3 SR, 1/3 LRS

< 100 kV 100% SR



Assumed Benefit of Mandated 
Reliability Projects – SR
• System Reconfiguration:  Reliability upgrade is removed 

from the powerflow model and the change in flows on all 
other facilities are measured
 Measures the relief that the upgrade is providing to each 

zone’s existing facilities

• PROMOD used to determine hourly flow direction for 
weighting

9



Assumed Benefit of Mandated 
Reliability Projects (2015 $M)

10

< 100 kV 100–300 kV > 300 kV All Projects
Total $644 $2,729 $2,158 $5,531

100% 66.7% 33.3% Wtd. 33.3% 66.7% Wtd. Hybrid Approach
Zone SR SR LRS Avg. SR LRS Avg. Allocation Benefit

AEPW 39% 11% 20% 14% 2% 20% 14% 17.1% $943
CUS 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0.9% $52
EDE 2% 0% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1.5% $81
GMO 5% 1% 4% 2% 4% 4% 4% 3.2% $176
GRDA 2% 0% 2% 1% 0% 2% 1% 1.2% $68
KCPL 4% 3% 7% 4% 6% 7% 7% 5.4% $296
LES 0% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1.1% $62

MIDW 0% 3% 1% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1.6% $89
MKEC 0% 5% 1% 4% 6% 1% 3% 2.9% $163
NPPD 2% 5% 6% 5% 6% 6% 6% 4.8% $268
OGE 10% 11% 13% 12% 6% 13% 11% 11.1% $617
OPPD 1% 1% 5% 2% 1% 5% 3% 2.6% $144
SUNC 1% 4% 1% 3% 7% 1% 3% 2.8% $152
SWPS 9% 26% 11% 21% 20% 11% 14% 17.1% $947
UMZ 0% 7% 9% 8% 32% 9% 17% 10.4% $576
WFEC 7% 4% 3% 4% 2% 3% 3% 4.0% $221
WR 16% 17% 10% 15% 2% 10% 8% 12.2% $677
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% $5,531



Increased Wheeling Through 
and Out Revenues
• Increasing ATC with neighboring regions improves 

import/export opportunities for SPP
 Can increase through and out transactions that will increase 

SPP wheeling revenues

 Wheeling revenues for firm through and out transactions are 
collected through Schedules 7 and 11

• Increased ATC from new transmission is used to project 
increased wheeling revenues due to the new transmission
 Determine long-term wheeling service (TSRs) that SPP was 

able to sell due to upgrades and calculate ratio:

			 	 	 	 	

	 , 	 	 ,

 Ratio used to project additional service that can be sold in 
the future, and the associated revenues

11



Increased Wheeling Through 
and Out Revenues – Formulas

12

Example for 2025 Benefit Calculation:



Increased Wheeling Through 
and Out Revenues

• Benefit allocated to zones based on 
Tariff language governing Schedules 7 
and 11 revenue allocation

13



Summary of Benefits and Costs
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Next Steps
• Present metric results to SPP working groups
 RCAR stakeholder feedback process

 Feedback window closes June 3rd – see RARTF 5/13 materials 
for more details

• Remedy Analysis

• Report

• Completion of analysis in July 2016

15





Criteria 5.3.3
Benchmark SPP Models
Presented by Scott Jordan

TWG Meeting
Kansas City, Missouri
February 23 & 24, 2016

Scott Jordan – sjordan@spp.org – 501-614-3985
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Criteria 5.3.3

3

Comments
• CLECO, LAFA, LEPA removed from tables due to their 

transition to another RTO

• Entities that joined in October will be added to the 2015/16 
Winter Comparison tables

• Concern about comparing a peak value from EMS to a 50/50 
load forecast from the planning models 

• Could be the cause of some of the percent differences

• Modeling personnel in the process of obtaining access 
to the data to review the peak values



2013/14W Winter Comparison

4

Summer 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe a k

Summe r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

20 12 20 12 20 13 20 13 20 12 /13 20 12 /13 20 13 /14 20 13 /14 20 12 2 0 13 2 0 12 /13 2 0 13 /14

Are a  Num
Area  

Na me
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

Planning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

Planning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

Planning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

Planning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW) Diff Diff Diff Diff

5 02 CELE 2 4 2 4 25 13 2 4 0 8 2 3 3 0 2 0 4 8 2 3 3 0 2836 2530 3 .5 % - 3 .3% 12 .1% - 12 .1%

5 03 LAFA 5 2 8 50 1 4 6 2 514 3 4 9 34 1 388 348 - 5 .4 % 10 .2% - 2 .2% - 11.6 %

5 04 LEPA 2 2 7 2 2 9 23 1 2 2 9 16 9 17 5 203 177 0 .9 % - 0 .9% 3 .4 % - 14 .5 %

5 15 SWPA 19 68 2153 12 84 17 50 117 6 13 37 1263 1409 8 .6 % 2 6 .6 % 12 .0% 10 .3%

5 20 AEPW 14 4 50 14 3 58 9 6 9 6 10 4 88 7 3 3 7 7 8 9 4 8500 8240 - 0 .6 % 7 .6 % 7 .1% - 3 .2%

5 23 GRDA 9 6 8 10 36 9 5 9 10 5 1 913 7 5 2 896 757 6 .6 % 8 .7 % - 2 1.4 % - 18 .4 %

5 24 OKGE 7 0 6 8 63 2 1 6 3 5 0 6 6 5 7 4 6 9 2 4 6 7 9 5234 4899 - 11.8 % 4 .6 % - 0 .3% - 6 .8%

5 25 WFEC 15 87 15 02 15 53 15 16 14 47 13 68 1704 1381 - 5 .7 % - 2 .4% - 5 .8% - 2 3 .4%

5 26 SPS 6126 6 2 3 3 59 3 1 6 3 2 9 4 0 6 8 4 5 7 5 4743 4772 1.7 % 6 .3 % 11.1% 0 .6 %

5 34 SUNC 113 3 115 9 12 80 117 2 7 17 7 5 2 855 799 2 .2 % - 9 .2% 4 .6 % - 7 .0%

5 36 WERE 6 6 5 2 6 3 4 9 6 4 2 9 6 5 0 7 4 2 3 5 4 3 2 6 4647 4320 - 4 .8 % 1.2% 2 .1% - 7 .6%

5 40 MIPU 2 0 6 6 2 0 0 9 18 73 19 99 14 65 16 0 1 1576 1609 - 2 .8 % 6 .3 % 8 .5 % 2 .1%

5 41 KACP 3 7 7 3 3 6 8 9 3 5 0 7 3 6 8 2 2 4 9 7 27 3 1 3017 2754 - 2 .3 % 4 .8 % 8 .6 % - 9 .6%

5 42 KACY 5 0 1 5 5 6 4 7 4 5 5 8 3 5 8 4 10 384 413 9 .9 % 15 .1% 12 .7% 7 .0 %

5 44 EMDE 114 8 119 0 27 3 1 1171 10 11 10 45 1078 1053 3 .5 % - 133 .2 % 3 .3 % - 2 .4%

5 45 INDN 3 0 8 3 10 2 7 5 3 0 9 17 1 188 189 190 0 .6 % 10 .9% 8 .8 % 0 .8 %

6 40 NPPD 3 8 9 2 3 8 3 9 3 6 0 7 3 8 7 3 2 4 4 8 2 9 7 3 2697 3018 - 1.4% 6 .9 % 17 .7% 10 .6%

6 45 OPPD 2 6 6 3 2 7 9 3 2 5 3 6 2 8 4 4 17 5 1 2 0 5 6 2375 2081 4 .7 % 10 .8% 14 .8% - 14 .1%

6 50 LES 7 9 6 7 5 3 7 5 5 7 5 5 5 4 2 5 6 4 581 576 - 5 .7 % 0 .0 % 3 .9 % - 0 .8%

Crite ria  3 .3 .3  -  Tre nds

Are a  Ac tua l Pe ak & P la nning Pe a k Load Comparison



2013/14W Winter Comparison
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Area Num Area Name
Actual Peak 

Load Date/Hour
Actual Real-
Time Load

Planning 
Peak Load*

MW 
Difference

% 
Difference Notes

502 CLEC 11/30/2013 6:56 2836 2530 -306 -12.1%

503 LAFA 1/7/2014 6:41 388 348 -40 -11.6%

504 LEPA 1/7/2014 6:35 203 177 -26 -14.5%

515 SPA 12/12/2013 7:15 1263 1409 145 10.3% Includes SPRM, AECC (10%)

520 AEPW 1/7/2014 7:09 8500 8240 -260 -3.2% Includes OMPA (25%), AECC (90%)

523 GRDA 3/5/2014 9:01 896 757 -139 -18.4%

524 OKGE 2/5/2014 19:28 5234 4899 -335 -6.8% Includes OMPA (70%)

525 WFEC 2/6/2014 7:10 1704 1381 -323 -23.4% Includes OMPA (5%)

526 SPS 1/9/2014 8:25 4743 4772 29 0.6%

534 SECI 1/9/2014 12:42 855 799 -56 -7.0% Includes MKEC

536 WR 1/6/2014 9:48 4647 4320 -328 -7.6% Includes MIDW

540 MPS 3/3/2014 7:05 1576 1609 33 2.1%

541 KCPL 1/6/2014 9:48 3017 2754 -263 -9.6%

542 KACY 12/9/2013 18:02 384 413 29 7.0%

544 EDE 2/6/2014 7:29 1078 1053 -26 -2.4%

545 INDN 1/6/2014 18:18 189 190 1 0.8%

640 NPPD 2/11/2014 13:42 2697 3018 321 10.6%

645 OPPD 3/4/2014 5:59 2375 2081 -294 -14.1%

650 LES 2/6/2014 19:27 581 576 -5 -0.8%

Southwest Power Pool

Criteria 5.3.3 - 2013/14 Winter Peak

Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison

*Note:  Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.



2014S Summer Comparison
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Summe r 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe ak

Summe r 
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Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe ak
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Pe a k

Summe r 
Pea k

Summe r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe ak

2 0 13 2 0 13 2 014 20 14 2 0 12 /13 2 0 12 /13 2 013 /14 2 0 13 /14 2 013 20 14 20 12 /13 2 0 13 /14

Are a  Num
Are a  

Na me
Actua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe ak 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Load (MW)

P la nning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pea k 

Load (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW) Diff Diff Diff Diff

5 15 SWPA 19 68 2 15 3 1371 1787 117 6 13 3 7 12 6 3 14 09 8 .6 % 2 3 .3 % 12 .0 % 10 .3 %

5 2 0 AEPW 144 5 0 14 3 5 8 11415 10315 7 3 37 7 89 4 8 5 0 0 8 2 40 - 0 .6 % - 10 .7 % 7 .1% - 3 .2 %

5 2 3 GRDA 96 8 103 6 1049 1096 913 7 5 2 8 96 75 7 6 .6 % 4 .3% - 2 1.4 % - 18 .4 %

5 2 4 OKGE 7 0 68 6 3 21 6485 6642 4 6 92 4 67 9 5 2 3 4 4 8 99 - 11.8% 2 .4% - 0 .3% - 6 .8 %

5 2 5 WFEC 15 87 150 2 1629 1618 144 7 13 6 8 17 0 4 13 81 - 5 .7 % - 0 .7 % - 5 .8% - 2 3 .4 %

5 2 6 SPS 6 126 6 23 3 6214 6203 4 0 68 4 57 5 4 7 4 3 4 7 72 1.7 % - 0 .2 % 11.1% 0 .6 %

5 3 4 SUNC 1133 115 9 1240 1311 717 7 5 2 8 55 79 9 2 .2 % 5 .4% 4 .6 % - 7 .0 %

5 3 6 WERE 6 6 52 6 34 9 6766 6608 4 2 35 4 32 6 4 6 4 7 4 3 20 - 4 .8 % - 2 .4 % 2 .1% - 7 .6 %

5 4 0 MIPU 2 0 66 2 00 9 1906 2052 146 5 160 1 15 7 6 16 09 - 2 .8 % 7 .1% 8 .5 % 2 .1%

5 4 1 KACP 3 7 73 3 68 9 3998 3705 2 4 97 2 73 1 30 17 2 7 54 - 2 .3 % - 7 .9 % 8 .6 % - 9 .6 %

5 4 2 KACY 50 1 5 5 6 467 504 3 5 8 4 10 3 84 413 9 .9 % 7 .3% 12 .7 % 7 .0 %

5 4 4 EMDE 1148 119 0 1092 1192 10 11 10 4 5 10 7 8 10 53 3 .5 % 8 .3% 3 .3 % - 2 .4 %

5 4 5 INDN 30 8 3 10 279 309 17 1 188 18 9 19 0 0 .6 % 9 .6% 8 .8 % 0 .8 %

6 4 0 NPPD 3 8 92 3 83 9 3186 3898 2 4 48 2 97 3 2 6 9 7 3 0 18 - 1.4 % 18 .3 % 17 .7 % 10 .6 %

6 4 5 OPPD 2 6 63 2 79 3 3740 2773 17 51 2 05 6 2 3 7 5 2 0 81 4 .7 % - 34 .9 % 14 .8 % - 14 .1%

6 5 0 LES 79 6 7 5 3 759 759 5 4 2 5 6 4 5 81 57 6 - 5 .7 % 0 .0% 3 .9 % - 0 .8 %

Crite ria  5 .3 .3  -  Tre nds

Area  Ac tua l Pe a k & P la nning Pe a k Loa d Compa rison



2014S Summer Comparison
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Area Num Area Name
Actual Peak Load 

Date/Hour
Actual Real-
Time Load

Planning 
Peak Load*

MW 
Difference

% 
Difference Notes

515 SPA 5/22/2014 14:51 1371 1787 416 23.3% Includes SPRM, AECC (10%)

520 AEPW 6/16/2014 14:45 11415 10315 -1100 -10.7% Includes OMPA (25%), AECC (90%)

523 GRDA 7/21/2014 14:52 1049 1096 47 4.3%

524 OKGE 8/25/2014 16:11 6485 6642 156 2.4% Includes OMPA (70%)

525 WFEC 8/25/2014 17:33 1629 1618 -11 -0.7% Includes OMPA (5%)

526 SPS 6/30/2014 17:01 6214 6203 -11 -0.2%

534 SECI 9/17/2014 10:45 1240 1311 71 5.4% Includes MKEC

536 WR 7/22/2014 16:50 6766 6608 -159 -2.4% Includes MIDW

540 MPS 8/25/2014 18:01 1906 2052 146 7.1%

541 KCPL 7/18/2014 16:24 3998 3705 -294 -7.9%

542 KACY 8/25/2014 14:49 467 504 37 7.3%

544 EDE 8/25/2014 16:39 1092 1192 99 8.3%

545 INDN 7/22/2014 5:27 279 309 30 9.6%

640 NPPD 8/3/2014 18:23 3186 3898 712 18.3%

645 OPPD 5/9/2014 18:11 3740 2773 -967 -34.9%

650 LES 7/21/2014 17:40 759 759 0 0.0%

Southwest Power Pool

Criteria 5.3.3 - 2014 Summer Peak

Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison

*Note:  Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.



2014/15W Winter Comparison
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Summe r 
Pe a k

Summer 
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Are a  
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Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe ak 
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Loa d (MW)
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Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pea k 

Load (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW) Diff Diff Diff Diff

5 15 SWPA 19 68 2 15 3 13 7 1 17 8 7 126 3 14 0 9 1116 1385 8 .6 % 2 3 .3 % 10 .3 % 19 .4 %

5 2 0 AEPW 144 5 0 14 3 5 8 11415 10 315 8 5 00 8 24 0 8349 8113 - 0 .6 % - 10 .7 % - 3 .2% - 2 .9 %

5 2 3 GRDA 96 8 103 6 10 4 9 10 9 6 89 6 7 5 7 892 776 6 .6 % 4 .3% - 18 .4 % - 15 .0 %

5 2 4 OKGE 7 0 68 6 3 21 64 8 5 6 6 4 2 5 2 34 4 89 9 5140 4477 - 11.8% 2 .4% - 6 .8% - 14 .8 %

5 2 5 WFEC 15 87 150 2 16 2 9 16 18 170 4 138 1 1705 1478 - 5 .7 % - 0 .7 % - 2 3 .4 % - 15 .4 %

5 2 6 SPS 6 126 6 23 3 6 214 6 2 0 3 4 7 43 4 77 2 4433 4386 1.7 % - 0 .2 % 0 .6 % - 1.1%

5 3 4 SUNC 1133 115 9 12 4 0 13 11 8 5 5 7 9 9 1086 877 2 .2 % 5 .4% - 7 .0% - 2 3 .8 %

5 3 6 WERE 6 6 52 6 34 9 67 6 6 6 6 0 8 4 6 47 4 32 0 4793 4538 - 4 .8 % - 2 .4 % - 7 .6% - 5 .6 %

5 4 0 MIPU 2 0 66 2 00 9 19 0 6 2 0 5 2 157 6 16 0 9 1802 1626 - 2 .8 % 7 .1% 2 .1% - 10 .8 %

5 4 1 KACP 3 7 73 3 68 9 39 9 8 3 7 0 5 3 0 17 2 75 4 3108 2738 - 2 .3 % - 7 .9 % - 9 .6% - 13 .5 %

5 4 2 KACY 50 1 5 5 6 4 67 50 4 3 8 4 4 13 403 355 9 .9 % 7 .3% 7 .0 % - 13 .7 %

5 4 4 EMDE 1148 119 0 10 9 2 1192 107 8 10 5 3 1613 1060 3 .5 % 8 .3% - 2 .4% - 5 2 .2 %

5 4 5 INDN 30 8 3 10 2 79 30 9 18 9 190 179 185 0 .6 % 9 .6% 0 .8 % 3 .2 %

6 4 0 NPPD 3 8 92 3 83 9 3 18 6 3 8 9 8 2 6 97 3 018 3389 2913 - 1.4 % 18 .3 % 10 .6 % - 16 .3 %

6 4 5 OPPD 2 6 63 2 79 3 37 4 0 2 7 7 3 2 3 75 2 08 1 1854 1967 4 .7 % - 34 .9 % - 14 .1% 5 .7 %

6 5 0 LES 79 6 7 5 3 7 59 75 9 58 1 5 7 6 620 562 - 5 .7 % 0 .0% - 0 .8% - 10 .4 %

Crite ria  5 .3 .3  -  Tre nds

Area  Ac tua l Pe a k & P la nning Pe a k Loa d Compa rison



2014/15W Winter Comparison
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Area Num
Area 
Name

Actual Peak 
Load Date/Hour

Actual Real-
Time Load

Planning 
Peak Load*

MW 
Difference

% 
Difference Notes

515 SPA 2/22/2015 21:20 1116 1385 269 19.4% Includes SPRM, AECC (10%)

520 AEPW 1/8/2015 7:15 8349 8113 -236 -2.9% Includes OMPA (25%), AECC (90%)

523 GRDA 2/11/2015 13:22 892 776 -117 -15.0%

524 OKGE 1/8/2015 7:24 5140 4477 -664 -14.8% Includes OMPA (70%)

525 WFEC 1/8/2015 7:08 1705 1478 -227 -15.4% Includes OMPA (5%)

526 SPS 12/30/2014 18:42 4433 4386 -48 -1.1%

534 SECI 11/13/2014 12:47 1086 877 -209 -23.8% Includes MKEC

536 WR 1/7/2015 17:59 4793 4538 -255 -5.6% Includes MIDW

540 MPS 10/7/2014 11:58 1802 1626 -176 -10.8%

541 KCPL 1/8/2015 6:22 3108 2738 -369 -13.5%

542 KACY 2/26/2015 6:49 403 355 -48 -13.7%

544 EDE 2/16/2015 10:29 1613 1060 -553 -52.2%

545 INDN 1/7/2015 18:46 179 185 6 3.2%

640 NPPD 2/23/2015 9:07 3389 2913 -475 -16.3%

645 OPPD 1/7/2015 17:57 1854 1967 113 5.7%

650 LES 11/13/2014 17:57 620 562 -58 -10.4%

Southwest Power Pool

Criteria 5.3.3 - 2014/15 Winter Peak

Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison

*Note:  Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.
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Summe r 
Pe a k

Summer 
Pe ak

Summe r 
Pea k

Summe r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe ak

Winte r 
Pea k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Summe r 
Pea k

Summe r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe a k

Winte r 
Pe ak

2 0 14 2 0 14 2 015 20 15 2 0 13 /14 2 0 13 /14 2 014 /15 2 0 14 /15 2 014 20 15 20 13 /14 2 0 14 /15

Are a  Num
Are a  

Na me
Actua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe ak 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Load (MW)

P la nning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pea k 

Load (MW)
Ac tua l 

Loa d (MW)

P la nning 
Pe a k 

Loa d (MW) Diff Diff Diff Diff

5 15 SWPA 10 68 178 7 1261 1522 2 8 36 2 53 0 8 19 13 85 40 .2 % 17 .2 % - 12 .1% 40 .9%

5 2 0 AEPW 114 15 10 3 15 10027 10489 38 8 3 4 8 8 3 4 9 8 113 - 10 .7% 4 .4% - 11.6 % - 2 .9 %

5 2 3 GRDA 10 49 109 6 1028 1147 20 3 17 7 8 92 77 6 4 .3 % 10 .4 % - 14 .5 % - 15 .0 %

5 2 4 OKGE 6 4 85 6 64 2 7220 6607 126 3 14 0 9 5 4 9 9 4 4 77 2 .4 % - 9 .3 % 10 .3 % - 2 2 .8 %

5 2 5 WFEC 16 29 1618 1672 1704 8 5 00 8 24 0 219 0 14 78 - 0 .7 % 1.9% - 3 .2% - 4 8 .2 %

5 2 6 SPS 6 2 14 6 20 3 5714 6455 89 6 7 5 7 4 4 3 3 4 3 86 - 0 .2 % 11.5 % - 18 .4 % - 1.1%

5 3 4 SUNC 12 40 13 11 1497 1331 5 2 34 4 89 9 16 2 5 87 7 5 .4 % - 12 .4 % - 6 .8% - 8 5 .3 %

5 3 6 WERE 6 7 66 6 60 8 6296 6400 170 4 138 1 4 7 9 3 4 5 38 - 2 .4 % 1.6% - 2 3 .4 % - 5 .6 %

5 4 0 MIPU 19 06 2 05 2 2105 2084 4 7 43 4 77 2 18 0 2 16 26 7 .1% - 1.0 % 0 .6 % - 10 .8 %

5 4 1 KACP 3 9 98 3 70 5 3715 4007 8 5 5 7 9 9 310 8 2 7 38 - 7 .9 % 7 .3% - 7 .0% - 13 .5 %

5 4 2 KACY 46 7 5 0 4 484 504 4 6 47 4 32 0 4 03 35 5 7 .3 % 4 .0% - 7 .6% - 13 .7 %

5 4 4 EMDE 4 6 42 119 2 4535 1155 2 2 55 16 0 9 4 5 0 0 10 60 - 2 8 9 .5 % - 2 9 2 .7 % - 4 0 .2 % - 32 4 .5 %

5 4 5 INDN 40 2 3 0 9 279 308 3 0 17 2 75 4 17 9 18 5 - 3 0 .4 % 9 .5% - 9 .6% 3 .2 %

6 4 0 NPPD 3 186 3 89 8 3575 3919 3 8 4 4 13 3 3 8 9 2 9 13 18 .3 % 8 .8% 7 .0 % - 16 .3 %

6 4 5 OPPD 3 7 40 2 77 3 2520 2793 107 8 10 5 3 18 5 4 19 67 - 3 4 .9 % 9 .8% - 2 .4% 5 .7 %

6 5 0 LES 75 9 7 5 9 759 775 18 9 190 6 20 56 2 0 .0 % 2 .2% 0 .8 % - 10 .4 %

Crite ria  5 .3 .3  -  Tre nds

Area  Ac tua l Pe a k & P la nning Pe a k Loa d Compa rison
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Area Num
Area 
Name

Actual Peak Load 
Date/Hour

Actual Real-
Time Load

Planning 
Peak Load*

MW 
Difference

% 
Difference Notes

515 SPA 8/25/2015 15:19 1261 1522 261 17.2% Includes SPRM, AECC (10%)

520 AEPW 8/7/2015 15:54 10027 10489 462 4.4% Includes OMPA (25%), AECC (90%)

523 GRDA 7/29/2015 16:22 1028 1147 119 10.4%

524 OKGE 8/7/2015 18:14 7220 6607 -613 -9.3% Includes OMPA (70%)

525 WFEC 8/7/2015 15:22 1672 1704 32 1.9% Includes OMPA (5%)

526 SPS 7/28/2015 16:22 5714 6455 741 11.5%

534 SECI 7/15/2015 2:03 1497 1331 -165 -12.4% Includes MKEC

536 WR 7/24/2015 16:22 6296 6400 104 1.6% Includes MIDW

540 MPS 9/4/2015 16:22 2105 2084 -21 -1.0%

541 KCPL 9/23/2015 17:54 3715 4007 292 7.3%

542 KACY 7/28/2015 15:18 484 504 20 4.0%

544 EDE 8/29/2015 5:32 4535 1155 -3380 -292.7%

545 INDN 7/13/2015 16:21 279 308 29 9.5%

640 NPPD 6/26/2015 17:38 3575 3919 345 8.8%

645 OPPD 7/24/2015 16:30 2520 2793 273 9.8%

650 LES 7/24/2015 16:31 759 775 17 2.2%

Southwest Power Pool

Criteria 5.3.3 - 2015 Summer Peak

Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison

*Note:  Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.



2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 *2009

Balancing Authority Operating Committee 36% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Business Practices Working Group 73% 55% 71% 60% 64% 82% N/A 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.6 3.8

Change Working Group 50% 52% 63% 61% 44% 65% 38% 4.3 4.2 4.1 3.9 4.3 4.2 3.3

Corporate Governance Committee 80% 88% 100% 88% 88% 75% 43% 4.5 4.9 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.5 3.2

Cost Allocation Working Group 88% 25% 67% 67% 50% 33% 27% 3.9 5.0 4.7 4.3 3.8 4.0 3.3

Credit Practices Working Group 67% 78% 75% 80% 67% N/A N/A 4.2 4.4 4.0 4.5 4.0 n/a n/a

Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group 47% 65% 53% 71% 75% 69% 27% 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.3 4.6 4.6 4.3

Economic Studies Working Group 73% 56% 63% 81% 67% 71% 38% 3.8 4.4 4.1 4.2 3.5 3.9 4.3

Event Analysis Working Group 67% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Finance Committee 86% 57% 86% 86% 86% 86% 30% 4.0 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.5 4.2 3.7

Generation Working Group 50% 56% 50% 60% 22% 50% 38% 3.8 3.0 4.3 4.4 3.5 4.2 2.8

Human Resources Committee 100% 86% 86% 71% 100% 86% 40% 4.8 4.5 3.8 3.6 3.7 4.3 3.3

Market Working Group 68% 47% 74% 41% 63% 81% 38% 4.0 4.7 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.2 3.2

Markets and Operations Policy Committee 39% 30% 37% 46% 48% 47% 33% 4.1 4.2 4.3 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.2

Model Development Working Group 69% 92% 100% 77% 100% 92% 48% 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.9 2.8

Project  Cost Working Group 86% 59% 65% 63% N/A N/A N/A 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.5 N/A N/A N/A

Operating Reliabilty Working Group 67% 80% 67% 94% 87% 77% 38% 4.0 4.5 3.7 4.2 4.2 4.2 3.6

Operations Training Working Group 83% 58% 70% 92% 83% 92% 45% 4.5 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 3.7

Oversight Committee 100% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 4.8 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 3.5

Project Cost Working Group 86% 65% 65% 63% N/A N/A N/A 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.5 N/A N/A N/A

Regional Compliance Working Group 75% 65% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.0 4.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Regional Tariff Working Group 61% 77% 67% 52% 71% 67% 43% 4.5 4.7 4.7 3.7 4.2 4.2 3.5

Strategic Planning Committee 83% 67% 83% 92% 100% 92% 43% 4.5 4.9 4.2 4.4 4.3 4.2 3.1

Systems Protection and Control Working Group 62% 58% 62% 69% 77% 77% 38% 3.5 3.7 4.5 3.9 4.5 3.5 3.6

Transmission Working Group 54% 67% 54% 82% 79% 67% 41% 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.7 4.0 3.4

Average 70% 63% 71% 72% 74% 74% 42% 4.2 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.2 3.5

Every score across all groups and questions was 3.4 or higher.

2015 Organizational Group Survey Analysis

 Group

* Note: Overall effectiveness was measured in a different way in 2009

Overview

Respondents were asked to select a score from 1 ‐ 5 with 1 being a strong disagreement to the statement and 5 being a strong agreement with statement.

The table below shows overall response rates and overall effectiveness scores by Organizational Group in alphabetical order. Response rates were up this 

year: 14 groups had higher response rates in 2015 than in 2014, and the overall response rate rose to 70% in 2015 from 63% the year prior.

The Human Resources and Oversight Committees had the  highest overall effectiveness (4.8). The lowest effectiveness score was the Systems Protection and 

Control Working Group (3.5).

Overall average effectiveness is 4.2, slightly lower than in 2014 and just above average for the seven years on record.

Response rate Overall effectiveness

The Generation Working Group saw the biggest increase in overall effectiveness ratings, increasing from 3.0 in 2014 to 3.8 in 2015. The Cost Allocation 

Working Group saws the biggest decrease in overall effectiveness ratings, decreasing from 5.0 in 2014 to 3.9 in 2014. 

Summary 1



NERC Reliability Standard Activities Update – May 17‐ 18, 2016 
 
Ballot Pools: 
 
There was no activity in this category since the last report.  
 
Drafting Team Vacancies: 
 
There was no activity in this category since the last report. 
 
Webinars: 
 
MOD‐031‐2 Overview Webinar‐ May 12, 2016| 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Eastern 
 
Workshops and Conferences: 
 
2016 NERC Standards and Compliance Workshop‐ July 12‐14 2016‐ St. Louis, MO 
 
Power Plant Model Verification and Testing Workshop‐ September 20‐21, 2016‐ Atlanta 
 
Currently Posted for Comment: 
 

Project  Applicability 
Comment 
Period 
Ends 

SPP Review 

Cost Effectiveness Pilot 
 

This is the discussion of the cost impact 
of implementing NERC Reliability 

Standards compared to risks addressed 
for example TPL‐001‐4. 

PC, TP  5/26/2016 5/20/16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Recent Activity (Comments already filed): 
 

Project  Applicability 
Comment 
Period Ends

SPP Review 

Project 2016‐02 Modifications to CIP 
Standards 
The SDT will modify the CIP family of 
standards (or develop an equally 
efficient and effective alternative) to: 
 
•        Address issues identified by the CIP 
V5 TAG; 
•        Address FERC directives contained 
in Order 822; and 
•          Address requests for       
interpretation 

BA, DP, 
GOP, GO, 
IC/IA, RC, 
TOP, TO 

4/21/16  4/11/16 

Project 2007‐06.2 System Protection 
Coordination (PER‐006‐1) 
 
This project will focus on training for 
plant personnel….especially the GOP. 
Also, there will two proposed definition 
in reference to Operational Planning 
Analysis” (OPA) and “Real‐time 
Assessment” (RTA). 

GOP‐ Plant 
Personnel 
receiving 
“Operating 
Instructions” 
from RC, BA, 

TOP or 
centrally 
located 
dispatch 
center. 

4/25/16  4/11/16 

Project 2015‐07 Internal 
Communications Capabilities (COM‐001‐
3) 
 
The project will address the directive 
from FERC Order No. 808 to modify the 
COM‐001‐2 standard or develop a new 
standard to address “internal 
communications capabilities that could 
involve the issuance or receipt of 
Operating Instructions or other 
communications that could have an 
impact on reliability.” 

TOP, BA, 
RC,DP, GOP 

5/6/16  4/19/16 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Notes: 
 
Functional Model Advisory Group (FMAG) Meetings 
                June 15‐17, 2016 – St. Louis, MO  
 
Applicable to: All Entities 
 
The NERC Board approved the following standards at the May 6, 2016 meeting: 
 

 IRO‐018‐1 Reliability Coordinator Real‐time Reliability Monitoring and Analysis 
Capabilities 

o Applicable to: Reliability Coordinator (RC) 
 

 TOP‐010‐1 Real‐time Reliability Monitoring and Analysis Capabilities 
o Applicable to: Balancing Authority (BA) 

 

 PRC‐012‐2 Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) 
o Applicable to: Reliability Coordinator (RC), Planning Coordinator (PC), RAS 

Entities ( Transmission Owner (TO), Generator Owner (GO) and Distribution 
Provider (DP) 
 

 BAL‐004 Time Error Correction 
o Applicable to: Reliability Coordinator (RC), Applicable to: Balancing Authority 

(BA) 
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Plains and Eastern Clean Line 

Refresh Studies – Next Steps 

SPP TWG Meeting
May 17-18, 2016
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Plains & Eastern will connect the robust wind of the 
Oklahoma Panhandle to the Mid-South and Southeast
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Key Updates Since Last TWG Meeting Update

November – 2015
• Clean Line/Xcel-SPS/SPP Interconnection Agreement Executed

– Includes TWG approval condition language for follow-up study once an HVDC 
vendor was secured and a proprietary HVDC model as well a refined AC collector 
system model became available (November - 2012)

January – 2016
• FERC Approval of Executed Interconnection Agreement

March – 2016
• U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) completed an independent review 

of PnE project pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act and 
issued a Record of Decision (RoD) outlining it’s participation 

• DOE’s RoD includes installation of a midpoint converter in Arkansas
• Total amount of power delivered by PnE is 4,000 MW

– (3,500 MW in TVA and 500 MW in Entergy)
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More Details on DOE process

In the Record of Decision issued March 2016, DOE
 Outlined its participation in the project

 Selected the route for the project in Arkansas and Oklahoma

 Confirmed the inclusion of the Arkansas converter station

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT PROCESS

With DOE approval, Clean Line enters the final stages of development: finalizing 
design and cost estimation, acquiring contiguous rights-of-way for 

construction, completing interconnection processes and negotiating and 
executing customer contracts.
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Clean Line/Xcel-SPS Plan to Meet IA/TWG Conditions

Data Outlined in IA/Approved TWG Motion
TWG 

Approval 
Items*

Available 
for 

Review

Finalize 
post TWG 
Approval** 

Documented vendor‐specific model for converters (incorporate PSCAD/EMTP work)

Dynamic data and modeling for converters

Dynamic performance studies as defined in PnE Performance Specification Document

Powerflow and stability studies to verify results from SPP Criteria 3.5 studies
N‐1 and select N‐2 or N‐1‐1 studies using new HVDC model; evaluate proposed 
remedial action schemes; output should include plots (20 sec) files for machine 
behaviors and interface voltages at POI

HVDC interactions studies with Lamar, Blackwater, Eddy County, Oklaunion, if 
screening analysis identifies need for such studies

Subsynchronous resonance study, if screening analysis identifies need for such studies

Harmonic interaction studies (per IEEE Std. 519) ‐ both for summer and winter cases

Interconnection studies done for generation connected to PnE 345 kV facilities***

Reactor sizing study to be performed by SPS once final PnE model is provided
Per condition identified in Facilities Study

* Studies that may identify required solutions that will be addressed “outside PnE’s fence”
** Studies that may identify required solutions that will be addressed “inside PnE’s fence”
*** Affected SISs will be conducted once wind farms execute IAs with PnE
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Timeline and SPP Cases for Follow-Up Studies

SPP Cases Utilized for Refresh Studies
• PnE in-service date is mid-2020
• Will utilize 2021 NT Steady-state cases (summer peak, winter peak, light 

load) which are scheduled to be released by June 1, 2016
• Will utilize latest stability models released by SPP in Fall – 2015

Data Outlined in IA/Approved TWG Motion
Provide 

Deposit for 
SPP Review

Finalize 
Study

SPP Staff 
Complete 
Review

TWG Review 
and Vote

Powerflow and stability studies to verify results from SPP 
Criteria 3.5 studies
N‐1 and select N‐2 or N‐1‐1 studies using new HVDC model; 
evaluate proposed remedial action schemes; output should 
include plots (20 sec) files for machine behaviors and interface 
voltages at POI

Early October 
2016

Early
December 

2016

Mid February 
2017

(assume 60 days)

Mid March 2017
(assume 30 days)

Subsynchronous resonance study, if screening analysis 
identifies need for such studies

Early October 
2016

Early
December 

2016

Mid February 
2017

(assume 60 days)

Mid March 2017
(assume 30 days)

Timeline for Refresh Studies



www.plainsandeasterncleanline.com
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